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The improvement of heterothallic mushroom species can be achieved by making 
crosses between strains with contrasting characteristics, but this technique is only 
suitable for those that are mating compatible pairs. Protoplast fusion may overcome 
the barrier of incompatibility and has been used in the breeding of some mushrooms. 
However, some commonly used methods for identification of fusion hybrids, e.g., 
barrage reaction, abnormal fruiting body, the appearance of clamp connection and 
isoenzyme analysis, were not strict enough. In this research, a feasible identification 
model was suggested and utilized. 
Optimized experiments were undertaken in different mushroom species. Our results 
suggested that the self-made double filter could decrease the loss of protoplasts in the 
filtration and increase the yield af protoplasts. Monokaryotization by protoplasting 
technique was carried out in several heterothallic species . After the regeneration of 
protoplasts, two types of neo-monokaryons could be recovered from a dikaryon. In 
all species tested, the yield of monokaryons in total regenerated colonies was over 
45%. No differences were found between neo-monokaryons and parental 
monokaryons. In comparison with other monokaryotization methods, protoplasting 
technique is considered as a rapid, simple and effective approach. This method was 
used in the identification of fusion hybrids. 
In intraspecific fusion, a new PEG fusion protocol could increase the fusion 
frequency up to 50% and revealed to be advantageous to electroflision method. 
Complementation frequency was 20-50% for PEG fiasion and 4-8% for electroflision. 
All progeny were heterokaryons (dikaryons) and had the clamp connections. These 
heterokaryons were indistinguishable in morphology and fruiting ability from the 
heterokaryons by mating. No monokaryotic prototrophs were found in these 
progeny. In self fusion , no heterotrophic colonies were found in regeneration 
minimal medium. 
Interspecific hybridization between VolvarieUa volvacea and V. homhycina was 
studied using protoplast fusion technique. The fusion frequency was found to be in 
the range of 0.032-0.71%. Most progeny showed characteristics of one parental type 
(V. bombycina or V. volvacea type). These parental progeny might be cybrids or 
survived parents. A few progeny grew very slowly and were unstable. These fusion 
hybrids were designated as nonparental progeny. The protoplasting technique was 
IX 
conducted in the nonparental progeny to determine whether they were 
heterokaryons. In all protoplasted colonies, both parental types could not be 
recovered at the same time. In fruiting tests, most of hybrid did not form fruiting 
bodies. The nuclear DNA content was determined in hybrids and their parents and no 
diploid ( parent 1 genome plus parent 2 genome ) was found. Arbitrarily-primed 
Polymerase Chain Reaction (AP-PCR) and Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA 
(RAPD) fingerprints indicated that the majority of the progeny were similar to one 
parental type, and some heterologous fragments were found in most hybrids. Some 
fusion progeny also revealed novel fragments in mitochondrial rDNA-PCR profiles, 
which indicated that the rearrangement of mtDNA could have occurred after fusion. 
The intergeneric hybridization between PlewoWs florida and Schizophylhim 
commune was studied using PEG-induced fusion. The fusion of protoplasts from 
auxotrophic mutant strains resulted in the formation of fusion hybrids in the 
frequencies of 3.6-7.3 x 10-5. Most of these fusion progeny were monokaryotic. 
Protoplasting results did not support the occurrence of heterokaryosis. Most fusion 
progeny showed a significantly higher nuclear DNA content than the parental strains 
and non diploids (parent 1 genome plus parent 2 genome ) were found. Some fusion 
progeny revealed both parental fragments in nuclear and mitochondrial rDNA-PCR 
profiles. AP-PCR and RAPD fingerprints indicated that most of fusion products 
were recombinant hybrids. In fruiting tests, most fusion progeny were sterile. 
For explaining these results, three possibilities after fusion were suggested. These 
possibilities included the nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions, nuclear fusion, and 
parasexual cycle without karyogamy. 
X 
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Chapter 1. General introduction to mushroom and mushroom genetics 
1.1 What is a mushroom 
Mushroom is defined as a macrofungus with a distinctive fruiting body that is large 
enough to be seen with the naked eye and to be picked up by hand ( Chang and 
Miles, 1992; Chang, 1993). According to the definition , mushrooms could be 
divided into four groups: 
(1) edible mushrooms: which involved of fleshy mushrooms, e.g. Agaricus bisporus; 
Lentimda edodes.’ Pleyrotus ostreatus\ Volvariella volvacea\ Flamidina velutips; 
Morchella and Tuber 
(2). medicinal mushrooms: e.g. Gaiioderma lucidiwr, Coriolus versicolor 
(3). poisonous mushrooms, e.g. Amanitaphalloides 
(4). other mushrooms: which remain less well defined 
Except for its value as food and medicine, some mushrooms are ideal tools for 
genetic analysis and a few of them have contributed much to an understanding of 
,一.. 
genetic systems in general ( Burnett 1975; Fincham et al.，1979; Deacon, 1984). J仏-丨乂 1 
•—‘ 
Most mushrooms are haploid，so they are easy to mutate and to select for mutants, *八 
especially i f the spores are uninucleate; Mushrooms are easily cultured in the 
laboratory and complete the whole life-cycle in a relatively short time. Some 
mushroom strains, such as Schizophyllum conmnme and Coprinus chiereus, are good 
materials for genetics research and development. C. cimreiis and S. commime 
provide important model systems in which to look at the structure and regulation of 
basidiomycete genes. In this chapter, some recent advances will be reviewed. 
1.2 Mushroom genetics: its development and prospective 
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1.2.1 Genome karyotype by pulsed field gel electrophoresis analysis 
Recent advances in the separation of high molecular weight DNA have led to the 
development of pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) ( Lai et al.，1989). Much of 
the initial development of these systems used separation of the chromosomes of the 
yeast Saccharomyce cerecisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pomhe as standards 
(Schwartz and Cantor, 1984). In higher organisms, karyotypes are established 
cytologically and are extremely valuable both as complements to genetic investigation ‘ 
and as taxonomic characters. Fungal chromosomes are too small to be readily 
resolved and reliably counted by light microscope • Electrophoretic karyotypes have 
the potential to fill this major gap in our knowledge of fungal biology. 
In basidiomycete, electrophoretic karyotypes have been reported in Agaricus 
hisporus (Royer et al, 1991; Lodder et al., 1993). Pleurotus ( Peberdy and Fox, 
1993)，Coprinus cinereus ( Pukkila et a!., 1991)，and Schizophyllum commune ( 
Horgen and Raper, 1991). Chromosome numbers and estimated sizes in them were 
listed in Table 1.1. 
2 
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Table 1.1. Chromosome number and estimated sizes for some mushroom species 
Chromo- Agaricm Agaricus Copruws Pleurotus Schizophyllvm 
some bisporns hispoms cinereus ostreatus commune 
Number (band size) (band size ) (band size) (band size) (band size) 
(Mb)* ( M ^ (Mb) 
1 3.4 3.7 5.1 >6.0 5.1 
2 3.14 3.3 3.6 4.19 5.1 
3 2.9 3.1 3.6 3.8 3.7 
4 2.3 3.1 3.4 3.4 2.8 
5 2.2 2.8 3.2 3.25 2.8 
6 2.01 2.6 3.0 3.0 2.8 
7 1.9 2.6 2.7 2.75 2.5 
8 1.8 2.3 2.6 2.6 2.5 
9 1.65 2.3 2.4 2.49 2.5 
10 1.5 2.0 2.3 2.29 1.85 
11 1.4 1.9 2.2 1.2 
12 1.38 1.7 2.2 
13 1.2 1.3 1.2 
Total 26.78 Mb 33-34 Mb 37.5 Mb > 39.49 Mb 35.2 Mb 
Source Lodder et al., Inferred from Pukilla Peberdy and Horgen and 
1993 Royer et al., and Fox, 1993 Raper, 1991 
1992 Casselton, 
1991 
*. 1,000,000 base pairs 
• 3 
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1.2.2 Mitochondrial genetics 
Mitochondrial DNA is an appealing molecule for genetics and taxonomic studies 
because it is relatively small and can be studied in its entirety. Fungal mtDNAs are 
much more variable . They range from 18.9 kbp in Toruiopsis glahrata to 176 kbp 
in Agaricus hitorquis . Size range in some mushroom species were listed in Table 
1.2. 
Table 1.2 Size of mitochondrial DNA in some mushrooms 
Strains Size ( kb) References 
Agaricus hisporus 136 Hintz et al., 1988 
Agaricus bitoquis 148.5-176.3 Hintz et al., 1985 
Agrocyhe cylindracea 74.8-84.4 Fukumasa et al., 1992 
Coprinus cinereus 43.3 Weber et al., 1986 
42.7 Fukumasa et al., 1992 
Coprinus stercorarius 91.1 Weber et al., 1986 
Grifolafrondosa 125.1-127.9 Fukumasa et al., 1992 
Lentimis edodes 76.2-78.2 Fukumasa et al., 1992 
Pleurotus cornucopiae 64.2 Fukumasa et al., 1992 
Pleurotus osireatus 74.1-78.8 Fukumasa et al., 1992 
/ 
SchizophyUum commune 50.3-52.2 Specht et al., 1983 
4 
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Inheritance of fungal mitochondrial genomes does not always follow the rules 
governing organelle inheritance in higher plants and animals, Biparental inheritance as 
mixed or recombinant genomes as well as uniparental maternal have been observed in 
C cinereus (Baptista-Ferreira, 1983; Economou et al., 1987; Economou and 
Casselton, 1989; May and Tylor, 1988)，A. bitoquis ( Hintz et al., 1988) and in 
Armillaria ( Smith et al., 1990). The unique mating system of mushrooms can lead 
to the formation of mitochondrial mosaics. Mitochondrion does not migrate along 
with nuclei during mating reaction. Using monokaryons with different mitochondrial 
gene mutation, it was shown that recombinant mitochondria arise in the zone of 
contact of mated monokaryons (Specht et al., 1992). 
To investigate the mt transmission pattern of A. hisporus in laboratory matings, 15 
homokarycns with different mt DNA markers were paired ( Jin et al., 1992; Jin and 
Horgen，1993). The results suggested: (a). Recombination between the mitochondrial 
genomes was not a common event, (b). From most individual pairings, all 
heterokaryons carried the same mt genotype, (c). A biparental transmission pattern 
was demonstrated for some crosses, but there appears to be a preference. Research in 
mitochondrial genetics might initiate another technique in the breeding of edible 
mushrooms. This technique will be described in Section 1.2.6. 
1.2.3 Mating type genes 
Recently, mating type genes attracted more attentions in two mushroom species, 
S. commune and C. cinereus. Traditional genetic analysis showed: Fruiting bodies in 
both species normally develop from dikaryon, which is formed by the mating of two 
haploid homokaryons with heteroallelic mating-type factors A and B. The A and B 
factors are unlinked to each other and are each comprised of two linked loci a and B. 
( 
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Two homokaryons are fully compatible i f they are different at Act /or AB, and 
different at Ba and/or BB. Each of the four loci is multiallelic, but the function of 
mating type genes were not clear. ( Raper, 1966). 
Ullrich's group has firstly cloned and sequenced three alleles ( A a l , Aa2 and Aa3 ) 
of the A a mating-type genes of S. commune ( Giasson et al.，1989; Ullrich et al.， 
1991). The different Aa alleles thus show considerable sequence heterogeneity and 
also strongly differ in sequence from the AS，Ba, and BB alleles. In C. cinereus, A 
mating type genes have been isolated and analyzed ( Casselton et al , 1989; Mutasa et 
al.. 1991; May et al., 1991). Hybridization analysis indicated that different alleles 
appeared to have unique sequences and occurred only once in the genome. 
Recent advances in S. commune indicated that most Aa loci contain not one but at 
least two different genes, designated Z and Y, containing homeobox-like sequences 
(Stankis et al., 1992). Transformation analyses ( Specht et al., 1992) showed that, 
after mating, Z from one mating partner interacts with Y from the other partner to 
activate the Aa-regulated pathway of development，possibly through formation of a 
heteromeric protein activator of gene transcription. Similar results have been 
reported in the Aa mating-type locus of Coprinus cinereus (Kues et al., 1992; Kues 
and Casselton, 1992; Richardson et al., 1993). From these results, it was suggested 
that the effective interactions after mating are not between proteins encoded by two 
different alleles of mating-type genes but between proteins encoded by two different 
mating-type genes or idiomorphs (Metzenberg, 1990; Metzenberg and Glass, 1990). 
During the cloning of B factor, a DNA sequence capable of inducing the de novo 
development of fruiting bodies when integrated into the genome of unmated, 
nonfruiting strains of S. commune has been isolated and partially characterized. This 
6 
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sequence overrides the normal requirement of a mating reaction for fruiting in this 
strain. Based these molecular analysis, some models of gene regulation in fruiting 
were suggested (Raper, 1991; Raper and Horgen, 1993). 
Mating type genes were also determined to be located in Chromosome I in Agaricus 
hisporus ( Xu et al.，1993; Kerrigan et al.，1993), but cloning of mating type genes 
in this species have not reported. 
1.2.4 Transformation in mushrooms 
Transformation is a kind of genetic recombination, which is brought about by adding 
foreign purified DNA to a cell. This technique has been widely used in the genetic 
engineering of fungi ( Fincham, 1989; Timberlake and Marshall, 1989). There are 
two types of transformation. The naked DNA donor establishes itself as an 
autonomously replicating sequence or integrates into the host chromosome after 
entry into the recipient cell. Transformation were reported in some mushrooms 
strains, e.g. S. commune ( Munoz-Rivas, 1986; Specht et al., 1988; Specht et al., 
1991 )，C cinereus ( Binninger et al., 1987; Mellon et al., 1987; Mellon and 
Casselton, 1988; Binninger et al., 1991), and Pleurotus (Byun et al., 1989a; 1989b; 
1992 ) and Morchella (Rohe et al., 1991; Rohe and Meinhardt, 1992). 
The commercially most important mushroom, A. bisporus, unfortunately, is not 
available for the transformation because all attempts so far have failed ( Challen et 
al., 1991; Royer and Horgen, 1991; L i and Horgen, 1993). One reason for the lack of 
success may be that heterologous DNA becomes heavily methylated and is poorly 
expressed, unless sufficient homologous sequence are included in the transforming 
DNA ( Mcoibroek et al., 1990; Wilke and Wach, 1993). 
7 
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More recently, in-vitro genetic procedures have been investigated as systems for 
DNA-mediated transformation in Pleurotus ostreatus ( Peng et al., 1992; 1993; 
Lemke, 1993). Using a standard non-replicating vector, transformation of P. 
ostreatus occurred at a frequency of 5-46 transformants/|xg vector DNA/ lO? 
protoplasts. These transformants consistently contained in-vivo generated 
recombinant plasmid larger in size than the initial vector. One such plasmid contained 
an insert of chromosomal origin in addition to vector sequences. Sequence analysis of 
this insert revealed high free-energy hairpin-loop forming subsequences, an 
associated analog to centromere-affiliated sequences recognized in other fiingi, and 
as least one putative gyrase recognition site. This P/ewro/w^-derived origin of 
replication is considered of potential use in developing a generalized vector for 
replicative transformation among mushrooms. 
1.2.5 Parasexual processes in mushrooms 
The term parasexual was first proposed by Pontecorvo in 1954 (Pontecorvo, 1956). 
In eukaryotes, recombination of genetic information originating from different 
individuals requires four steps: (l)the introduction of the two genomes ( or parts of 
genomes) into the same cell, (2) their association in the same nucleus, (3) crossing 
over leading to intra-chromosomal recombination and (4) reduction whereby the 
amount of genetic information per nucleus is reduced to the haploid level ( Caten, 
1981). The occurrence of somatic nuclear fusion is generally inferred from the 
recovery of hererozygous diploid nuclei from heterokaryons. Estimation of the rate 
of nuclear fusion is technically difficult and the best approximation is given by the 
frequency of diploid nuclei in a sample of nuclei from a heterokaryon. This varies 
widely both within and between species and may range from 10.1 to 10-7 ( Casselton, 
8 
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1965; 1966 ). It is unlikely that fusion in somatic cells occurs only between nuclei of 
different genotype. It was reported that somatic nuclear fusions occur more 
frequently between like than between unlike nuclei (Upsell et al, 1977). The highest 
parasexual frequency occurred in basidiomycetes, but the reason was not clear (Table 
1.3). 
Table 1.3 Occurrence of parasexual processes in some fungi 
Strain spontaneous Frequency References 
per 106 
Ascomycetes 
Aspergillus mdulans 0.1-1 Casselton, 1965 
Fungi imperfecti 
Aspergillus iiiger 35 Casselton, 1965 
Aspergillus oryzae <20 Casselton, 1965 
Aspergillus sojae 0.2-3 Casselton, 1965 
PenicWhmi chiysogemtm 0.025-0.36 Casselton, 1965 
Pemcillium expamum 9.4 Casselton, 1965 
Fvsarivm oxyspomm 0.6 Casselton, 1965 
Basidiomycetes 
Agr-ocybe aegerita 1000 Marmeisse, 1991 
Coprimis cimrevs 4-10,000 Marukake, 1989 
Coprinus lagopus 100-1000 Casselton, 1965 
0.380 Raper, 1966 
Leriiimis edodes 500-1700 Kawasuki et al., 1988 
Schizophylhmi comimme 0.0246 Raper, 1966 
Uslila^o maydis 100,000 Casselton, 1965 
9 
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Several observations indicate that compatibility for the mating-type genes induces 
haploidization of somatic diploids. In Coprinus lagopus and Schizophyllum commune 
diploids have been isolated from incompatible heterokaryons but not from compatible 
dikaryons ( Casselton, 1965; Frankel and Ellingboe, 1976). That nuclear fusion 
occurs in dikaryons is indicated by the frequent production of recombinant haploid 
nuclei. 
In a number of cases, however, parasexual recombination does not appear to 
conform to the standard parasexual cycle. Most cases occurred in basidiomycetes. 
Investigations of somatic recombination in dikaryons of basidiomycetes, using either 
direct recovery of haploid or illegitimate di-mon matings, have suggested the 
operation of non-standard processes. Three of these will be considered: meiotic-like 
recombination, specific non-reciprocal transfer of a single gene, and chromosome 
transfer. 
Meiotic-like recombination was reported in S. commune ( Ellingboe, 1964; Frankel, 
1979). Frankel ( 1979) examined monokaryons developed from platings of macerates 
of three differently marked dikaryons. No diploids or aneuploids were recovered but 
overall 28% of unselected haploid monokaryons were of non-parental genotype. 
These included both inter- and intra-chromosomal recombinants, and the intra-
chromosornal frequencies were similar to the meiotic frequencies. Ellingboe ( 1964) 
reported a di-mon mating in S. commune where mating-type factors from the nuclei 
of the dikaryon were inserted into the genome of the monokaryon. Only the mating-
type factors were recombined and therefore the process appeared to involve 
internuclear transfer of single genes ( specific factor transfer). A similar case, also in 
S. commw:e but not involving mating type, was also observed ( Leonard et al., 
1978a.，1978b). It was concluded that a novel process of somatic recombination 
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involving the non-reciprocal internuclear transfer was operating and it was also 
suggested that the process involves a whole chromosome segment, as a linked 
auxotrophic marker, is simultaneously transferred . 
Protoplast fusion of incompatible mating type was reported in Leniinus edodes 
(Kawasumi et al., 1988). Incompatible pair (common A) was fused and 
heterotrophic fusants were obtained with a frequency of 0.16%. These fiisants 
showed some unexpected results which strongly supported the formation of diploid. 
Murakami ( 1989) reported polyploidy in Coprims cinereus. Common-AB diploid 
monokaryons were isolated from oidial colonies which originated from common-AB 
heterokaryons by the method of Casselton ( 1965). The stability of the common-AB 
diploid nuclei was examined by making crosses between diploid and compatible 
haploid strains, and between compatible diploid strains. Fruiting body formation by a 
common-AB diploid ( 2n) monokaryon was demonstrated in this study. 
Crosses between sexually incompatible auxotrophic homokaryons of Agrocybe 
aegerita (common-AB, A=B：?!：, and A:?tB=) gave rise to heterokaryons (Marmeisse, 
R.，1991). From uninucleate oidia produced on these heterokaryons, somatic diploid 
mycelia were selected on unsupplemented medium with a frequency of 0.03%. 
Diploids broke down spontaneously on supplemented media to give recombinant 
haploid segregants. The advances in parasexual process will encourage the 
application of this process in breeding of mushrooms. We will discuss this in Section 
1.2. 6. 
1.2.6 Mushroom breeding 
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What are the methods usually used in breeding for cultivated mushroom strains? In 
the case of industrial microorganisms, a series of mutation and selection has been the 
most successful method in the improvement of industrial microorganisms. The 
breeding objective in these strains is to enhance the production of specific 
metabolites. However, the situation is different in mushroom breeding. General 
target of mushroom breeding is concerned with the simultaneous improvement of a 
range of characteristics expressed in a complex structure ( Elliott, 1982)，not for 
single product. Furthermore, mutation by physical or chemical mutagens usually 
incorporate the lose of some good characteristics. Therefore, mutation technique is 
not an efficient method for mushroom breeding except a few cases, in which only one 
characteristics need improvement, e.g., colour mutant strains or sporeless strains. 
The improvement of mushroom species, except for Volvariella volvacea, will be 
achieved by making crosses between strains with contrasting characteristics. Though 
this method often is time consuming and laborious, it is still widely used. 
Conventional cross method includes pairing two monokaryons and then choosing the 
dikaryon in contact zone for fruiting. With the understanding of mitochondrion 
genetics, it is suitable to change this conventional method. It is suggested that three 
types of dikaryons, in either side and contact zone in mating plate, be used for 
fruiting trial, because mitochondrial mosaic may affect the fruiting results. 
Plant breeder often breed polyploid strains for the improvement of strains because of 
their advantages to diploid parents. . The life cycle of mushroom species is unique. 
Diploid only occupied a very short duration in life cycle. Therefore this breeding 
technique in plant has not been used for mushroom breeding. With the discovery of 
parasexual cycle in mushroom, diploid or polyploid was available in some mushroom 
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strains ( Murakami, 1989; Menadas, 1991). This technique will be of potentials for 
further study. 
Protoplast fusion is reported effective in the improvement of industrial 
microorganisms ( Peberdy, 1985). Since 1985, this technique has been used in the 
breeding of mushrooms ( Yoo, 1993). In the next chapter, protoplast fusion in fungi 
was reviewed. Based on this review, a model for the identification of fusion products 
was proposed. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Advances in fungal protoplast fusion before 1985 had been reviewed by many authors 
(Ferenczy, 1985; Peberdy, 1987, 1989). In this chapter, we will concentrate on the 
works after 1985. Serious attentions will be paid to those papers which were published 
in international genetics journals or used molecular technique to identify fiisants. 
2.2 Protoplast fusion in Yeast 
2.2.1 Intraspecific fusion 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae was one of the first yeast species employed in induced and 
controlled protoplast fusion studies. Because of its importance in both basic and applied 
fields, it was widely used in protoplast fiision. Without induction, protoplasts cannot 
conjugate ( Svoboda，1978). I f protoplasts of complementary auxotrophic strains were 
induced to fuse, transitory hererokaryons firstly appeared, which usually either segregate 
(Matsuoka, 1982) or experience karyogamy to yield uninucleate cells with elevated 
ploidy ( Ferenczy and Maraz, 1978). It was reported that mating type genes play an 
important role in intraspecific fusion. I f protoplasts of complementary auxotrophic 
haploid strains with compatible mating types are fused, the resulting diploids will be 
stable, with low level or no sporulation. I f benomyl was used as haploidization agent, 
parental auxotrophs and recombinants were obtained ( Ferenczy and Maraz, 1977). 
Similar processes were reported in Candida ( Poutler et al., 1981，1982; Sarachek and 
Rhoads, 1981; Pesti and Ferenczy, 1982; Andrade et al., 1992 ) and S. lipolyiica 
(Stahk, 1978). 
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Eves and co-workers ( 1992) reported a technique for the multiple transformation of 
yeast by protoplast fusion is described. This involved the PEG-induced fusion of 
protoplasts from cells which had been treated with chromosome-fragmenting agents 
(cupferron and hydroxylamine) with protoplasts of triply auxotrophic cells. The 
recovery of transformants was increased significantly i f one of the amino acid 
requirements of the recipient strain was included in the selection medium. 
Transformants isolated on supplemented media remained auxotrophic for that 
requirement. Prototrophic, uninucleate transformants had a DNA content and cellular 
volume similar to that of the parental strains. This technique offers the possibility of 
transferring desirable characteristics from one yeast strain to another without altering 
the ploidy level of the recipient strain. ‘ 
2.2.2 Interspecific fusion 
Protoplasts of S. cerevisiae and S. fernmitati were fused ( Skata et al., 1988). Two 
types of prototrophic hybrids were obtained with a frequency of 3 x 10-7. The 
analysis in auxotrophic markers suggested that type 1 hybrids carried the complete 
genome from S. fernmitati plus an additional chromosome from S. cerevisiae and 
type 2 hybrids had the complete genome and additional chromosomes from S. 
fernmitati. 
A triauxotrophic strain of the yeast Pichia stipitis, was hybridized with diauxotrophic 
strains of its presumptive imperfect partner Candida shehatae through PEG induced 
protoplast fusion ( Gupther and Garnett, 1987). A small number of prototrophic 
flisants appeared to be partial hybrids as determined by DNA content ( fusion 
frequency not given). P/c/7/a-resembling flisants was confirmed by analysis of 
nuclear condition and the isolation of a variety of mutant recombinants by meiotic 
segregation. 
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A prototrophic strain of S. cerevisiae, resistant to high levels of ethanol, was 
hybridized with xylose-fermenting, auxotrophic mutants of Candida shehatae and 
Pichia stipitis through polyethylene glycol-induced protoplast fusion in an attempt to 
produce ethanol-tolerant, xylose-fermenting hybrids (Gupthar, 1992). Mononucleate 
fusants were obtained, but these dissociated into a mixture of parental-type 
segregants. Purified Candida- and Pichia-resembling segregants failed to acquire 
improved ethanol tolerance but expressed other novel properties of S, cerevisiae, 
suggesting that karyogamy was imparied after intemuclear gene transfer. 
DNA-DNA binding experiments on selected fusants of Candida shehatae and Pichia 
stipitis showed that the nucleus of these strains was composed predominantly of ‘ 
Pichia DNA (Selebano et al., 1993). These fusants showed only marginal increases in 
cell DNA content when compared with the parents. Electrophoretic karyotyping 
revealed that the fusants contained four chromosomes, similar to those found in the 
Pichia parental strain. It was suggested that the fusion led to integration of Candida 
genes, rather than whole chromosomes, with the entire genome ofP. stipitis. 
2.2.3 Intergeneric fusion 
Intergeneric fusants between Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces 
pomhe were analyzed and reported to be haploid carrying the complete genome of 
cerevisiae plus an additional chromosome of Sck pomhe ( Tamaki, 1982)， but no 
molecular data was given to support this conclusion. 
Prototrophic hybrids have been obtained by the fusion of auxotrophic haploid strains 
of the two yeasts Yarrowia lipolytica and Kluyveronyces lactis in a frequency of 2.2 
X 10-4 ( Groves and Oliver, 1984). The hybrid fusants contained an approximately 
diploid amount of DNA per cell. However, analytical CsCl density gradient 
centrifugation demonstrated that the nuclear DNA of the Ibsants was derived almost 
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entirely from the Y. lipolytica parent. Moreover, an examination of the protein 
constituents of the fusants by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis showed that their 
protein patterns were indistinguishable from that of Y. lipolytica. It was proposed 
that the diploid flisant nucleus could be arisen of a self-fusion event or a K lipolytica 
chromosomes supplanted those of K. lactis. 
Random genomic DNA fragments from Kluyveromyces marxianus were cloned in 
order to identify chromosomal bands in pulsed field electrophoresis patterns of 
intergeneric hybrid strains between S. cerevisiae and K. markianus (Witte et al., 
1989). Based on the results of electrophoretic karyotypes, it was concluded that 
most of fusants showed the genome type of K. marxianus and no any intact S. 
cerevisiae chromosome had been transmitted to the fusion products. Intergeneric 
hybridization was also carried out between S, fibuligera and Yarrowia lipolytica 
(Nga et al., 1992), but molecular analysis was not carried out. , 
2.3 Protoplast fiision in some filamentous fungi I 
Because almost all works were carried out in intraspecific and interspecific levels, 
this section was ordered in different genus. 
2.3.1 Aspergillus 
Interspecific protoplast-fusants between Aspergillus oryzae (yellow-spored, met-) 
and Aspergillus sojae (white-spored, bio-) were haploidized by benomyl (Ushijima et 
al., 1990). Throughout the haploidization trials, seventy-six white- or yellow-spored 
segregants were isolated from 9 stable green-spored fusants. All of the seventy-two 
color-segregants derived from 7 phenotypically A. oryzae-Xy^Q fusants did show the 
A. sojae type alkaline proteinase. Gel-electrophoretic phenotypes of both alkaline and 
acid proteinases appeared to share a common behavior in fusion and haploidization, 
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although pectin-lyase and the morphology of conidial walls behaved independently 
from each other in these processes. Productivities of some hydrolyzing enzymes in 
koji culture, especially peptidase, were found to be improved by interspecific fusion 
and subsequent haploidization. In 1991, They used a electrofusion technique to fuse 
two parents and obtained similiar results ( Ushijima et al., 1991). PEG-induced 
protoplast fusion was also used in the improvment of P-glucosidase in Aspergillus 
niger{Y{oh et al., 1992). 
2.3.2 Fusarium 
The genetical inter-relationship in Fusarium oxysporum was investigated by Molnar 
et al. ( 1990). Nitrate-non-utilizing mutants of the strains tested are unable to form 
heterokaryons, i.e. they belong to different vegetative compatibility groups. When 
complementary auxotrophic and benomyl-resistant mutants of these vegetatively 
incompatible strains were paired by hyphal anastomosis, stable genetical 
recombinants (hybrids) were obtained in interstrain combinations. By means of 
protoplast fusion, stable prototrophic hybrids capable of normal growth on minimal 
medium were obtained in all possible intraspecific parental combinations. These 
experiments produced evidence of parasexual recombination between vegetatively 
incompatible strains of F. oxysporum. 
Protoplasts of multiauxotrophic strains oiNectria haematococca (the perfect form of 
Fusarium solani) were fused and grown on different selective media (Daboussi and 
Gerlinger, 1992) . Following protoplast fusion, rapidly growing heterokaryons were 
formed at high frequency (about 1%). By collecting uninucleate microconidia from 
these heterokaryons, it was possible to isolate a few colonies with new combinations 
of the parental markers. On some selective media, non-heterokaryotic fusion 
products, easily distinguishable from heterokaryons by their growth characteristics, 
were detected at low frequency. These colonies were either stable haploid 
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recombinants or unstable 'hybrids' of unknown ploidy. Genetic analysis of'hybrids' in 
which six factors were heterozygous provided evidence for nuclear fusion events. 
These 'hybrid' colonies spontaneously segregated a large number of haploid 
recombinants, allowing the analysis of linkage relationships between markers. The 
detection of a mitotic linkage between two markers which appeared unlinked 
following meiosis, demonstrates that mitotic mapping may be an important 
complement to meiotic analysis for mapping the chromosomes of Nectria 
haematococca. 
2.3.3 Trichoderma 
Intraspecific fusion was carried out in Trichosporon cutaneum ( Sienko et al., 1992) 
and Trichoderma pseudokoningii (Furlaneto et al., 1992). The most important 
works in this genus were carried out by Dr. Harman and his colleages in Cornell 
University ( Stasz and Herman, 1985; Stasz et al., 1988a, 1988b, 1989a, 1989b; 
Stasz and Herman, 1990; Sivan et al., 1990; Sivan and Herman, 1991). 
Intrastrain and interstrain fusions were investigated in Tricoderma (Stasz et al., 
1989a). In all cases, about 10^ viable colony-forming units (CPUs) were formed 
from about 2 x 10^ protoplasts. However, subsequent recovery of somatic hybrid 
colonies was dramatically lower for interstrain fusions than for intrastrain (between 
two auxotrophs derived from one strain) fusions. Following intrastrain fusions, 2 to 
10 X 10-2 of the viable CPUs grew under selective conditions. In interstrain fusions, 
however, only about 1 to 20 x 10-5 of the viable CPUs produced colonies under 
selective conditions, indicating a low level of postfusion compatibility. Restricted 
growth of these somatic hybrid colonies, which were not heterokaryotic, appears to 
result from fiision of heterologous protoplasts and vegetative incompatibility. No 
vegetatively compatible pairs of strains were resolved; all inter- and intraspecific 
protoplast fusions exhibited similarly limited compatibility. 
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Stasz and Harman (1990) carried out a study to characterize a number of progeny 
from intra- and interstrain protoplast fusion within the genus Trichoderma. They 
wished to determine whether parasexuality or other genetic mechanisms occur in 
these fungi. When two different auxotrophs of the same strain were fused, rapidly 
growing prototrophic progeny were obtained in high frequencies. When single spore 
isolates of these strains were prepared, equal numbers of strains indistinguishable 
from the two parental auxotrophic strains were obtained, even though 109-1010 
conidia were tested per strain. Thus, progeny from intrastrain fusions all appeared to 
be balanced heterokaryons, and no evidence of recombination between the two 
parental strains was obtained. When 16 separate interstrain fusions were conducted, 
very different results were obtained. Following interstrain fusions, presumptive 
somatic hybrids developed very slowly and in low numbers as compared with hybrids 
from intrastrain fusions. Most were weakly prototrophic. These slow-growing 
progeny were unstable and developed sectors . Isozyme analysis was conducted on 
over 1000 progeny strains. Nearly all progeny were identical to one or the other 
parental isozyme phenotypes. Isozyme banding patterns of multimeric enzymes never 
gave band patterns indicative of heterokaryosis or heterozygosis. Banding patterns 
indicative of heterozygous diploids or recombinants were never detected. They 
concluded that protoplast fusion in the genus Trichoderma gives rise to great 
variability, but that the classical parasexual cycle is not required for variation to 
occur. 
In further study, Hayes et al. ( 1993) compared genome karyotypes in one 
intraspecific fusant and its parents ( T95 and T12) by CHEF . Four chromosome 
bands ranging in size from 2.2 Mb to 5.4 Mb were visualized with strain T95, 
whereas two chromosome bands were visualized for strains T12 and fusant. The 
largest chromosome of all three strains seems to be similiar in size and has been 
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estimated to be approximately 5.4 Mb. All remaining chromosomes observed were 
dissimiliar in size. The variability in the chromosome bands observed between strains 
T12 and T95 was explained as aneuploidy or chromosome length polymorphisms. 
The second chromosome of fusant was larger than the second chromosome of T12. 
This result indicated that this flisant might contain part of the T95 genome. 
2.4. Protoplast fusion in mushroom species 
2.4.1 Protoplast isolation and regeneration 
Three factors, lytic enzyme, the osmotic stabilizer and the physiological state, were 
reported to affect the yield and regeneration of mushroom protoplasts ( Peberdy, 
1989). The optimum conditions for protoplasts isolation and regeneration were 
usually determined empirically. A summary about the yield and regeneration of 
mushroom protoplasts were listed in Table 2.1. There is a common error in many 
papers in protoplast yield. Many authors only used a unit of “ /ml" instead of ” /mg 
enzyme •丨 or ” /g dry mycelium". In this table, a uniform unit was used except for 
some species. 
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Table 2.1. Protoplast isolation and regeneration in mushroom species 
Osmotic Protoplast Rege. 
Species Enzyme stabilizer Yield frequency Reference 
/mg enzyme (%) 
Agaricus Lytic enzyme 
bisporns (self-prepared) 1.2 M 1.0 x 10^ Sonnenberg 
chitinase sucrose (/ g dry wt) 25-30% et al., 1988 
(tertiary Novozym 234 0.8 M 1.0 x lO? Not given Royer et al., 
cultures) MgS04 1992 
(gi l l tissue) Novozym 234 0.6 M 4.0 x lO'^  Not given Lodder et al., 
sucrose 1993 a, 1993b 
Auricularia Novozym 234 0.5 M 6.05 x 10^ 0.9 % Sunagawa et 
auricula- Chitinase MgS04 ( / g wet wt.) al., 1989, 
judae 1992 
Auricularia Novozym 234 0.5 M 2.27 x 10^ 1.6 % Sunagawa et 
polytrichia Chitinase MgSOq ( / g wet wt.) al, 1989, 
1991, 1992 
Coprinus Lywallzyme 0.6M 4.0 x 10^ 8.5 % Zhao and 
cimrens mannitol Chang, 1993 
Coriolvs Novozyme 234 0.6 M 3.1x 10^* 3.48% Bok et al, 
versicolor Cellulase sucrose 1987 
Flaimndim Lywallzyme 0.6M 4.0 x 10^ 8.5 % Zhao and 
vehUips mannitol Chang, 1993 
Gamdeiwa Novozyme 234 0.6 M 50.4x 10^* Not given Yoo, 1993 
applanata sucrose 
Ganoderma Novozyme 234 0.6 M 6.12 x 10^* 1.47 Ume et al, 
hwidum sucrose 1988 
« 
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Table 2.1 Protoplast isolation and regeneration in mushroom species 
Osmotic Protoplast Rege. 
Species Enzyme stabilizer Yield frequency Reference 
/mg enzyme (%) 
Lernitms Lywallzyme 0.6M 8.0 x 10^ 1.6% Zhao and 
edodes mannitol Chang, 1993 
Lentinus Lywallzyme 0.6M 7.5 x 10^ 1.1 % Zhao and 
tigrimts mannitol Chang, 1993 
Lyophylhmi Novozyme 234 0.6M 7.2 x 10^* 0.23% Yoo’ et al., 
tdmariinn P-Glucuronidase sucrose 1987 
P-D-Glucanase 
I 
Morchella lywallzyme 0.6M 6.2 x 10^ Not given Zhang et al., 
conica Lywallzyme sucrose 1989 
Pleurotus Lywallzyme 0.6M 1.0 x 10^ 9.6% Zhao and 
florida mannitol Chang, 1993 
Pleurotus Lywallzyme 0.6M 3.1 x 10^ 2.4% Zhao and 
sajor-caju mannitol Chang, 1993 
Schizophylluni Lytic enzyme 0.5 M 1.0 x lO^ Not given Horgen and 
commune (self-prepared) MgS04 Raper, 1991 
Volvariella Novozym 234 0.4 M 2.56 x 10^* Not given Chang et al., 
volvacea MgS04 1985 
*. in a unit of / ml 
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2.4.2 Intraspecific fusion in mushroom species 
Intraspecific fusion was reported in Coprinus cinereus (Kiguchi, 1985; Yanagi et al., 
1988). Heterokaryons formed through ptotoplast fusion between C. cinereus 
mutants NFRI-1 ( A8B7, met") and 5007 ( A2B2, his") in the fusion frequency of 
2%. Heterokaryon resulted from anastomasis could not form fruiting body but those 
from protoplast fusion could. Fusion between NFRI-1 and NFRI-103 (A8B7, Leu") 
also form heterokaryon with the similar frequency but did not produce any fruiting 
body. Same results were obtained by Ohmasa in Pleurotus ostreatus (Ohmasa, 1986) 
and by Kawasasumi et al. in Lentinus edodes (Kawasasumi et al , 1987; 1988). 
Ijima et al. ( 1991) reported the effect of mating type factor on intraspecific fusion. ‘ 
Four mating-type monokaryons, A l B l , A1B2, A2B1, and A2B2, were screened 
from basidiospore clones of one Pleurotus salmoneosramineus fruit body. The 
auxotrophic protoplasts were fused in PEG solution between the four kinds of 
mating-types, A^ J^ B =，A= BvJ：，and A = B =. The fusion frequencies in four ‘ 
pairs were all similar, independent of mating-type combinations. Fusants from A B 
本 pair and A = pair were stable in a complete medium, but those from A = B vt 
pair and A = B = pair could be only preserved in a minimal medium. Clamp 
structures were observed in A^B^. and A;^B= fusants, but not in and A=B= 
fusants. There were not any evidence to support the occurance of genetic 
recombination 
2.4.3. Interspecific hybridization in mushrooms 
Yoo and his coworkers reported some fusants from interspecific fusion between 
compatible Pleurotus ostreatus and P. florida ( Yoo et al.，1984，1987，1990， 
1993). They also investigated the fertility in Pleurotus by hyphal anastomosis and 
protoplast fusion ( Yoo, 1990). Prototrophic colonies were also obtained by PEG 
induced fusion from other pairs in Pleurotus. The fusion frequency was in the range 
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of 2.4 X 10-3 to 3.25 x 10-2 for compatible parents and in the range of 2.0 x 10-5 to 
2.4 X 10-3 for noncompatible combination. All fusants between incompatible strains 
did not form true clamp connections and did not produce fruit bodies. 
Effects of incompatibility existing between intra-and interspecies in Pleuroius were 
also investigated by Go et al. (1989). The fusion frequency between intraspecies 
was a little higher than that of interspecies. The fusants from the compatible isolates 
produced normal fruit bodies, while those from the incompatible isolates did not 
produce clamp connections or fruit bodies. 
In 1992， interspecific hybridization between P. florida and P. cornucopiae were 
reported by Yoo ( 1992). Most prototrophic fusants were clampless except two. 
Fusants with clamp connection formed fruiting body and produced basidiospores for 
genetic analysis. The genetic markers were shown to segregate and recombine with 
classical genetics. It was inferred that these fusants were heterokaryon and nuclear 
fusion occurred in the formation of basidionspores. Clampless fusants formed 
fruiting body by light-dark cycle and produced mature basidiocarps. All hyphae or 
small tissues from basidiocarps of clampless fusion colonies presented true clamp 
connections，however, basidiospores in these fruiting body did not follow the 
mendelian law and all were prototrophic. It should be emphasized that this paper 
showed some paradoxical results. It was firstly reported that two parental strains, P. 
florida ASI 2-3 ( rib") and P. cornucopiae ASI 2-29 (ade"), were compatible { Yoo 
et al , 1990). But in this paper, two strains were described as noncompatible. 
Authors considered these flisants as heterokaryon or alloploid, but no any genetic 
evidences were shown. 
Toyomasu, from the Mushroom Research Institute of Japan, also investigated 
interspecific fusion in Pleuroius ( Toyomasu et al., 1986; Toyomasu and Mori, 
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1987a, 1987b, 1989). Intra- and interspecific fusion products obtained by 
protoplast fusion between six auxotrophic mutants of five Pleurotus species were 
investigated for their isozyme patterns and ability to form fruiting bodies. In most 
cases, the isozyme patterns of interspecific fusion products were similar or identical 
to one of parents. Fusants from compatible pairs can form dikaryotic fusants and 
form fruiting body. Fusion between uncompatible anastomosis produced 
monokaryotic flisant. These fiisants were suggested as heteroploids or aneuploids. 
Sunagawa and his co-workers (1992) carried out interspecific hybridization in 
Auricularia. Monokaryotic strains (Mo A 11 and Mo P 16) obtained from 
Auricularia auricula-judae and A. polythcha were treated with iodoacetic acid 
sodium salt and diethyl pyrocarbonate，which are metabolic inhibitors irreversibly 
affecting cell metabolism, Five fusants isolated from a regeneration medium after 
protoplast fusion were investigated. No any clamped fusants were obtained. These 
fiisants formed an antagonistic line against both Mo A l l and Mo P 16 at the contact 
zone between strains. In the isozyme patterns of the 5 fusants for esterase showed 
common bands to both Mo A 11 and Mo P 16. Interspecific fusion were also 
investigated in Ganoderma (Urn et al., 1988a, 1988b; Park et al., 1988). 
2.4.4. Intergeneric hybridization in mushroom species 
Intergeneric fusants were obtained by PEG induced fusion of protoplasts from 
auxotrophic mutants of Pleurotus ostreatus in Agaricales and Ganoderma 
applanatum in Aphyllophorales ( Yoo et al., 1989). When transferred to minimal 
medium, all fusion colonies exhibited an extremely slow growth rate. The phenotype 
of these fusants changed to those of P. ostreatus type after three times subculture on 
complete medium. However, phenoty pe of 25% stable strains did not change on 
subculure. Hyphae of all fusion products did not form true clamp connection. All 
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these types did not produce primordia. A comparison of intergeneric somatic hybrids 
was made using isozyme analysis of esterase, malate dehydrogenase and peroxidase. 
In most cases the enzyme patterns of G. applanatum were not distinct. 
2.4.5. Transfer of nuclei in mushroom species 
Yoo and his coworkers (1987，1988，1989 ) carried out a series of experiments on 
interspecific and intergeneric transfer of nuclei ( some cases should be considered 
as intraspecific transfer). Isolated nuclei from monokaryotic P, florida ( rib") were 
transferred to protoplasts of P. ostreatus (arg") by the induction of PEG and CaCl2. 
A few fusants appeared in M M with the frequency of 7.52 x 10"^. Most of them 
formed clamp connection and were fertile on sawdust media. In another interspecific 
I 
transfer, isolated muclei from wild type of P. sapidous were transferred to 
protoplasts of P. ostreatus (arg") by the induction of PEG and CaCl2. Fusion 
frequency was not reported. Intergeneric transfer was investigated in Agrocybe i 
aegerita and P. florida. Donor strain was wild strain and recipient was auxotrophic ‘ 
P. florida ( rib"). Frequency of nuclei transfer was 8.2 x 10-7. ^11 fusants were I 
similiar with donor strains and form fruiting body. Authors did not show any control 
data to exclude the survival of donor strains in these papers. 
！ 
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2.5. General conclusion about literatures 
2.5.1 Brief points about fungal protoplast fusion 
Works in plant protoplast fusion advances faster than fungal protoplast fusion. 
Therefore, different processes for plant protoplast fusion and fungal protoplast fusion 
were compared in Fig. 2.1 and 2.2. The major difference between two processes was 
in the occurrence of heterokaryotic fusants. In plant protoplast fusion, heterokaryotic 
hybrids were unstable and karyogamy was occurred. Most of hybrids were diploids 
or heteroploids. In flingal protoplast fusion, a heterokaryotic hybrids were expected 
to appear because of the dominance of heterokaryon in the ftingal life cycle. 
Therefore, the following questions will be asked in mushroom protoplast fiision. 
i 
(a). What kinds of fusants were obtained? Heterokaryotic hybrids，nuclear hybrids or 
cybrids? 
(b). Did parasexual cycle occur in nuclear hybrids ？ 
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic representation of plant somatic fusions between protoplast with 
respect to nuclear and cytoplasmic DNA. 
« 
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic representation of fungal protoplast fusions with respect to 
nuclear and cytoplasmic DNA. 
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2.5.2 Arguments about some papers in mushroom protoplast fusion 
Many papers have published, but most of them did not appear in some international 
refereed journals. Many inaccuracies and errors appeared in these papers. These 
arguments can be concluded as following : 
(a). Errors in the classification of parental strains 
(b). Insufficient control experiments 
(c). Lacking of unambiguous system in the identification of hybrids . 
2.5.2.1 Classification of parental strains | 
t 
For scientists in protoplast fusion , it was very important to ensure the accuracy of , 
strain classification . The application of fungal names is determined by means of 
permanently preserved type specimen (Buchanan, 1993). Morphology of the fungal 
fruiting body is the conventinoal basis for classification in fungi. Macroscopic ‘ 
features are rarely adequate to support taxonomic conclutions. Another feature, 
intercompatibility, is also widely used in the identification of species. In species with 
clamp connections, intercompatibility is judged by the presence of clamp connections. 
Intercompatibility is frequently sufficient to determine species relationships and help 
mushroom taxonomists in determing whether collections should be regarded as 
different species or grouped into a single species. ( Boidin, 1986; Buchanan, 1993). 
A high level of taxonomic confusion has been associated with the genus Pleurotus. 
The species problems within the genus are due to a high degree of morphological 
variability that may be attributed to many factors, including environmental conditions, 
phenotypic plasticity, and genetic varition ( Vilgalys et al., 1993). The variability in 
fruit-body morphology in several species from different regions of the world resulted 
in wrong names. Through intercompatibility studies, a number of apparently 
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morphologically distinct taxa have been found to belong to a common biological 
species ( Buchanan, 1993; Vilgalys et al., 1993). 
Depending on these corrections, most •interspecific hybridization' works finished by 
Yoo (1993) might be corrected to intraspecific hybridization, e.g., P. florida strains 
and P. ostreatus strains in Yoo's papers were compatible. Therefore, hybridization 
between them should be intraspecific. PFGE results also supported this conclusion， 
because genome karyotypes of two strains were same ( Personal communication 
from J. F. Peberdy). Similar errors also occurred in other pairs in Pleurotus . 




2.5.2.2 Control Experiments 
Control experiments were necessary for protoplast fusion, but many reports did not 
give any results about this, e.g., in Yoo's experiments about intergeneric nuclei 
transfer, donor strain was wild Agrocybe aegerita strain and recipient was 
auxotrophic P. florida ( rib"). Frequency of nuclei transfer was 8.2 x 10-7. All 
fusants were similiar with donor strains and form fruiting body ( Yoo et al., 1989). 
Authers did not carry any control experimernts to exclude the possibility, which 
potential flisants were resulted from the survival of donor strains. Another case is in 
Sugawana's work ( 1992), they used inhibitor chemicals to inactivate both parents 
and produ ces five fusants. But they did not show control results to prevent the 
survival of either parental protoplasts. 
2.5.2.3 Identification methods for fusants 
How to identify fusion products is a general question in mushroom protoplast fusion. 
Until now, identification of fusants depended on following methods: 
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(a). Occurance of clamp connection 
(b). Isoenzyme analysis 
(c). Fruiting trials 
(d). Basidiospore analysis. 
There are some imperfections in each of these methods. In most reports about the 
fiision products, the clamp connection was only found in some flisants from 
interspecific fusion or compatible interspecific fusion in very low rate ( Toyomasu et 
al., 1989; Ijima et al., 1991; Yoo et al., 1986，1987，1990). The isoenzyme analysis 
depends on the establishment of biochemical loci ( Stasz et al., 1988 ). But 
researchers involved in the protoplast fusion of edible mushrooms usually neglect to 
establish biological loci because it is time consuming and there are some technical 
difficulties Many researcher just chosed one or two isozymes as markers. Such 
results were easily affected by other non-genetic factors, e.g., regenerants often 
differed from its parents in some isoenzyme patterns because of physiological effects. 
The formation of a fruiting body is thought to be the best evidence for the fusion 
products, but the possibility of monokaryotic fruiting can not be excluded. 
2.6 General research ideas about experiments 
After reviewing previous works in mushroom protoplast fusion, an identification 
model was suggested as Fig. 2.3. This model is suitsble for all heterothallic species. 
Nuclei number in potential hybrids were firsty checked by fluorescent microscopy. 
Then protoplasting technique was used to distinguish heterokaryotic hybrids and 
other hybrids (including nuclear hybrids and cybrids) ( Fig. 2.4). As shown in this 
figure, protoplasts are firstly released from potential heterokaryotic flisants, which 
parents are parent 1 (monokaryon, mating type A l B l , auxotrophic marker a-b+ ) 
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and parent 2 (monokaryon, mating type AxBx, auxotrophic marker a+b-). After the 
regeneration of protoplasts, three kinds of colonies can be found, parent 1 ,parent 2 
and protoplasted hybrids . By mating tests and marker analysis etc., the identification 
of these colonies can be readily worked out. 
For heterokaryotic hybrids, the second step is to exclude the possibility of dual 
cultures, because dual cultures also resulted in the same results with heterokaryotic 
hybrids in protoplasting technique. Tip fragment of mycelium will be cut down and 
transfer to selective medium for checking the appearence of dual culture ( Stasz et 
al.，1990) Another method is to mix mycelium from both parents and transfer this 
mixture mycelium into selective medium. I f no growth in selective medium, this 
potential hybrid would be comfirmed as a true heterokaryoktic hybrid . Confirmed 
heterokaryotic hybrid will be available for fruiting trial and further identification. 
For nuclear hybrids and cybrids, a possibility of back mutation should be excluded. 
Protoplasts from both parents will be self fused and regenerated in selective medium. 
I f frequency of back mutation is significantly less than the fusion frequency, these 
progeny could be concluded as hybrids. Another method is to measure other markers 
except for selective markers, e.g., mating type markers; biochemical markers; 
molecular markers; I f other markers are not changed, this hybrid might be a 
revertant. I f the progeny come from other fungi by contamination，analysis of other 
markers will show significantly different from that of parents. Therefore, some 
contaminants will be excluded from true hybrids . 
After above steps, all confirmed hybrids were observed in three levels for their 
variations. In morphological level, mating type, morphological markers and sector 
will be investigated. In cytological level, nuclei number and nuclear DNA contents 
will be determined by fluorescence. In molecular level, some molecular markers , 
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e.g.，AP-PCR markers (Arbitrarily-primed Polymerase Chain Reaction ), RAPDs 
markers ( Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA), and PGR markers, will be 
compared in hybrids and parents. Pulse Field Gel Electrophoresis will be used to 
observe the genome type of fusants. Based on the above protocol, a hybrid could be 
clearly described, and such identification results were unambiguous. 
Potential hybrids 
1. protoplasting 
2. nuclei number 
乂 \ 
Other hybrids heterokaryotic hybrids 
self-fusion j 
^^^^^^^^^^^^ 上 4r ^ tip culture 
y Back mutation ？ Dual culture K 
^ / \ 、 i n MM 
o t h e r m a r k e r s y / \ " 。 ； ^ o / \ ^ 。 
Contamination? \ / 
\ / Fruiting trial 
Morphological level 
Sector? Mating type reappear? 
selective marker reappear? 
Cytological level 
Fluorescene: nuclei number 
nuclear DNA content 
Molecular level 
AP-PCR & RAPDs markers 
PCR markers 
CHEF analysis 
Fig. 2.3 Suggested model for the identification of hybrids from mushroom protoplast 
fiision. 
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Fig. 2.4 Identification of heterokaryotic hybrids by protoplasting technique. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Technique for protoplast isolation from filamentous fungi originated approximately 
thirty five years ago when a crude extract from the gut of snail was used to degrade 
the walls of Neurospora crassa and produce protoplasts. (Emerson and Emerson, 
1958). Since then there has been an enormous increase in the application of 
protoplasts) in bioscience, and to date protoplasts have been isolated from most fungi 
respresenting all major taxonomic groups. Studies on basidiomycetes have also 
increased in recent years as many research workers have become interested in 
producing genetically improved strains for food production (Deed and Seviour, 
1990). Methods for preparing protoplasts from mushrooms are well established and 
the factors which affect protopoast yield have been reviewed by Peberdy ( 1989) and 
Yoo (1993). 
Recent years, Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis was widely used in the analysis of 
genome type in some basidiomycetes (Horgen, 1992; Wood, 1993). Embeded 
protoplasts provided a good source of undegenerated chromosome, but how to 
obtain a high yield of protoplasts was a bottle-neck problem for this technique. 
Though many papers have been published in improving the yields of protoplasts 
(Peberdy, 1979; Davis, 1985 )，these methods were only effective on a few fungal 
strains and some results were paradoxical. Therefore, the research target of this 
work is: 
(1) to look for some effective ways to improve the yields of protoplasts. 
(2) to find a suitable regeneration system which would increase the regeneration 
frequency. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Strains 
The strains used in this study are listed in Table 3.1. 
3.2.2 Media 
M M medium : 20.0g of Glucose, 2.0g asparagine, 0.12g of Thiamine-HCl, 1.0 g of 
K2HPO4 0.46 g o f K H 2 P 0 4 0.5 g of MgS04 14.0 g of Biolife-agar, 
and distilled water to 1 Liter. 
CM medium : 20.Og of Glucose, 2.0g yeast extract ( Biolife ), 2.0g peptone 
(Oxoid), 1.0 g of K2 HPO4 0.46 g o f K H 2 P 0 4 0.5 g of MgS04 14.0 
g of Biolife-agar, and distilled water to 1 Liter. 
M Y G medium : 4.0g of Glucose, 4.0g yeast extract ( Biolife )，lO.Og malt 
extract (Bacto), 14.0 g of Biolife-agar, and distilled water to 1 Liter. 
M Y G M medium : M Y G medium + 0.6 M mannitol 
CMM medium: CM medium + 0.6 M mannitol 
Liquid CMM medium: CMM without agar 
PDY liquid medium: 24.0 g of Potato Dextrose extract (Difco), 2.0 g of yeast 
extract，and distilled water to 1 liter. 
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Table 3.1 Origins of strains 
Strains Strain designation Characters 
Agaricus bisporiis 
1 Agl Wild strain 
Coprums cinerens 
5104 + 5026* Cc (5104 + 5026) Dikaryon 
5104 Cc5104 Monokaryon, his"** 
5026 Cc5026 Monokaryon, ade" 
Flanmniliria velutipes 
1 Fvl Dikaryon,Wild strain 
Lentimis edodes 
3421 + 1315 Le(3421+1315) Dikaryon 
54 Le54 Dikaryon,Wild strain 
Lentinus iigrimts 
1 L t l Dikaryon,Wild strain 
1-1 Lt l -1 monokaryon 
P.florida 
67+11 Pf(67+ 11) Dikaryon 
67 Pf67 Monokaryon, ade" 
Plenroivs sajor-caju 
21 + 36 Psc(21+36) Dikaryon 
Schizophyllum commune 
7 Scl mono., his" nic" 
- ^ Sc3 monokaryon, 
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Table 3.1 Origins of strains 
Strains Strain designation Characters 
Volvariella bombycina 
7 Vb l leu-
10 VblO wild strain 
Volvariella volvacea 
34 Vv34 wild strain 
50 Vv50 arg- his" 
*. Two monokaryons 5104 and 5026 cross into a dikaryon ( 5104 + 5026). 
**. Auxotrophic marker 
3.2.3 Protoplast release 
The strains were cultured on MYG medium at different temperatures for about 
1 week according to the strain equirement (Table 3.2). Then the mycelium were 
blended (Waring blender, high speed, 20 seconds) and transferred into PDY liquid 
medium and cultured for 1-3 days (Table 3.2 ). The culture was harvested by 
filtration through a nickel sieve and washed with sterilized 0.6 M mannitol 
solution. The harvested mycelium were dried on absorbent papers and then 
suspended in filter-sterilized lytic enzyme solution ( Table 3.5). Digestion of cell 
walls was allowed to proceed for 2-4 hours (SO^C, 100 rpm)( Table 3.2). Hyphal ‘ 
fragments were removed by filtration through a column of cotton packed up to the 
0.5 ml mark of a 5-ml syringe. Isolated protoplasts were washed twice by 
centrifugation ( 1000 x g, 10 min). Protoplasts were collected from the effluent 
by centrifugation (lOOOx g，10 min). Pellets were washed twice with 0.6 M mannitol, 
and then suspended in the same osmotic stabilizer. Protoplast yield was determined 
with a hemacytometer. 
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Table 3.2 Different conditions for the protoplast production and regeneration 
Cultivation Digestion Regeneration 
Strains time Temp. time time (days) Temp (OQ 
(days) (OQ (hours) 
A. hisporus 5-6 28 2-3 NT* NT 
C.cimreiis 2-3 30 2 4-5 30 
Rvehilipes 2-4 25 4 5-6 25 
L. edodes 4-6 25 4 5-7 25 
Ltigrimis 1-2 35 4 2-3 35 
P. florida 3-4 30 2 3-4 30 
P.sajar-caju 3-4 30 2 3-4 30 
S. commune 1-2 30 2 2-3 30 
V. bomhycina 2-3 30 2 2-3 30 
V. volvacea 2-3 34 2 2-3 34 
* . Not tested 
3.2.4 Protoplast regeneration 
For regeneration, 0.1ml of protoplast suspension ( about lO^-lO^ /ml ) was plated 
on regeneration medium containing 0.6 M mannitol as an osmotic stabilizer. The 
plates were incubated at different temperatures for 1 to 2 weeks (Table 3.2). 
3.3 Results and Discussion: 
3.3.1 Effect of culture age 
Culture age is a critical factor in the determination of protoplast yields for many 
filamentous flingi (Peberdy, 1989). Generally speaking, resistance of the mycelium to 
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enzyme degradation increases with culture age. One of the reasons for this is the 
incorporation of melanin in the cell wall of older fungal cultures, de Vries and 
Wessels ( 1973) reported that the resistance of the S-glucan to enzyme degragation 
in Schizophyllum commune increased with culture age. Consequently, protoplasts are 
usually isolated from mycelium in their exponential growth phase. Yanagi et al. 
(1985) showed that i f culture ages were increased from 3 days to 8 days, the yield of 
protoplasts from Flamulim velutipes decreased from 5.1 x lO? protoplasts/ml to 1.9 
X 107. For Pleurotus ostreatus，the yield also decreased from 4.7 x lO? to 1.0 x 
107. The optimal culture age were usually determined empirically. In this research, 
the optimal condition was determined by experiments and listed in Table 3.2. 
3.3.2 Effect of Lytic enzyme 
It was widely supported that lytic enzyme play an important role in the yield of 
protoplasts. Understanding the chemical structure of the cell wall of mushroom 
species is very important as it may provide some basic knowledge for the choice of 
enzyme. Generally speaking, 80-90% of the dry weight of fungal species composed 
of polysaccharides with the remaining being composed of proteins, protein-
polysaccharide complexes and lipids and melanin ( Ferenczy, 1985). Lytic enzymes 
usually exifit as a mixture of several enzymes, including chitininase, P-glucanase, a-
glucanase, D-mannase, protease and chitosanase. It was shown that the activities of 
chitinase and P-glucanase are the most important hydrolytic enzymes involved in the 
digestion of filamentous fungal cell walls (Farkas, 1985 ). Enzymes used for 
degradation of cell walls are derived from various sources and are usually divided 
into two groups: commercial lytic enzymes and laboratory-prepared enzymes. 
Laboratory preparations often prove to be time consuming and also vary in 
effectiveness, so commercial enzymes are more attractive in the productioin of 
mushroom protoplasts. In all commercial enzymes, Novozym 234 is most widely 
used in the production of mushroom protoplasts, and is chosen in our experiment. 
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Another enzyme, Lywallzyme ( Guangdong Microbiology Institute, China), which is 
widly used for the isolation of protoplasts in mushrooms in mainland china, was also 
used for the release of protoplasts. 
Different lytic enzymes were compared in L t l , Scl, Vv l , and Vbl, because their 
yield of protoplasts from these strains were poor in priliminary experiment. The result 
indicated that mixtures of lywallzyme and Novozyme lead to the maximum yield of 
protoplsts in Scl, and VblO (Table 3.3). Lywallzyme is the best for Le26 and L t l -
1. Novozyme shows to be effective for Vv34. 
Yu and Chang ( 1987) compared the activities of different enzyme in Novozyme 234 
and Lywallzyme . Their results indicated that Novozym 234 provided the best 
chitinase, B-glucanase and a-glucanase activities. Lywallzyme was isolated from 
Trichoderma longibrachiatum ( Chang et al., 1985), and its activity is a little less 
than Novo2ym but it is much cheaper than Novozym 234. For large scale production 
of protoplasts, cost must be an important factor for the choice of lytic enzyme. 
Novozym 234 costs about 100 US$/mg, but the price of Lywallzyme was about one-
fifth of that of Novozyme. Another important consideration is the batch variation. 
This variation often affect the yields of protoplasts. In our experiences, the quality of 
Novozym 234 is better than Lywallzyme. 
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Table 3.3 Lytic enzyme effect on the yield of protoplast 
I = = ^ = = 
Strain Enzyme solution Yield of protoplasts 
(X 106 /mg enzyme ) 
Le26 
1.0% lywallzyme + 1.0% Novozym 2.50 * 
2.0% lywallzyme 2.80 
2.0% Novozym 2.30 
L t l -1 
1.0% lywallzyme + 1.0% Novozyme 2.52 士 0.82** 
2.0% lywallzyme 3.40 士 0.53 
2.0% Novozym 2.14 士 0.72 
Scl 
1.0% lywallzyme + 1.0% Novozym 9.02 士 1.02 
2.0% lywallzyme 5.16± 1.47 
2.0% Novozym 7.04 ± 1.26 
VblO 
1.0% lywallzyme + 1.0% Novozym 2.56 ± 1.10 
2.0% lywallzyme 1.92 士 0.91 
2.0% Novozym 2.08 ± 1.46 
Vv34 
1.0% lywallzyme + 1.0% Novozym 3.56 士 1.32 
2.0% lywallzyme 3.70 士 1.57 
2.0% Novozym 3.10 士 1.40 
*. Stand deviation was not carried out because of small sample numbers. 
**. Triplicate results. 
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3.3.3 Effect of concentration of mycelium 
Effect of mycelium concentration on protoplast yield has been investigated in a few 
papers. Peberdy et al. ( 1976) showed that protoplast production from Aspergilus 
flavus and Aspregilus mdulans was maximal at a mycelial concentration of 30-40 
mg/ml, which is similar to that found to be optimal for protoplast production from 
Fusarium tricinitum ( Lynch et al., 1985). For obtaining a suitable concentration of 
mycelium, effect of dry mycelium weight on the yield of protoplasts was studied and 
results were listed in Table 3.4. 
The results indicated that more mycelium used, more protoplasts produced. For 
strain Ltl，the highest yield of protoplast appeared at the dry weight of 410 mg . For 
strain VblO, 340 mg mycelium could release the highest yield of protoplasts. This 
result was a little different from the result of Peberdy's results, which suggested a 
optimal mycelium concentration. One explanation is that mycelium was not dry 
enough, so real concentration of mycelium weight was not accurate. Another reason 
might be due to the species difference. 
However, too much mycelium would present another problem- blocking of filter by 
mycelium. In our experiment, debris of mycelium usually block the filter and decrease 
the yield of protoplasts significantly. Therefore the optimal condition should be 
related with a suitable protoplast filtration system. 
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Table 3.4 Effect of dry mycelium weight on the yield of protoplasts 
Strain Dry weight ( mg ) Yield ( x l O ^ / m g enzyme) 
L t l 410 3.28 ±0.17* 
387 2.99+0.17 
382 2.15 ±0.32 
271 1.04 ±0.14 
Vbw 340 1.80 ±0.30 
217 0.80 ±0.09 ‘ 
106 0.71 土 0.10 
*. Triplicate results 
3 .3 .4 Effect of filter system 
It was not taken into consideration whether isolation system play an important role in 
improving the yield of protoplasts, but our results strongly suggested a role. A 
double filtration system was used in the production of protoplasts. This double 
system involve a two layers of cheese cloth and a cotton filter added in a syringe. The 
former was used to devoid of mycelium, and the latter was used to purify the 
protoplsats from small debris of mycelium. The advantage of this system was to 
decrease the possibility of blocking in filter. Table 3.5 showed the effect of this 
system. 
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Table 3.5 The effect of different filter system on the yield of protoplast 
Total protoplast Total protoplast Loss of protoplast 
Strain before the filtration after the filtration in the filtration ( %) 
L t l -1 
(old filter system ) 4.0 x 10^ 1.0 x 10^ 75% 
(double system ) 7.72 x 10^ 7.20 x 10^ 7% 
Scl 
(old filter system ) 1.25 x 10? 0.67 x 10^ 46% 
(double system ) 4.99 x 10^ 4.10 x 10^ 18% ‘ 
Vv34 
(old filter system ) 4.08 x 10^ ' 2.36 x 10^ 42% 
(double system ) 6.56 x 10^ 5.44 x 10^ 17% 
For strain L t l , the concentration of protoplast were 4.0 x 10^ and 1.0 x 10^ 
respectively before and after the filtration. The result suggested a 75% loss in total 
protoplasts because of a inefficient filter system. This loss was also appeared in other 
strains, Scl and Vv34. After the double filter system was used, the loss was 
significantly less up to 7%. This result comfirmed the efficiency of this double filter 
system. 
Magae et al. ( 1985 ) used a G3 filter to isolate protoplast and Fox (personal 
communication ) used 0.6M MgS04 to remove mycelium. These methods were also 
used in our preliminary experiments but the results were not good. In G3 filter 
method, debris of mycelium easily blocked the filter and lead to a low yield of 
protoplasts. In MgS04 method, purified protoplasts often had some mycelium 
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debris. However, high yields of well purified protoplasts could be easily obtained 
by the double filter system 
Protoplasts possess the ability to de novo synthesis a new cell wall and eventually 
revert to their original morphological form. This process of regeneration has been 
discussed in several reviews ( Wessels et al., 1976: Peberdy, 1979, 1989; Necas, 
1980; Necas and Svododa, 1985). Mannitol is generally used as the osmotic 
stabilizer in mushroom protoplast isolation . Therefore mannitol is used in this 
experiment. Other factors affecting regenerating frequency were also investigated . 
3.3.5 Effect of different regeneration protocols 
There are three different methods used in the regeneration of protoplasts: top agar 
method, liquid medium method and solid medium method. For choosing a suitable 
regeneration system, a priliminary experiment was carried out and results were listed 
in Table 3.6. 
Three strains from different species were used in regeneration experiment. For 
strain Vv34, regeneration frequency for top agar was the highest ( 3.4%), but there 
are not any significant differences between these methods. Similar results were also 
appeared in strains L t l and VblO. So only solid regeneration medium was used in 
our fusion experiment. 
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Table 3.6. Effect of different regeneration methods on the regeneration frequency. 
——— — 
Strain Method Regeneration frequency( % ) 
Vv34 Control (CMM) 3.2 ±0.4 
Top agar* 3.4 ±0.4 
Liquid + CMM** 3.0 土 0.7 
VblO Control (CMM) 2.9 ±0.8 
Top agar 3.3 ±0.5 
Liquid + CMM 2.9 ±0.5 ‘ 
L t l Control ( CMM) 0.31 ±0.02 
Top agar 0.30 ±0.02 
*. Top agar method: Protoplasts were plasted in regeneration medium, and then a 5 
ml of molted 0.4% agar ( 40^0 ) in 0.6 M mannitol was added onto per plate. 
**： Protoplasts were firstly cultured in liquid regeneration medium. After one or two 
day's incubation, culture solution with regenerated protoplasts was plated in CMM, 
3.3.6 Effect of soluble starch 
Soluble starch can increase the regeneration frequency of auxotrophic strains ( 
Yanagi et al., 1988). For improvement of regeneration frequency of auxotrophic 
strains, soluble starch was used in a regeneration experiment. The results were listed 
in Table 3.7 
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Table 3.7 Effect of soluble starch on the regeneration of protoplasts from 
auxotrophic strains. 
i ！ s s ^ s s s s s s ‘ 
Strain Medium Regeneration frequency( % ) 
Pfl CMM 0.98 土 0.08 
CMM+ Starch ( 5%) 0.65 土 0.15 
Scl CMM 0.30 士 0.08 
CMM + Starch ( 5%) 0.20 士 0.06 
Vv50 CMM 1.03 ±0.34 ‘ 
CMM+ Starch ( 5%) 2.23 ±0.71 
The results indicated that 5% soluable starch did not have any positive effects on the 
rise of regeneration frequency in Pf67 and Scl but led to a one fold increase in 
regeneration frequency in Vv50. However, this medium was not transparent so that 
the observation of regeneration process was difficult. Therefore, soluable starch was 
excluded from our regeneration medium. 
3.3.7 Effect of PEG on the regeneration frequency 
It was reported that Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) is cytotoxic to plant protoplasts ( 
Bates et al., 1987). For observing the effect of PEG on the regeneration of 
protoplast, different concentration of PEG was added into regeneration medium . 
The result was listed in Table 3.9. 
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Table 3.9 . PEG effect on the regeneration frequency 
PEG concentration Regeneration frequency 
Strain ( % , v / v ) 
L t l -1 
0.0 (Control) 0.48 士 0.03 
1.0 0.54 ±0.09 
2.5 0.52 ±0.17 
Vv34 ‘ 
0.0 ( Control) 0.47 士 0.02 
0.52 ±0.07 
^aassasas^^a ‘ i i i*. ‘ ‘ aagaasBssaaasasssg^g： . - .ssBssg^s^s •‘ ‘ 
For strain L t l , a 1.0% of PEG did not decrease the regeneration frequency, even in a 
concentration of 2.5%. Similar results also occurred in strain Vv34. Our results 
indicated that low concentration of PEG up to 2.5% (v/v) did not affect the 
regeneration of mushroom protoplas. 
After a series of experiment, the optimal conditions for protoplast isolation and 
regeneration were determined and listed in Table 3.9. These data provide a basis for 
protoplast fusion and large scale protoplast productions. 
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Table 3.10. Protoplast yield and regeneration in some mushrooms using optimized 
system. 
Lytic Yield Regeneration Regeneration 
Strain enzyme (/mg enzyme ) Medium frequency( % ) 
A. bisporus 1.5 % 0.33-1.7 x 10^  NT* NT* 
lywallzyme 
C. cinereus 1-2% 10-40 x 10^ MYGM 0.12-8.5 
lywallzyme 
F. velutipes 2% 1.5-3.0 x 10^ MYGM 0.5-1:5 
lywallzyme 
L. edodes 2% ‘ 4.0-8.0 x 10^ MYGM 0.62-1.6 
lywallzyme 
L tigrinus 2% 2.0-7.5 x 10^ MYGM 0.2-1.1 
lywallzyme 
R florida 1-2% 10-300 x 10^ MYGM 0.5-9.6 
lywallzyme 
P. sajor- caju 1-2% 10-31 x 10^  MYGM 1.0-3.0 
lywallzyme 
S. commune 0.5% Novozym 3.0-98 x 10^ MYGM 0.5-1.0 
0.5%lywallzyme 
V. bombicina 0.5% Novozym 2.0-8.6 x 10^ CMM 2.3-3.8 
0.5%lywallzyme 
V. volvacea 1-2 % 2.8-12.7 x 10^ CMM 1.4-3.5 
lywallzyme 
*. Not tested 
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3.4 Conclusions 
(1). Culture age is a critical factor on the yield of of mushroom protoplasts. The 
optimal culture age should be determined empirically. 
(2). Different strains might show various sensitivity to Novozym and lywallzyme. A 
mixtures of Novozym and lywallzyme are effective to release a high yield of 
protoplasts in a low cost. 
(3). Large amount of fresh mycelium may be a prerequisite for a high yield of 
protoplasts. ‘ 
(4). The double filter systen may decrease the loss of protoplasts in the filtration 
(5). Different regeneration methods were compared. The results showed that top 
agar method and liquid regeneration medium did not increase the regeneration 
frequency significantly . Further results also showed that 2.5% PEG did not decrease 
the regeneration frequency and soluble starch did not increase the regeneration 
frequency significantly. 
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heterothallic mushroom species 
4.1 Introduction 
Monokaryotization method allows the recovery of the two monokaryotic 
components from a dikaryon. There are three available methods which have been 
used : a) Mechanical treatment; b) Chemical treatment; c) Mycelium starvation. In 
the method of mechanical treatment (Leal-Lara and Eger-Hummel, 1982), only a 
few percentages of cells survived and only one nuclear type was recovered. In the 
method of chemical treatment ( Miles & Raper，1956; Takemaru, 1964a, 1964b), all 
used chemicals indicated some degrees of toxicity, and none of the chemicals had an 
general nionokaryotizing effect. Leal-Lara and Hummel ( 1982 ) used glycine 
contained medium with low phosphate and magnesium ions to obtain monokaryotic 
strains. This technique was successful in all 14 strains of the five species tested. 
Although it is generally effective, over strict culture conditions and too many steps to 
be required are its disadvantages. None of these methods appeared to be very 
satisfactory. 
Protoplast has been a part of mycological research for at least thirty years. The cell 
wall is a barrier which restricts some researches of physiology and biochemistry, and 
cell-wall-free protoplasts may provide a suitable experimental system. Protoplasting 
technique was used for the isolation of homokaryons in homothallic ^ XxdXn-Agaricus 
bisporus (Castle et al., 1987; Sonnenberg et al., 1988 ). In heterothallic species, 
monokaryotization phenomena by protoplasting technique were only reported in a 
few strains and no reports had given the distribution of different monokaryons in 
regenerated colonies ( Wessels et al., 1976; Yoo et al., 1987 ). Therefore, in this 
report, seven heterothallic species from four genera were chosen for 
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monokaryotization by protoplasting technique. Two types of monokaryons were 
obtained unexceptionally in every species, though the ratios of two types were 
different, [n heterothallic species of edible mushrooms, the monokaryotization 
method is only used for the breeding of sporeless strains (Leal-Lara and Eger-
Hummel, 1982). In this report, other potential applications are suggested and 
discussed, and these aspects may be useful for the breeding of edible mushrooms. 
4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
4.2.1 Strains and Media 
The strains used in this study are listed in Table 4.1. The media used in this research 
were listed in Chapter except following: 
MYGMS: M Y G M + 5% soluable starch ( sigma) 
CMMS: CMM + 5% soluable starch ( sigma) 
4.2.2 The production of neo-monokaryons by protoplast technique 
The strains were cultured on M Y G medium on different temperature for about 
1 week according to the strain equirement (Table 4.2). Then the mycelium were 
transferred into PDY liquid medium and cultured for 1-3 days ( Table 4.2 ). The 
culture was harvested by filtration through a nickel sieve and washed with 
sterilized 0.6 M mannitol. Digestion of cell walls was allowed to proceed for 2-4h 
(30OC，100 rpm)( Table 4.2). Hyphal fragments were removed by double filtration 
method. Protoplasts were collected from the effluent by centrifugation (lOOOx g, 10 
min). Protoplast yield was determined with a hemacytometer . For regeneration, 
0.1ml of protoplast suspension ( about 10 ^ /ml ) was plated on M Y G medium 
containing 0.6M mannitol as an osmotic stabilizer. The plates were incubated at 
different temperatures for 1 to 2 weeks ( Table 4.2 ). 
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Table 4.1 origin of strains 
Strain Characters 
Coprinus cuiereus 
Cc (5104 + 5026) Dikaryon 
Cc5104 Monokaryon, his" 
Cc5026 Monokaryon, ade" 
Flammuliiia velidipes 
Fvl Dikaryon, wild strain 
Leiitinus edodes ‘ 
Le(3421+1315) Dikaryon 
Le54 Dikaryon, wild strain 
Le3421 Monokaryon 
Lentmus iigritms 
L t l Dikaryon, Wild strain 
P.florida 
Pf (67+ l l ) Dikaryon 
Pf67 Monokaryon, ade" 
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Table 4 .2 Different condit ions for neo-monokaryon product ion 
Cultivation Digestion Regeneration 
Strains t ime Temp. t ime t ime (days) T e m p ( O Q 
(days) (QQ (hours) 
Cc(5104+5026) 3 30 2 4 30 
F v l 3 25 4 5 25 
Le(3421+1315) 6 25 4 6 25 
Le54 5 25 4 6 25 
L t l 1 35 4 2 35 
Pf(67+ll) 4 30 " 2 3 30 
Psc(21+36) 4 30 2 4 30 
4.2.3 Identification of mating types in protoplasted monokaryons 
Monokaryons were identified by the absence of clamp connections, and the mating 
types of protoplasted monokaryons were determined by a mating test. This test was 
conducted by crossing a protoplasted monokaryon with either of the parental 
monokaryons. In Lemitmus iigrinus 1 and Flaimmilwa vehuipes 1，one protoplasted 
monokaryon was selected as the tester strain because of the lack of parental 
monokaryons. In the mating test, two different inoculate blocks were placed about 
5mm apart. After 6-12 days , hyphae from the contact zone were microscopically 
checked for the appearance of clamp connections. 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Formation of protoplasted monokaryons 
Protoplasts of L. edodes 54 were regenerated on MYGM medium . After culturing 
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for seven days, 76 colonies appeared. 73 out of them were dikaryons . Only 3 of 
them were monokaryons. In the following days, however, new colonies continued to 
appear and all were monokaryons ( Fig. 4.1). The same phenomenon was also 
observed in other strains, e.g., Psc (21+36) ( Fig. 4.2). The first appeared colonies 
were larger and most of them were dikaryons. The colonies which appeared late were 
smaller and most of them were monokaryons. For further observation, colonies were 
transferred onto MYG medium. The morphology and size of colony were compared 
between monokaryons and dikaryons. Average diameters of protoplasted dikaryons 
and monokaryons were significantly different ( a = 0.05 ) (Table 4.3). ‘ 
Table 4.3 Differences of size of protoplasted monokaryon and dikaryon mycelium 
Cultivation Dikaryon Monokaryon 
Strains time (day) (mm) (mm) 
R sajor-caju 10 24.2 士 0.9* M. 1 士 2.3 
(21+36) 
Cc( 5104+5026 ) 10 70.3 士 4.2 36.9 士 3.8 
P f ( 67+11) 10 44.2 士 2.8 23.5 士 2.0 
Le 54 10 44.7 士 2.0 24.1 士 4.2 
Le( 3421+1315) 15 47.4 士 1.6 29.0 士 4.7 
Fv 1 10 52.8 土 2.1 6.7 士 1.6 
*. All values were the average colony size of ten samples, and these samples were 
randomly chosen from the regenerated colonies. 
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Fig. 4.1 Difference in the regeneration time of dikaryons and 
monokaryons of Le 54. 
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Fig. 4.2 Difference in the regeneration time of dikaryons and 
monokaryons of Psc (21 +36) 
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4.3.2 Monokaryotization in different mushroom species 
Different dikaryotic strains from six species in four genera were tested for 
monokaryotization by protoplasting technique ( Table 4.4 ). The yields of 
monokaryons in regenerated colonies were over 45%. Among these strains, the yield 
in L tigrims 1 was the highest ( 70.1% ). The lowest yield was in Pleurotus florida 
(67+11) ( 46.0% ). In all tested strains，two mating types were recovered from one 
dikaryotic strain, but the ratios of two mating types were varied and did not show 
1:1 ratio in most cases. 
4.3.3 Comparison of different characters between parental monokaryons and 
protoplasted monokaryons "‘ 
For detecting the differences between parental monokaryons and protoplasted 
monokaryons, colony diameter, mating type and auxotrophic markers were compared 
in P. florida (Table 5 ) ( P. florida 67 was an auxotroph requiring adenine ). The 
average colony diameter of two kinds of monokaryotic strains did not show any 
significant differences ( in a=0.05 level ). To determine the mating types of 
protoplasted monokaryons, pairing reactions were carried out by using parental P. 
florida 67 (mating type A j B i ) and P. florida 11 (mating type A2B2) as tester 
strains. The results of paired reactions implied that a protoplasted monokaryon 
maintains the same mating type as its respective parent and no third mating type was 
found. Protoplasted monokaryon R florida 67 was checked for the auxotrophic 
marker. It did not grow on minimal medium but flourished on the supplemented 
minimal medium with 0.05 mg/ml adenine. The results implied that the protoplasted 
monokaryon maintained the same auxotrophic marker as its parental monokaryon. 
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Table 4.4. Monokaryotization by protoplasting techniques on different heterothallic 
species of mushrooms 
Proto. yield Rege. Mono. mating type x2 c 
Strains (/mg enzyme) frequency ratio AxBy.AyBx 
(o/o )a (。/o )b 
C.cinereus 4.4x106 8.5 47.9 12.8:1 50.4 
(5104+5026) ( 192:400 ) ( 64:5 ) 
F.velutipes 2.8x105 0.91 59.2 5.0:1 18.7 
(1 ) ( 116:195 ) (35:7) ‘ 
L edodes 4.0xl05 0.62 60.3 . 1.93:1 4.45 
(3421+1315) - (234:388 ) (29:15 ) 
Ledodes 8.0x10^ 1.6 60.2 5.92:1 41.9 
(54) ( 110:183 ) (71:12) 
LAigrims T.SxlO^ 1.1 70.1 2.17:1 2.58 
1 ( 162:231 ) ( 13:6) 
P.florida l.OxlO^ 9.6 46.0 1.13:1 0.30 
(67+11) (244:532 ) ( 39:44 d ) 
P.sajar-caju S.lxlO^ 2.4 66.4 2.75:1 16.3 
(21+36) ( 194:292) ( 55:20) 
Control:^ 
C.cinereus l.SxlO^ 3.43 60.4 3.0:1 16.0 
(5104+5026) ( 128:212) (48:16) 
a: Average value of triplicate plates 
b: Oringinal experimental data were given in parentheses 
c: X2 For ；significance at 5%=3.84, at 1%=6.63, the degree of freedom = 1. 
d: Regenerating in MYGMS 
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Table 4.5. Comparison of different characteristics on parental monokaryons and 
protoplasted monokaryons 
* •丨丨•_ A • I ‘ - “ •• ——— I I ‘ ‘ • — 
Parental Protoplasted Parental Protoplasted 
monokaryon monokaryon monokaryon monokaryon 
Characters P. florida P.florida P.florida P,florida 
im im iin cm 
Colony size(mm) 22.0士 1.2* 20.0士 1.6 26.0士1.2 26.8士 1.1 
(10 days inMYG) 
Mating type A j B i A j B i A2B2 A2B2 
* * 
M M No growth No growth NT NT 
MM+ade Growth Growth NT NT 
*. Standard errors were based on ten samples. 
**. Not tested 
4.3.4 Comparison of regeneration rate of parental monokaryons 
The ratio of two mating types in protoplasted monokaryons was expected to be 1:1. 
In fact, except P. florida (67+11) and L. tignirus 1，most strains did not show this 
ratio ( based on test result ). To understand why unbalanced distribution of two 
mating typ3S occurred in most strains, protoplasting of each parental monokaryon of 
C. cinereus (5104+5026) was carried out ( X2 value is the highest in C.cinereus ) 
and their regeneration rates in different media were shown in Table 6 . These 
regeneration media were reported as suitable media for the regeneration of 
protoplast ( Kiguchi and Yanagi, 1985). The regeneration rates of C. cinereus 5104 
in M Y G M and MYGMS medium were 0.12% and 0.43% respectively . For its 
partner, 5026, the rates were 2.42% and 0.83% respectively. In all tested media, the 
regeneration rates of 5026 were significantly higher than 5104. These results could 
explain the uneven ratioes of two kinds of mating types in protoplasted 
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monokaryons. After protoplasting of the dikaryon ( 5104+5026 ), 69 monokaryons 
were randomly selected for the mating reaction. 64 out of them were determined as 
C. cinereus 5026 and only 5 were 5104. Another kind of regeneration medium ( 
MYGMS ) was used for the protoplasting of dikaryon (5104+5026) and X2 value 
was considerably less than that in MYGM medium (Table 3). These results showed 
that the different regeneration rates may be the major reason for uneven ratio in the 
protoplasted monokaryons. 
Table 4.6 Comparison of regeneration rate of parental monokaryons in the different 
regeneration medium. 
Regeneration Regeneration 
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4.4 Discussion 
4.4.1 Differences of regeneration time in monokaryons and dikaryons 
The time required for regeneration of parental dikaryons and monokaryons is clearly 
different as shown in Fig 1. The majority of regenerated colonies appearing on the 
earlier days were dikaryons. It is suggested that the time of regeneration be a key 
factor for the distinction of regenerated colonies, and this regeneration time is mostly 
correlated with growth rates of regenerated colonies. This phenomenon explains why 
some researchers failed to obtain any monokaryons (Magae et al., 1985). In order to 
avoid the mixed growth of dikaryons and monokaryons, larger colonies which appear 
earlier should be removed in advance to leave spaces for the growth of monokaryons. 
I f early regenerated colonies are isolated，most or all of them will be dikaryons. 
4.4.2 Genetic differences between parental and neo-monokaryons 
Mating type is one of the most important genetic characteristics in edible mushrooms. 
Because these protoplasted siblings are not the products of meiosis, genetic 
recombination will not appear in the mating types. By this technique, both mating 
types were recovered in all tested strains and no other mating types appeared. In 
addition, other characteristics, such as auxotrophic markers, mycelial growth rate 
and mycelial morphology，were also compared between the parental and 
protoplasted monokaryons of P. florida . After protoplast release and regeneration, 
a protoplai'ted monokaryon still maintains the characters of its parental monokaryon. 
Although no differences were found between protoplasted monokaryons and parental 
monokaryons, the ratios of two types of monokaryons on each strain were not 
always 1:1 . Theoretically, i f 2 mating types are isolated from a dikaryon, they should 
be evenly distributed. The unbalanced ratio is probably due to the different 
protoplast regeneration rate of individual parental monokaryon. In most cases, the 
unprevailing species in two kinds of regenerated monokaryons grew slower than the 
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prevailing partner. For successfiilly isolating both types of monokaryons, more 
patience and carelessness are required depending on our experiences. Sometimes, 
various media should be tried because of different regeneration rates of two 
compatible monokaryons in dissimilar regeneration media. Another factor might be 
cytoplasmic effect, e.g., Mt DNA effect. 
4.4.3 Mechanism for the production of neomonokaryons 
Electron microscopic and biochemical studies have shown that fungal hyphae have a 
definite region from the tip to the more distal region in the structure of the hyphal 
wall (Burnett, 1979) . The structure of the hyphae may influence the yield of 
protoplast and the nuclear number contained in one protoplast. We observed the 
distribution of nuclei in protoplasts of Lt 1 by Zeiss phase contrast microscope. The 
ratios of mononucleate, binucleate and anucleate protoplasts were 29.6%, 10.4% and 
60% respectively，and no significant differences were found during the different 
time ( The time gap is 30 min ). The number of nuclei in one protoplast may 
correspond to the distance of two compatible nuclei and the site of protoplast 
release. 
4.4.4 Advantages of protoplasting technique in mushroom breeding 
Protoplasting technique may be an easy way to obtain monokaryotic siblings. 
Comparing with conventional single-spore-isolate method to obtain monokaryons, 
protoplasting technique has several advantages ( Figure 4.3 ). The conventional 
method requires many stages, such as the formation of fruiting body, sporulation and 
germination, but the new technique requires only one stage ( the release and 
regeneration of protoplasts of mycelium). Therefore it requires less time than 
conventional method. I f the mating components of the parental dikaryons is 
AxBx+AyBy, by the fruiting method, four mating types ( AxBx, AyBy, AxBy and 
AyBx ) can be obtained. They are meiosis products and the genetic traits are 
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diluted; By this technique, no meiosis occurs and only two parental mating types 
(AxBx and Ay By ) appear . The genetic traits can be easily conserved. Since the 
procedure is comparatively simple and effective, this technique will be a very useful 
tool for breeding of edible mushrooms. For example, sporeless strains of Plenrotus 
are very valuable in avoiding allergic problems. However, these strains are usually 
poor in quality. Because it is sporeless, it is difficult to obtain monokaryons for 
crossing with other monokaryons which may carry good traits. In other cases, wild 
strains may possess many good traits, such as resistance to disease and temperature 
tolerance. Unfortunately, some of them do not form a fruiting body under the 
cultivation conditions. The protoplasting technique provides possibilities to obtain 
monokaryons from these strains in a short time. 
Dikaryon i axBx+Ay By i Dikaryon ( axBx+Ay By) 
Conventional 
Method 
Protoplast Release Fruiting body 





Mating Type： AXBX Ay By AXBX Ay By Ax By AyBx 
Fig. 4.3 Comparison of the conventional method and the protoplasting technique 
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4.4. 5 Protoplast technique in the identification of fusion hybrids 
Another potential application of this technique is in the identification of protoplast 
hybrid. As shown in Fig. 4.4, protoplasts are released from potential heterokaryotic 
fusants, which parents are parent 1 (monokaryon, mating type A l B l , marker 1 ) and 
parent 2 (monokaryon, mating type AxBx, marker2 ). After the regeneration of 
protoplasts, three kinds of colonies can be found, parent 1 ,parent 2 and protoplasted 
fusants. By mating tests and marker analysis etc., the identification of these colonies 
can be readily worked out. Kirimura et al (1989) used this method to isolate both 
parents from suspected heterokaryotic fusants between Aspergillus niger and 
Trichoderma vivide . Therefore, this method can be used as a new model for the 
identification of heterokaryotic fusants in edible mushrooms. 
• I • I • 。 h 卜 
Parent 1 P細 
A1B1 M 
Marker! — , 2 
Protoplast Protoplast 
Release , , Release 
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Fig. 4.4 The identification of heterokaryotic flisants by protoplasting technique 
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4.5 Conclusion 
(1). Monokaryotization by protoplasting technique was carried out in several 
heterothallic species of edible mushrooms. After the regeneration of protoplasts, 
two types of neo-monokaryons could be recovered from a dikaryon. 
(2). In regenerated colonies, monokaryons grew more slowly than dikaryons. This 
phenomenon could be used as an effective and simple method to distinguish 
monokaryons from dikaryons. 
(3). In all species tested, the yiel'd of monokaryons in total regenerated colonies 
was over 45%. By the identification of mating types and auxotrophic markers, no 
differences were found between neo-monokaryons and parental monokaryons. 
(4). In comparison with other monokaryotization methods, protoplasting technique 
is considered as a rapid, simple and effective approach. 
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commune by PEG-induced protoplast fusion and electrofusion 
5.1 Introduction 
Induced protoplast fusion may overcome vegetative incompatibility and produce 
some hybrids with combined properties of the parents. Until now，two fusion 
methods have been commonly used, Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) induced fusion and 
electrofusion (Peberdy, 1989). PEG has been used frequently as an ideal cell fusogen 
and is capable of fusing a wide variety of cells, including interspecific and 
interkingdom cell types. Comparing with other fusogens, PEG is easily handled, 
inexpensive, reproducible and effective (Bates et al., 1987). 
In recent years, electrofusion has been developed to increase the incidence of cell 
fusion (Zimmermann, 1980，1981, 1982, 1984 ). One unique aspect of electrofusion 
is that produces a high percentage of fused cells without the use of potentially 
cytotoxic chemical fusogens such as PEG. In electrofusion cell adhesion and the 
induction of cell fijsion can be controlled separately. Thus, specific cell-cell 
interactions can be generated prior to fusion, leading to the formation of specific 
fusion products (Bates et al., 1987). Electrofusion was shown to be advantageous to 
PEG induced fijsion. Weber et al. ( 1981) firstly investigated intraspecific fusion by 
electrical fusion in yeast and reported a 10-100 fold increase in fiision frequency 
when compared with PEG method. Sonnenberg and Wessels ( 1987) investigated 
intraspecific electrofiision in S. commune and showed a fusion frequency of 7.8% . 
This frequency was in the same order of magnitude with Ogawa's report (1988), in 
which a fusion frequency of 4% was obtained in PEG induced fusion in Coprinus 
cinereus. There have been no any reports published in the comparison of these 
methods ir: higher fungi. In this research, PEG method and electrofusion method will 
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be investigated and optimized in the same system. The results obtained might be 
useful for the application of protoplast fiision technique in mushroom strains. 
Another purpose of this research is to test a new method (dead donor technique) for 
selecting fusants. The most widely used selection strategy is forced nutritional 
complementation of auxotrophic mutant strains. Other selective markers based on 
resistance to antibiotics and fungicides have also been proved effective. Introduction 
of auxotrophic mutants or resistant mutants, however, is generally undesirable for 
breeding, because UV or chemical mutagents always caused some non specific 
mutations (Peberdy, 1989). Wright ( 1977) used biochemical inhibitors to inactivate 
animal cells for obtaining fusion products . In fungi, only one paper was published 
using these chemicals to obtain interspecific hybrids in Auricularia. (Sugawaua et 
al., 1992). It was argued whether this technique lead to 100% killing frequency ( 
Peberdy, 1989). Therefore, two widely used biochemical inhibitors will be 
investigated to observe their inactivation effect. It is expected that this research can 
address following questions. 
(1). Is the fusion frequency by electrofusion higher than PEG-induced fusion ？ 
(2). Can dead donor method be used in protoplast fusion of mushroom strains? 
5.2 Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Strains and media 
The strain'i used in this study are listed in Table 5. 1. The media was listed in 
Table 3.1 except for following : 
Regeneration minimal medium (RMM): M M + 0.6M mannitol 
5.2.2 Fusogen 
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Fusogen I : PEG 3350 ( SIGMA), 0.05M CaCl] and 0.05M glycine (pH was 
adjusted to 8.0 with O.OIM NaOH). 
Fusogen II: PEG 6000 ( SIGMA), 0.05M CaCl〗 and 0.05M glycine (pH was 
adjusted to 8.0 with O.OIM NaOH). 
Fusogen III: PEG 4000 ( SIGMA), 0.05 M Ca(CH3COO)2 and 0.05M glycine ( 
pH was adjusted to 8.0 with O.OIM NaOH). 
5.2.3 Inactivation chemicals 
lodoacetamide solution: Dissolving iodoacetamide ( SIGMA) ( abbreviated as lA) 
into 0.6 M mannitol in brown bottle, prepare before use. 
Diethylpyrocarbonate solution:' A stock solution of diethylpyrocarbonate 
(SIGMA) ( abbreviated as DP) in a concentration of 5% (v/v, in alcohol) was stored 
as 40c and diluted into 0.6 M mannitol before use. 
Table 5.1. Origins of strains 
Strain Auxotrophic mating type 
marker 
Coprinus cinereus 
Cc5104 his- A2B2 
Cc 5026 ade- A7B7 
Schizophylhim commune 
Sc3 arg- AxBx* 
Sc4 leu- AyBy 
*. Compatible with Sc4 
5.2.4 Inactivation of protoplasts 
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Purified protoplasts were collected by centrifugation . 1.5ml of inactivating agents 
were added and mixed well . After 5.0 minutes, solution was diluted by 4ml 
0.6M mannitol and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1000 x g. Protoplasts pellet was 
washed again and finally suspended 0.6M mannitol. 0.1 ml of inactivated 
protoplasts were plated on Regeneration MYG medium for checking inactivated 
effect. 
5.2.5 PEG induced protoplast fusion 
Approximately 5.0 x 10? protoplasts from each parent were combined in a fusion 
tube and centrifuged ( 1000 x g , 5 minutes). 0.5 ml of flisogen containing 30% 
PEG was added. The PEG solution was mixed with the protoplast suspension by 
gently rolling the tube. A second 0.5 ml of PEG solution was added, the fusion 
mixture was mixed again by rolling . Following incubation at 30^0 for 10 
minutes, the suspension was diluted with 4ml 0.6M mannitol gently . Fused 
protoplasts were selected by centrifugation and suspended in 5 ml 0.6M mannitol. 
Concentration of protoplasts were determined by hemacytometer. About 100-500 
protoplasts were plated on RMM medium . We also flised each parental strain with 
itself as controls ( steps are the same as above ). For determining the fusion 
frequency , plated serial dilution from all on regeneration M Y G medium to 
determine the total number of viable protoplast aggregates. 
5.2.6 Electrofusion 
The fusion process was carried out in the cell fusion system DRII (Tsinghua 
University, Beijing, China). The fusion chamber consisted of a microscope slide with 
two parallel plated golden electrodes connected to a power supply . For fusion，30 
Ml of the protoplast suspension (10^ /ml protoplasts) was pipetted into the fusion 
chamber and allowed to settle on the bottom for 5 min. Protoplasts were aligned in 
chains by dielectrophoresis in an AC-field ( alternating current) with a frequency of 
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2M Hz and a field strength of 50-80 V/cm. Fusion was initiated by application of one 
to two DC square waved pulses, duration 20|iS. with intervals of approximately 
0.4s, and a field strength of 8.0 kv/cm. After application of the DC (direct current) 
pulses the AC-field was gradually decreased to zero over a period of 10 seconds and 
the protoplasts were left in the fusion chamber for 2 or 4 minutes until rounding up 
of fused protoplasts was complete . The protoplasts were removed into a new test 
tube with a pipette. Concentration and protoplast fusion yield were determined in a 
hematocytometer. About 1000 protoplasts were plated in the RMM. For determining 
the fusion frequency , different dilution of protoplasts were plated in RMYG . ^ 
5.2.7 Investigation of protoplast fusion yield and fusion frequency 
PEG induced fusion was criticized as unavailable for microscope observation. In 
this research, one checking step was added in fusion protocol. This step was to 
determine protoplast fusion yield under microscope. Protoplast fusion yield ( 
abbreviated as PFY) was defined as : 
PFY = Fused protoplast /( fused protoplasts + unfused protoplasts) x 100% 
In PEG fusion, fused protoplasts represent large aggregates or large protoplasts. In 
electrofusion, fused protoplasts are large protoplasts . 
Fusion frequency was defined as following formula: -
Fusion frequency = regenerated colonies in RMM / regenerated colonies in RMYG 
5.2.8 Comparison of mycelium growth rate 
Different heterokaryons from PEG fusion and electrofusion were used for the 
comparison of colony diameters. Ten random samples were chosen from every 
fusion. 2mm diameter of blocks were taken from inoculate plate and transferred onto 
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another freshly prepared plate in triplicates. Colony diameters were measured after 
three day. 
For observing the effect of mitochondria，two inoculates from Cc5104 and Cc5026 
were mated in a new plate in a distance of 2cm After 3 day , three kinds of blocks 
were taken from three locations: Cc5104 side; Cc5026 side ； contact zone ( Fig. 5.1). 
These blocks were transferred into new plate and cultured at 30®C for 3 days. The 
colony diameters were recorded in ten random samples. 
5.2.9 Fruiting test 
Culture blocks were transferred into MYG medium and inoculated for 3 days. Then 
all plates were placed into a 25®C incubator. The formation of fruiting body was 
stimulated by a 12 hours duration of alternating light and dark incubation. Fruiting 
time was recorded when a fruiting body formed ( Fig. 5.2) 
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m 
Fig. 5.1 Upper: Cc 5104 x Cc5026. Heterokaryons were selected from different site 
showed in the figure. Below left: Cc 5104. Below right: Cc5026 
Fig. 5.2 Fruiting body from a PEG induced dikaryon (Cc5104 + Cc5026) 
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5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Inactivation by lA and DP 
Two common biochemical agents, lodoacetamide (abbreviated as lA) and 
diethylpyrocarbonate ( abbreviated as DP), were screened for the abilities to 
introduce complementary lesions which could be rescued by cell fusion. Compatible 
monokaryotic Cc5104 and Cc5026 were used as model strains to observe the effect 
of these irreversible inhibitors. The optimum concentrations for inactivation were 
assayed. The curves of protoplast breakage in different inhibitor concentrations were 
shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.5. The relationships of survival frequency in different 
inhibitor concentrations were described in Fig. 5.4 and 5.6. 
For I A, the effective concentration was 20 to 50 mM. In this range, survival 
frequency was less than 10"^ and the breakage percentage of protoplasts was less 
than 30%. For DP, the effective concentration was between 0.2% to 1.0% , but the 
breakage percentage of treated protoplasts was more than 80% in this range. 
According to these data, 50 mM lA and 0.1% DP were used in following fiision 
experiment.. 
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Fig. 5.4 The survival frequency of Cc5104 protoplasts after 
the inactivation by lA. 
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5.3.2 Effect of different fusogens on fusion frequency 
Ca(CH3COO)2 was reported to be able to increase the fusion frequency in yeast 
(Kavanagh et a l , 1991) and used in our experiments. I f no fusogen was added, no 
heterokaryons were obtained in C. cinereus. PFY and fiision frequency for fusogen 
t 
with Ca(CH3COO)2 were 41.9% and 36.9%，and were 35.7% and 41.1% for 
fiisogen with CaCl】 respectively ( Table. 5.2). No significant difference was found 
in either fusogen. The results also showed that PEG 6000 was less efficient than 
PEG 4000. In subsequent experiments, only fusogen I was used. 
Table 5.2. Effect of different fusogens on the fusion frequency in PEG induced 
protoplast fusions in C. cinereus 
Fusogen PFY ( % ) Fusion frequency (%)* 
Control 3.8 0.0 
PEG 4000 + CaCl2 35.7 41.1 士 2.5 
PEG 6000 + CaCl2 27.3 29.5 士 7.6 
PEG 4000+ Ca(CH3COO)2 41.9 36.9 士 2.1 




5.3.3 Effect of different fusion protocols on fusion frequency 
In our preliminary experiment, fusion protocol ( especially for the mode of PEG 
addition) greatly affected the fiision frequency and should be optimized. Most papers 
reported the use of a conventional PEG-addition method, by which fusogen was 
added in one step (Anne and Peberdy, 1981). We replaced this method with a 
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modified method described in Stasz's method ( Stasz et al., 1988), in which PEG was 
added stepwise. As shown in Table 5.3，PFY and fiision frequency by the old 
methods were 18.9% and 18.1% respectively . Using the new method, PFY and 
fusion frequency were increased to 29.4% and 28.1 % respectively . 
Table 5.3 Effect of different fusion protocols on fusion frequency 
= = = = = = = = = a s = ^ = = = = = = = ^ = = = = = ^ = 
Protocol PFY ( % ) Fusion frequency (%)* 
No PEG 3.8 0.0 
One step protocol " 18.9 18.1 士 5.3 
Modified protocol 29.4 28.1士 6.2 
*. Triplicate results 
5.3.4 Optimization of electroflision 
All the electrofiision processes could be observed under the microscope and the 
optimization of electrical parameters was easily attained. For optimal fusion, as many 
protoplasts as possible have to be collected in chain-like aggregates，which lead to a 
good membrane contact and is necessary for successful fusion. We tried two kinds of 
electroflision chamber which are different in the electrode distance ( 100|im and 200 
|im). The microscopic observation results indicated that the chamber with shorter 
distance ( 100|im ) lead to more protoplast chains and better membrane contact. 
Dielectrophoresis was carried out by slowly increasing the AC field ( IMHz) to 80 -
120 V/cm. Further increasing field strength caused cell rotation. The electrical 
parameters of the DC field, such as the field strength, length, number and intervals 
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between the pulses were optimized. The results indicated that the field strength was 
a critical parameter. The effect of the strength on the fusion frequency was listed in 
Table 5.4 . The optimal strength ranged from 6-10 kv/cm and the fusion frequency 
was in the range of 4-7%. Electrofusion sequences were shown in Fig. 5.7-1 & 2. 
Table 5.4. Effect of the pulse height of the DC-field on the fiision frequency 
Pulse height ( kv/cm ) Fusion frequency (%)* — 0.0 . 0.0 
4.0 ' 4.7 士 1.7 
8.0 6.9 土 1.9 
12.0 4.9 土 2.1 
*. Triplicate results 
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Fig. 5.7 Electrofusion sequence of protoplasts in C. cimreus. Electrical parameters 
were described in 5.2 . Photographs were taken at the following intervals after the 
DC pulse. (1). 0 second. (2) 1 second. (3). 5 seconds. (4). 10 seconds. (5): 20 
seconds. (6) 60 seconds. (7). 120 seconds. (8). 180 seconds. Arrow indicated the 
formation of a fused protoplast. 
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5.3.5 Fus ion f requency resulted by P E G and electrofusion 
Fusion frequency resulted by PEG and electrofusion were investigated in C. cinereus 
and ( Table 5.5). For C. cinereus, I f no addition of fusogens, PFY was 3.8% and no 
heterokaryons appeared in regeneration minimal medium even in the plating density 
of 104. In the appearance of PEG, fusion frequencies were more than 35% . 
Compared to PEG induced fusion, only 7% heterokaryons were produced in 
electrofusion. For S. commune, fusion frequencies from PEG fusion and 
electrofusion were 16.7% and 8.4 % respectively. The results also indicated that 
dead donor technique did not affect the fusion frequency, except for the fusion 
between inactivated Cc 5104 and Cc 5026. 
Table 5.5. Comparison of fusion frequency in PEG-induced fusion and electrofusion 
Fusion method PFY ( % ) Fusion frequency (%) 
C. cinereus 
Control 3.8 0.0 士 0.0 
PEG: ‘ 
Cc5026 + Cc5104 34.3 39.3 士 2.5 
Cc5026 + Cc5104(1)* 35.3 50.0 士 6.9 
Cc5026(I) + Cc5104 25.0 42.3 土 3.8 
Cc5104(I) + Cc5026(D)** NT*** 0.0 
Electrofusion: 
Cc5026 + Cc5104 6.6 7.2 士 2.4 
S. commune 
Control NT*** 0.0 
PEG fusion: Sc3 + Sc4 23.8 16.7 土 8.7 
Electrofusion: Sc3 + Sc4 6.7 8.4 土 2.5 
*. Inactivated by IA 
**. Inactivated by DP 
*** . Not tested 
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5.3.6 Comparison of colony diameters and fruiting time 
For distinguishing different heterokaryons resulted from PEG induced fusion and 
electrofusion, their colony sizes and fruiting time were scored ( Table 5.6). Three 
types of heterokaryons from hyphal anastomosis were chosen for the investigation of 
the effect of mitochondria ( Table 5.6). T-test results showed that the heterokaryon 
from Cc5104 side had the fastest fruiting time even its growth speed was not the 
largest. There were not significant differences in colony sizes and fruiting time 
between heterokaryons from various fusion methods. 
Table 5.6. Comparison of colony diameter and fruiting time in different dikaryons 
Dikaryon type colony size 土 SD T-test Fruiting time 士 SD T-test 
( mm) ** results (days)*** results 
Cc5026xCc5104* 
Contact zone 58.0 ±1.0 - a 15.8 士 0.5 — 
Cc5104 side 59.3 土 1.0 - 15.5 士 0.6 — 
Cc5026 side 59.3 土 1.0 - 10.8 土 0.5 + b 
PEG fusion: 
Cc5026 + Cc5104 60.2 士 1.4 - 17.6 士 3.5 -
Cc5104 + Cc5026(I) 62.6 土 0.8 - 16.6 士 3.5 -
Cc5104(D) + Cc5026 60.8 土 0.9 16.0 士 3.8 -
Electrofusion 
Cc5026 + Cc5104 60.7 土 1.6 - 16.3 士 4.0 . -
Mating Cc5104 and Cc5026 
**. Ten samples were chosen 
*** . Ten samples were chosen 
a. No significant differences found 
b. Significant differences found between Cc 5104 side and contact zone 
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5.4 Discussion 
I’ 
5.4.1 Inactivation of protoplasts by biochemical inhibitors 
Inactivation or dead donor technique is firstly described by Wright (1978 ). Animal 
cells from two parental forms were treated before fusion with different biochemical 
inhibitors, \vhich caused the irreversible inactivation of various macromolecules and 
consequently the inactivation of the cells themselves. The hybridization may be 
considered to be a type of rescue process which enables the survival and subsequent 
division ot heterokaryons only. The method was also found suitable for the selection 
of fusion p roducts in some plants. Although there are a number of investigations in 
which the inactivation of one of the parents is used, to date the combination of two 
inactivation agents for hybrid production has been used only in Suganawa's work 
(1992) . Peberdy (1989) suggested that it would be difficult to render all the 
protoplasts non-viable. Inactivated protoplasts opened up possibilities for protoplast 
fusion in fungi, but further research works are needed. 
lA and DP are widely used inhibitors which react with a wide variety of cellular 
components and widely used in plant protoplast fusion. lA and DP were 
characterized as sulphydryl and histidine reagents respectively ( Wright, 1978). 
Though these agents are not directed against one particular enzyme or molecule, the 
spectrum lof products sensitive to each may be sufficient to maintain 
complementation. In our dosage experiment, IA seemed to be better than DP. We 
did not obtain any rescued heterokaryons by the fusion between lA inactivated 
Cc5104 and DP inactivated Cc5026. Under the microscope, most lA treated 
protoplasts remained unchanged in shapes and membranes, but membranes of most 
DP treated protoplasts had small pores. It seemed that 0.1% of DP caused a 
secondary damages in some enzymes or molecules which was not rescued by its 
partner. 
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caused a secondary damages in some enzymes or molecules which was not rescued 
by its partner. 
5.4.2 Optimization of PEG induced fusion 
Chemical ftisogens can stimulate the fusion of cells in one of two ways. They may 
induce cell agglutination or they may alter the membrane in such a way as to make it 
susceptible to fusion . PEG is one of the best known cell agglutination. Several 
stages in the cell fusion process are necessary to achieve a successful cytoplasmic 
fusion of two or more protoplasts. Firstly, the cell membranes of adjacent 
protoplasts must come into close physical contact. Secondly, the evidence suggests 
that lateral diffusion of membrane "surface proteins results in the formation of lipid 
enriched regions of the plasma membrane, which may be subsequently involved in 
lipid-lipid interactions between adjacent membranes (Ahkong et al.; Boni and Hui, 
1987; Saunders and Bates, 1987). 
PEG is a polymeric compound in a range of molecular weights. The popular use of 
PEG for the fusion stems from its dual role both as a cell agglutinator and a 
membrane modifier. The most commonly used procedure for the protoplast fusion in 
flingi involves the use of PEG , high calcium concentrations, and high pH conditions 
(Peberdy, 1989). The optimization of PEG fusion should be determined empirically. 
5.4.3 Optimization of electrofusion -
Electroflision is emerging as a promising new tool in cell biology . Compared with 
other cell-fusion techniques, electrofusion is thought as rapid, simple, and highly 
efficient ( Bates et al., 1987). This fusion procedure is a two-step process. The cells 
are introduced into a chamber in which parallel wires or plate electrodes are 
mounted. A relatively low-intensity alternating current (AC) is applied to the 
electrodes, causing the cells to align into chains (" pearl chains") perpendicular to the 
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electrodes. The alignment of protoplasts into chains under the influence of AC fields 
is termed dielectrophoresis, and has a well understood physical basis. Once the cells 
are in contact, they are fused by application of short direct current (DC) pulses of 
high intensity to the electrodes. The resulting DC field induces reversible membrane 
breakdown and fusion. The optimal conditions of electrofusion should be 
determined empirically. Our optimal conditions were consistent with other 
electrofusion works in fungi . 
5.4.4 Identification of fused heterokaryon ‘ 
The introduction of different nutritional requirements in both compatible parents 
allowed for a easy selection because of the complementation in the dikaryon, which 
resulted in growth in minimal medium and appeared clamp connections. Hyphal 
anastomosis could give rise to heterokaryons, therefore, it was necessary to ensure 
that heterokaryons started from fused protoplasts not from post-fusion mating. In 
the electrofusion experiment, this requirement was easily attained because treated 
protoplasts did not aggregate and could be plated as single units. But for PEG 
induced fusion, the situation was different. Protoplasts clumped together and were 
plated in minimal medium as single units. Therefore, three methods were used to 
resolve this problem. Firstly, mixtures of protoplasts were treated similarly except 
the addition of fusogen and plated on minimal medium. In control experiment, plated 
protoplasts could regenerate new cell walls but stopped after generation of a few 
cells. Even after prolonged incubation ( 2 weeks ), no colonies appeared in minimal 
medium in the plating density of 10^ . Secondly, fused protoplasts were observed 
microscopically and scored for the percentage of clamp connection in freshly 
regenerating protoplasts ( Figure 5.8 ). The real fusion frequency should be : 
No of regenerating protoplasts with clamp connection 
Fusion freq = x 100 % 
No of regenerating protoplasts (Total) 
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Fig. 5.8 The appearance of a clamp connection in a regenerated protoplast after PEG 
induced fusion. The arrow indicated a clamp connection. -
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A 20-30% regenerants after PEG fusion showed the clamp connections. Third, 
inactivated protoplasts fused with an auxotrophic partner. Only fused protoplasts 
from plasmogamy regenerated colonies. Concluded from above results, the real 
frequency was consistent with the experimental results in Table 5.5. 
Sonnenberg and Wessels ( 1987 ) observed a long delay in fused heterokaryons in 
Schizophyllum commune. They explained this phenomenon as that the delay of 
dikaryosis is an intrinsic property of the control of dikaryosis by the incompatibility 
genes. We also found a delay in fused heterokaryons in S. commune, but this delay 
did not appear in C. cinereus. This might be due to the differences of mating type 
genes in these two species. •‘ 
5.4.5 Comparison of PEG and electroflision 
PEG has proved universal in the promotion of membrane fusion ranging from animal 
cells to the protoplasts of plants, fungi and bacteria ( Ferenczy, 1981). The popular 
use of PEG is in its dual role both as a cell agglutinator and a membrane modifier. In 
general, the most widely used chemical fusion procedure involves pretreating 
protoplasts with high concentrations of PEG, followed by the dilution of the PEG 
with a buffer ( pH 8-11) containing 10-50 mM calcium. In 1982 another method— 
electrofusion-was reported in S. cerevisiae (Bates et al., 1985). This technique is 
said to havs several advantages over the PEG method. Bates et al. ( 1985 ) reported 
that fusion frequency by electroflision in plant is at least an order of magnitude 
better than obtained with PEG, but they did not use both methods simultaneously. 
San et al. ( 1990 ) fused mesophyl protoplasts of two genotypes of cultivated tomato 
by using eiectrofusion and PEG-induced fusion. Fusion frequencies were 9.2% and 
3.8% respectively. Both values are in the same order of magnitude. Furthermore, 
fusogen they used did not involve Ca2+ , which was revealed to facilitate the 
production of hybrids. 
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In this research, intraspecific fusion was used to compare the two methods. Our 
results indicated that PEG appeared better than electrofusion. The fusion frequency 
of PEG was above 20% even exclusive of post-ftision anastomosis. For 
electrofusion, the fusion frequency was in the range of 5%-10%, which was 
( 
consistent with Sonnenberg and Wessels' reports in S. commune (1987). Why was 
the effect of electrofiision not better than PEG? Although these are valuable 
attributes, electrofusion is not without problems. The electrical fields used to induce 
fusion can cause irreversible membrane damage if they are not carefully controlled. 
Such damages might be harmful to the regeneration of protoplasts. Second, the small 
chambers in electrofusion restricted the number of fusion products. Third, though 
very high percentages of cells may be fused ( up to 20-30% under microscope in our 
experiment )，the yields of fusion products was in the range of 5%-10%. This was 
partly because that reasonable number of protoplasts hide in the corner of chamber 
and could not be fused. Finally, the high cost of commercial electrofusion equipment 
has limited the wide use of this technique. 
5.4.6 Effect of mitochondria 
Mitochondrial inheritance was observed in C. cinereus and other basidiomycetes ( 
May and Taylor, 1988; Hintz et al, 1989; Smith et al, 1990 )• Results in C. cinereus 
showed that mitochondria did not migrate along with nuclei during mating and 
intracellular mixed or recombinant mtDNA molecules were not observed. Effect of 
different mitochondria was also investigated in our research. The growth and fruiting 
ability in C, cinereus were compared between different heterokaryons in order to 
better understand the effect of mitochondria on fruiting. Cc5104 side showed the 
strongest fruiting ability, though no significant differences were found in their colony 
sizes. Our results suggested that mitochondrion might affect the formation of 
fruiting body. 
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5.5 Conclusions 
(1). Irreversible biochemical inhibitors were used in protoplast fusion in two 
mushroom species. lA showed a better effect than DP because of low breakage and 
low surviving rate. 
(2). A new PEG fusion protocol might increase the fusion frequency up to 50%. 
(3). PEG induced fusion and electrofusion were compared in C. cimreus strains and 
S. commime strains, and PEG fusion revealed to be advantageous to electrofusion 
method. 
(4). Heterokaryons from PEG fusion and electrofusion were not different from 
heterokaryons from hyphal anastomosis 
(5). Mitochondria effect on the formation of fruiting body was observed in C. 
cinereus. It was found that mitochondria might affect the fruiting ability of C. 
cinereus strains. 
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VolvarieUa bombycina by protoplast fusion 
6.1 Introduction 
The paddy straw mushroom, VolvarieUa volvacea, is the fifth important edible 
mushrooms in the world for about 5.9% of the total world production of cultivated 
mushrooms (Chang, 1993). Relative yields of the paddy straw mushroom are low 
when compared to that of the common cultivated mushroom, Agaricus bisporus 
(Royse et aL, 1987). Improvement in yields of V. volvacea through breeding efforts 
has been hindered due to a lack"of basic genetic information to develop rational 
breeding programs ( Raper, 1979; Elliot, 1982). In initial studies on the genetics and 
life history of V. volvacea, Chang and Yau (1971) demonstrated that both 
monosporous and vegetative hyphae are multinucleate and basidiospores typically are 
uninucleate. Chang and co-workers ( Chang and Yau, 1971; Li and Chang, 1979; 
Chang et al., 1981) have studied the fertility ratios of several hundred single-spore-
derived progenies and found that approximately 50% of the single-spore-derived 
progenies are fertile. Chang (1972) has provided an explanation for these data 
proposing a relationship between fertility and gene dosage. Raper (1978) favored the 
view that the nonfertility of some isolates is due to secondary genetic characters. 
Elliot ( 1985) investigated the life cycle of V. bombycina, which is a close relative of 
V. volvacea and suggested a life cycle of diploid-haploid. However, Chiu and Chang 
(1987) did not support such a model based on their investigations. Li and Chang ( 
1991) used some fiingicide resistant mutants to investigate the life cycle of V. 
volvacea end supported the homothallism of this species. Elliott (1982) suggested 
that V. volvacea is perhaps one of the most perplexing of all cultivated species. The 
main reasons for that may be that a true sexual process in V. volvacea is difficult to 
verify without suitable markers. 
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Up to now, no paper has been published about protoplast fusion in homothallic 
edible mushroom. In this experiment, homothallic strains- V. volvacea and V. 
homhycina were hybridized by protoplast fusion. V. volvacea and V. bomhycina are 
different species in the same genus. V. volvacea is a tropical species (optimum 
fruiting temperature is in 28-32^0), but V. bombycina can fruit at relative low 
temperature ~ 20--25OC. Therefore, the target of this study is to obtain some 
hybrids which can fruit at low temperature and maintain most of the characteristics 
of V. volvacea. 
6.2 Materials and Methods 
6.2.1 Strains and Media 
The strains used in this study are listed in Table 6.1. Media were listed in Section 
3.2.2 
Table 6.1 Origins of strains 
Species Strain Characters 
V. volvacea 
Vv34 Fruiting temperature: 28-320C 
Vv50 Auxotrophy: met" arg" 
V. homhycina 
Vb8 Auxotrophy: Ornithine 
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6.2.2 Protoplast production and regeneration 
The strains were cultured in complete medium (CM) at different temperature for one 
week according to the strain requirement (Table 6.2 ). Then the mycelium were 
transferred into PDY liquid medium and cultured for 3 days ( Table 6.2 ). An enzyme 
mixture (5 mg/ml Lywallzyme and 5mg/ml Novozym 234 ) in 0.6 M mannitol was 
used for the isolation of protoplasts. Other procedures were similar with Section 
3.2.1 
Table 6.2 Different conditions for protoplast production and regeneration ‘ 
Strains Culture Digestion Regeneration 
Time Temperature Time Time Temperature 
(days) (PC) (hours) (days) (OQ 
Vv34 3 32 2 2 32 
Vv50 4 32 2 3 32 
Vb8 5 28 2 3 28 
VblO 5 28 2 3 28 
6.2.3 Inactivation of V. bomhycina protoplasts 
Protoplasts were collected by centrifUgation ( 1000 x g, 5.0 min.). 1.5 ml of 50 mM 
IA ( lodoacetamide) solution were added and mixed well. After 5.0 minutes, 
protoplasts were washed twice by 0.6M mannitol. 0.1 ml of inactivated protoplasts ( 
at least 10^ ) were plated on regeneration complete medium (RCM) for checking 
inactivated effect. 
6.2.4 Protoplast fusion 
The procedure of PEG induced protoplast fusion was described in Section 5.2.2 
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Fusogen I was used in fusion. The procedure of electrofusion was listed in Section 
5.2.3 . The optimum electrical voltage was 12 kv/cm and No. of pulses were two. 
6.2.5 Selection of fusants 
In the fusion of VblO and Vv50, fused protoplasts were plated in regeneration 
minimal medium (RMM) in a density of 5 x 104. After incubation at SO^C for 4 to 6 
days, regenerated progeny were transferred into fresh minimal medium ( MM) and 
complete medium ( CM ) for further observation. Fusion frequency was calculated as 
the same formula as Section 5.2.4. ‘ 
In the fusion of VblO and Vv34, fused protoplasts were plated in CMM medium in a 
concentration of 5 x 10 .^ After incubation at 28^0 for 48 hours, all petri dishes with 
regenerating protoplasts were moved into a low temperature refrigerator ( -2士 lOC ) 
for killing regenerating protoplasts from V. volvacea. After 120 hours , every dish 
was transferred to a incubator at 280C . After culture for 4 days, regenerated 
progeny were potential fusants and transferred into CM medium for further 
identification. Fusion frequency were calculated as following: 
Regenerated progeny in RCM after low temperature treatment 
X 100% 
Regenerated colony in RCM without low temperature treatment 
6.2.6 Analyses of progeny 
After fusion of Vv50 with VblO, progeny developing on RMM were transferred to 
M M to confirm prototrophy. Then stable prototrophic colonies were transferred into 
CM medium . All fusion progeny were classified into two classes: parental types and 
nonparental types. Whether prototrophic progeny were heterokaryotic hybrids or 
other hybrids was tested by protoplasting technique. Nuclear DNA contents were 
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compared between parental strains and fusion progeny. PGR fingerprinting between 
them and parents by AP-PCR (Arbitrarily-primed Polymerase Chain Reaction ) and 
RAPDs ( Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA) were compared. Pulsed field Gel 
electrophoresis was also carried out between parents and fusion progeny. 
With the fusion of VblO with Vv34, progeny was transferred to CM. Most progeny 
did not segregate sectors and showed the characteristics of VblO parent. A few 
progeny segregate sectors and grew very slow. These nonparental colonies were 
analyzed by protoplasting technique. PCR fingerprinting between them and parents 
by AP-PCR and RAPDs were also investigated . 
6.2.7 Identification of fusants by protoplasting technique 
Mycelium in CM plate with some sectors were transferred onto liquid PDY medium. 
After 3-5 days culture, mycelium were collected and digested with a enzyme mixture 
of Novozym ( 0.5%) and Lywallzyme ( 0.5%). Purified protoplasts were plating on 
RCM as a density of 100-500. After regeneration for 3-5 days, protoplasts 
regenerated into single colonies. 50-100 progeny were randomly chosen and 
transferred onto CM. These progeny were grouped into different classes according to 
their morphology. 
6.2.8 Nuclear DNA contents in fusants and parents 
Nuclear DNA contents were determined by method listed in Appendix 3. 40-100 
nuclei was chosen in each strain. For reducing the errors of fluorescence, only one 
nuclei was chosen in one field. These contents were compared by unpaired T-test 
analysis in PlotSO software (Jardel Cooperation ). 
6.2.9 Genomic DNA amplification by arbitrary primers 
Genomic DNA was isolated based on modified Lee's method and CsCl method 
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(Appendix 2). Amplification conditions for AP-PCR and RAPDs were listed in 
Appendix 3. Amplification was performed in a Perkin-Elmer Cetus DNA Thermal 
Cycle. Amplification products were analyzed by electrophoresis in 2.0% agarose 
gels and detected by staining with ethidium bromide. Sizes of amplified fragments 
were calculated based on the standard sizes of X DNA and PBR 322 digested 
fragments. Based on AP-PCR results, phylogenetic analysis was carried out and its 
detailed process was listed in Appendix 6. 
6.2.10 Amplification by nuclear rDNA and mitochondrial rDNA ‘ 
Amplification was performed in a Perkin-Elmer Cetus DNA Thermal Cycle and 
amplification conditions were listed in Appendix 4. Primers used were described in 
Table A.2. Amplification products were analyzed by electrophoresis in 2.0% agarose 
gels and detected by staining with ethidium bromide. 
6.2.11 Fruiting test 
All representatives of nonparental hybrids were subjected to a fruiting trials in 
laboratory ( Li and Chang, 1993). The compost involved : 38.8 % Cotton Waste, 
0.6% Lime, 0.6% cotton bran and 60% (w/w) water. After thoroughly mixing, 
about 400 g substrate was filled into a plastic bag ( 15 x 25 cm) and sterilized at 
120OC for 60 min. Half of a plate with fresh mycelium was cut and inoculated into 
each sterilized compost bag. Each bag was incubated at 320C. When mycelium 
colonized all the substrate completely, the bags were opened to stimulate fruit-body 
formation. The temperature was then maintained at and relative humidity at 
90%. Ventilation and light were required for healthy fruit body development. I f a 
strain did not form any primodia in all triplicate bags after 25 days, this was 
considered as sterile. 
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6.3 Result 
6.3.1 Inactivation of VblO protoplasts 
Chemical inactivating agent was used in this experiment. This selective method was 
called as the dead donor technique. Such crosses are polarized relying on a fusion 
product to grow out from the protoplasts of the viable strain. The concentrations of 
inactivating agent and inactivating time are the critical factors for control and were 
determined empirically ( Fig. 6.1 and 6.2). The suitable concentration is 30-50mM. 
In this range, breakage frequency was less than 40% and survive frequency was zero. 
For investigating survive frequency after PEG fusion, three self-fusion experiments in 
VblO were carried out ( Table 6.5). The results indicated that surviving frequencies 
were 0 except one. Above results confirmed the effectively of iodoacetamide as a 
chemical poison. 
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6.3.2 Low temperature effects on Vv34 
V. volvacea is a kind of tropical or subtropical strain. The optimum temperature for 
the culture of mycelium is 32^0. The storage of strains in low temperature is harmful 
for this strain. In this experiment, low temperature treatment was used to kill most of 
regenerating Vv34 protoplasts. After 96 hours at -2士lOC, regeneration rate of this 
strain was 0.077% ( Table 6.4). After 192 hours at this temperature, the regeneration 
rate was 0.033%. In the same condition, the regeneration rates of VblO were 1.1% 
and 0.87% respectively. Therefore, low temperature treatment can be used as a 
simple way to kill most of V. volvacea but leave VblO progeny and fusants alive. 
Table 6.4. Low temperature treatment on V34 and VblO 
Strains Protoplast Low Temp. Regeneration Rate 
number (Hours) ( % ) * 
Vv34 
6.0x105 96 0.077 ±0.012 
6.0x105 192 0.033 ±0.010 
6.0X102 0 3.00 ±0.50 
VblO 
2.3X104 96 1.10 ±0.15 
2.3x104 192 0.87 ±0.22 
2.3x10^ 0 2.30 ±0.60 
*. Triplicate results 
6.3.3 Selection of fusants 
In PEG induced fusion of VblO and Vv50, 1147 progeny were found in RMM after 
fusion (Fig. 6.3). Fusion frequency was 0.030-0.333% ( Table 6.5). Presumptive 
somatic hybrids were immediately purified after isolation by excising a plug of agar 
medium that contained a well-isolated hyphal tip or branch. This procedure was used 
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to avoid the possibility of transferring a dual culture. Most progeny (1107 in 1147) 
showed morphology of V. homhycina, including chlamydospores and easily forming 
fruiting body. Single spore analyses of fruiting bodies from these strains were 
investigated and could not be distinguished with parental strain-VblO. However, a 
few progeny ( 40 in 1147 ) showed a nonparental morphology not only in M M but 
also in CM ( Fig. 6.4). They grow slowly even in CM and easily segregate sectors. 
These progeny were designated with letters of Fv and numbered according to the 
chronic order of production. In electrofusion, only one progeny was found and no 
nonparental progeny were found. In self fusion of both parents, no colonies were 
found ( except for one control in V. bowbycwd). 
m 
• 
Fig. 6.3 Regeneration of a fused protoplast in liquid RMM after PEG fusion. 
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Table 6.5. Protoplast fusion and fusant formation 
Batch Protoplast yield PFY Fusant Fusion freq. 
No. Vv50 VblO No. (%) 
PEG fusion 
1 1.32 X107 7.20 x l 0 6 22.7% 30 (3 )* 0.032 
2 8.25 X 106 3.69 x l 0 6 20.6% 174 (5 ) 0.274 
3 2.24 X 107 1.80 x l 0 6 12.2% 186 (4 ) 0.115 
4 2.34 X 10^ 9.90 x 10^ 18.4% 102 (1 ) 0.138 
5 2.26 X 107 2.60x107 11.7% 335 (15) 0.333 
6 3.83 X 10^ 2.34x107 17.1% 2 9 0 ( 9 ) 0.275 
7 1.37x107 1.37 X 107 n.p/o 29(3 ) 0:032 
Electrofusion 
1 1.09 X 107 1,273 X lO? 3.0% 1 (0) 0.0029 
Control 1 (self fusion in Vv50) 
1 1.32 X 10^ 22.7% 0 <0.0001 
2 8.25 X 106 20.60/0 0 <0.0001 
3 2.24x 107 12.2% 0 <0.0001 
Control 2 (self fusion in VblO) 
1 1.72 x l 0 7 12.7% 0 <0.0001 
2 7.27 x l 0 6 13.6% 0 <0.0001 
3 9.20 X 106 12.0% 0 <0.0001 
Control (regeneration in RCM) 
Vv50 1.5 ±0.6 
VblO 2.3 士 0.4 
*. The number of nonparental fijsants were listed in parenthesis 
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Fig. 6.4 Morphology of some nonparental progeny. Upper: Fvl7 (upper) and 
parents: VblO (below left) and Vv50 (below right). Below: Fv30. 
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In fusion of VblO and Vv34, about 3000 colonies were regenerated in RCM after 
low temperature shock ( Table 6.6). Mycelium of Vv34 was more aerial and only a 
few chlamydospores appeared in younger mycelium. The morphology of VblO 
appears flat, few aerial mycelium and many chlamydospores appeared in younger 
mycelium. Based on the above observation, 762 progeny which represented different 
types in fusion progeny were chosen for more observation. In 762 colonies, 696 
colonies ( 91.3% ) were scored as VblO types. 46 colonies ( 6.0% ) were as V34 
types. Only 22 colonies ( 2.7% ) were selected as nonparental types (Fig. 6.5). All 
parental types of fusion progeny were not distinguishable from their parents in 
morphology, fruiting ability and AP-PCR markers. However, nonparental types show 
a large variation in morphology and DNA markers. Therefore, these nonparental 
types were paid more attentions. These progeny were designated with letters ofFvw 
(means fusion between wild type of Volvacea strains) and numbered according to 
the chronological order of production. In self fusion, survive frequency was about 
0.030% and at least one order of magnitude less than fusion frequency. 
Table 6.6 Protoplast fusion between V34 and VblO. 
Table 4. Protoplast yield PFY Fusant Fusion 
Batch No. Vv34 VblO No. frequency(%) 
PEG induced fusion 
1 4.8X106 4.8X106 18.4 1890 0.710 
2 1.2X10'7 4.0X106 16.6 1240 0.241 
Control (self fusion in Vv34) 
1 6.0x105 14.6% 6 0.030 
Control ( regeneration in R C M ) 
Vv34 3.0 士 0.5 
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mM 
Fig. 6.5 Morphology of fusion progeny Fvwl2 (upper) from PEG fusion of Vv34 
(below right) and VblO (below right). 
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6.3.4 Analyses of progeny 
Different hybrids were compared with their parents in morphology and cytological 
observation. Two representatives of progeny from the fusion between Vv50 and 
VblO, Fvl7 and Fv30 , produced sectors in M M and CM. Fluorescence results 
indicated that they were multinucleate and more mitochondria were found in cell than 
both parents ( Fig. 6.6). One representative strain, Fvw2, was also studied. It show 
more chlamydospores than Vv34, though its sectors were V. volvacea type. 
Table 6.6 The characteristics of fusion hybrids -
Fusant Sector CM aerial Chlamy- Fruiting Nuclei 
No M M mycelium dospore in CM per cell 
FV-17 + + ++ +++ - multinucleate* 
Fv-30 + + + +++ - multinucleate* 
FVW-12 + + ++ +++ - multinucleate 
Control 
Vv50 - — +++ + - multinucleate 
VolO — - ++ +++ + multinucleate 
*. with many mitochondria 
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Fig. 6.6 Photomicrograph of protoplasts of fusion hybrid Fvl7 stained with D API. 
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6.3.5 Identification by protoplasting technique 
Protoplasting technique was used to study whether these hybrids were 
heterokaryotic. All representative progeny were protoplasted and showed great 
variation in protoplasted progeny (Fig. 6.7 and Table 6.7). For strain Fvl7，20% of 
protoplasted progeny show VblO type; 80% of progeny revealed nonparental types. 
For Fv30, 14% of protoplasted progeny showed nonparental types. In control, 
nonparental types were not found in both parents. For strain Fvwl2, 24% of 
protoplasted progeny revealed the morphology of Vv34; 54% of protoplasted 
progeny grew slowly with very few aerial hyphae and appeared some sectors; 22% of 
protoplasted progeny grew slowly with many chlamydospores and a few aerial 
hyphae. One of parents, Vv34, was protoplasted and nonparental types were not 
found in 100 progeny. 
Table 6.7. Protoplasting results of fusion hybrids and their parents. 
Fusant No of Parental type Non-parental type 
No. progeny V.volvacea V. bombycina type I type I I 
Fvl7 98 0 20 56a 22^ 
Fv-30 102 0 14 76 a 12 b 
Fvw-12 50 12 0 11 c 27 d 
Control 
Vv34 100 100 0 0 0 
Vv50 100 100 0 0 0 
VolO 100 0 ^ 0 0 
a. mycelia grew slowly and appear some sectors 
b. mycelia grew slowly with aerial hyphae 
c. mycelia grew slowly with very few aerial hyphae and appear sector 
d. mycelia grew slowly with many chlamydospores and a few aerial hyphae 
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Fig. 6.7 Protoplasted progeny from Fvwl2 . 
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6.3.6 Nuclear DNA contents in mycelium of parents and hybrids 
Nuclei were easily observed after DAPI staining ( Fig. 6.6). The mean fluorescence 
values in arbitrary units were recorded in hybrids Fvl7 and Fv30 and their parents. 
Histograms revealed a normal distribution pattern in all samples: only a few nuclei 
show a double fluorescence value ( Fig. 6.8-1, 2, 3, 4’). The mean values were listed 
in Table 6.8. The mean value of Fvl7 was 14.9, and significantly larger than Vv50 
(10.8)，but not significantly less than VblO ( a = 0.01). The mean value of Fv30 
was 12.1, and significantly less than VblO but not significantly larger than Vv50 ( in 
the level of a=0.01). " 
Table 6.8. Fluorescence measurements of DNA-DAPI in the mycelium of parents 
and fusants (in arbitrary units). 
Fungus strains Number of Fluorescence Unit t-test result 
nuclei (Mean±S.D) (no paired) 
Vv50 58 10.8 ±4.1 
VblO 54 17.0 ±5.0 
P<0.01 (with Vv50) 
Fv-17 60 14.9 ± 5.9 0.05 >P> 0.01 
(with VblO) 
Fv-30 66 12.1 ±4.3 P〉0.01 (with Vv50) 
P<0.01 (with VblO) 
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Fig. 6.8-2 Histogram of distribution of DAPI-DNA in arbitrary units in the mycelium 
of Vv 50 
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Fig. 6.8-4 Histogram of distribution of DAPI-DNA in arbitrary units in the 
mycelium of Fv 17 
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6.3.7 Arbitrary primer amplified PCR fingerprinting 
Three primers, primers 1 , 2 & 4 were used in our experiments (Appendix 3). For 
these primers evaluated, four to ten DNA fragments were amplified. The primers 
generated sets of products ranging from 0.17 to 1.35 Kb. All the major fragments 
amplified by AP-PCR and RAPDs were reproducible under identical conditions. AP-
PCR fingerprints of the fusion hybrids and their parents using primers 1 and 2 were 
defined in Fig. 6.9. AP-PCR results were reconstructed in Table 6.9-1，2 & 3. 
RAPDs fingerprintings were reconstructed in Table 6.10-1 & 2. These primers 
produced multiple polymorphic loci which readily differentiate between the fusion 
hybrids and parents. 
In AP-PCR fingerprinting, most fragments of hybrids were similar to one parental 
strain, VblO. However, some fragments of another parental strain Vv50 were present 
in some hybrids. A fragment of 0.96 kb generated with primer 1 was present in the 
parent strain Vv50 and Fv30 but was not found in VblO. Fragments of 0.87 kb and 
0.69 kb were present in the parent strain Vv50 and three hybrids but were not 
detected in VblO. Using primer 2, fragments of 1.19 kb and 0.88 kb were present in 
the parent strain Vv50 and Fv30 but did not appear in VblO. Using primer 3, a 
fragment of 0.53 kb was present in the parent strain Vv50 and Fv30 but was not 
found in VblO. Some new fragments were found in hybrids. A fragment of 0.44 kb 
generated with the primer 2 was found in the hybrids but was not detected in Vv50 
and VblO, A fragment of 1.60 kb generated with primer 3 was present in the 
hybrids but did not appear in Vv50 and VblO. 
In RAPDs fingerprinting (Fig. 6.10), a fragment of 0.88 kb generated with primer 
1 was present in the parent strain Vv50 and hybrids but was not found in VblO. 
Some new fragments appeared in hybrids. A fragments of 1.38 kb generated with the 
primer 1 was present in the hybrids but absent in Vv50 and VblO. In the fusion 
between Vv34 and VblO, the results were similar with the fusion between Vv50 and 
VblO (Fig. 6.11). 
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Fig. 6.9 AP-PCR fingerprinting between fusion hybrids and their parents by primer 1 
& 2. 1: pBR322. 2: Vv50 +VblO; 3: VblO; 4: Fv30 ； 5: Fvl7 ； 6 : Vv50; 7:Vv50 
+ VblO ； 8: VblO; 9: Fvl7; 10: Fv30; 11: Vv50; 12: lambda markers. 
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Table 6.9-1. AP-PCR marker analysis between parents and fusants ( primer 1) 
No Size(kb) VolO Fv30 Fvl7 Fv6 Vv50 
~ i \35 + + ^ ^ 
2 1.23 + + 4-
3 1.12 + 
4 1.11 + 
5 0.96 + + 
6 0.87 + + + + 
7 0.69 + + + + 
8 0.67 + 
9 0.55 + + + + + 
10 0.51 + 
11 0.47 + + + + 
12 0.40 + + + 
13 0.31 + + 
14 0.29 + • + + 
Table 6.9-2 AP-PCR marker analysis between parents and fusants ( primer 2 ) 
No size (kb) Vv50 Fvl7 Fv30 VblO VblO +Vv50 
1 1.38 + 
2 1.35 + 
3 1.23 + 
4 1.19 + + + 
5 1.08 + 
6 0.88 + + + 
7 0.78 + 
8 0.66 + + + + + 
9 0.62 + 
10 0.49 + + 
11 0.44 + + + 
12 0.36 + + + + + 
13 0.27 + + + + 
14 0.17 + + + 
Table 6.9-3 AP-PCR fingerprinting analysis by primer 3 
No Size VblO Fv6 Fvl7 Fv30 Vv50 
"1 U O + + + ； 
2 1.10 + + + 
3 0.78 + + + + 
J q ^ + + 
~ — I 
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Fig 6.10 RAPDs fingerprinting in hybrids and their parents by primers 1 & 2. 1: 
pBR 322. 2: Vv50; 3: Fvl7; 4: Fv30; 5: VblO; 6 & 7: Vv50 + VblO; 8: VblO; 9: 
Fvl7; 10: Fv30; 11: Vv50; 12: lambda markers. 
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Table 6.10-1. RAPD marker analysis between parents and fusants by primer 1 
No Size Vv50 Fvl7 Fv30 VblO Vv50 
VblO 
1 1.45 + 
2 1.38 + + + 
3 1.25 + + + + 
4 0.88 + + + + 
5 0.84 + 
6 0.69 + + + + + 
7 0.54 + + ‘ 
8 0.44 + + + + 
9 0.38 + + + + + 
10 0.27 + + + 4-
Table 6.10-2. RAPD marker analysis between parents and fusants by primer 2 
No S i ^ Vv50 Fvl7 Fv30 VolO 
1 0.76 + + + + 
2 0.52 + + 
3 0.40 + + + + 
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•
-2322 
Fig 6.11 AP-PCR and RAPDs fingerprints in hybrids from fusion of Vv34 and VblO. 
1-3 ( RAPDs, primer 1): 1: VblO; 2: Fvwl2; 3: Vv34; 4-6 (AP-PCR, primerl): 4: 
VblO; 5: Fvwl2; 6: Vv34; 8-10 (RAPDs, primer 2): 8: VblO; 9: Fvwl2; 10: Vv34; 
7: pBR 322 size marker. 
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6 .3 .8 r D N A - P C R resul ts 
Comparative studies of the nucleotide sequences of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes 
provide a means for analyzing phylogenetic relationships over a wide range of 
t a x o n o m i c levels. T h e po lymera se chain reac t ion o f f e r several a d v a n t a g e s ove r 
cloning. In our experiments, 6 primers were used to amplifying various segments of 
the nuclear and mitochondrial rDNA genes of fungi ( Appendix 4). Amplified results 
were shown in Fig. 6.12-1 & 2 and Table 6.11. Amplified fragments sizes by Primers 
MSI + MS2 were 623 and 658 for VblO and Vv50 respectively. However, a 2034 
bp fragment appeared in hybrids Fvl7 and Fv30, and this fragment did not present in 
both parents. One parental fragment ( 623 bp) present in Fv 17 but did not present in 
Fv 30. For other pairs of rRNA primers, hybrids show similar fragments with parental 
strain VblO except for ITS3+4. By this pair, two doublet fragments ( about 360 bp 
and 398bp) present in Fv30. 
Table 6.11 rDNA-PCR results 
Product Size ( bp ) 
Primer pairs VblO Fv-17 Fv-30 Vv 50 




ITS 4 + 5 
690 690 690 690 
ITS 3 + 4 
398* 398 
360 360 360* 
ITS 2 + 5 502 502 502 502 
*. Doublet bands 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
II 
Fig. 6.12-1 PCR amplification products by Primers MSl+2 and ITS 4+5. 2-6: 
(MS 1+2). 2: Control (no genomic DNA) 3: Fvl7. 4: Fv30. 5: Vv50. 6: VblO. 7-10 ( 
ITS 4+5): 7: VblO. 8: Fvl7. 9: Fv30. 10: Vv50. 
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404 ， 7 
Fig. 6.12-2 PGR amplification of rDNA by ITS 3+4 and ITS 2+5. 1-4: (ITS 2+5): 
1: Vv50. 2:Fvl7. 3: Fv30. 4: VblO. 5-8 ( ITS 3+4): 5: VblO. 6: Fv30. 7: Fvl7. 8: 
Vv50. , 
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6.3.9 Interspecific variation 
Amplified polymorphic DNA fragments generated with three primers scored the 
presence or absence of bands from four strains ( VblO, Vv50, Fvl7 and Fv30). Each 
visualized band was scored as a genetic marker. A tree diagram of relationships based 
on these data was constructed in Fig. 6.13 (Appendix 6). The tree indicated that the 
genetic differences of Fv30 from VblO. Fv 17 was close to VblO. 
- V b 1 0 
Fv17 
Fv30 
V v 5 0 
I 1 I I I I I I 
0.35 0.30 0.25 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 0.00 
Dissimilarity 
Fig. 6.13. Tree obtained by cluster analysis (UPGMA) based on the AP-PCR 
fingerprint. 
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6.3.10 Genome analysis of hybrids by Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis 
Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis ( PFGE) was also carried out in some hybrids and 
their parents ( Appendix 5). Both parents ( VblO and Vv50) can be distinguished by 
PFGE ( Fig. 6.14). Most hybrids were difficult to release a high yield of protoplasts 
because of retarded growth. Therefore, no successful results were obtained in these 
hybrids. 
6.3.11 Fruiting test 
Most hybrids from the fusion of VblO and Vv34 could not develop into primodia 
even after three weeks, but parent Vv34 can form normal.fruiting body ( Fig. 6.15). 
All hybrids can not form primodia'in composts and Complete mediums unless they 
segregated to parental types. 
1 2 3 4 
• 
Fig. 6.14 Karyotypes of hybrids and parents by PFGE. 1. Fvl7. 2. Fv30. 3. VblO. 4. 
Vv50. 
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\ j 
Fig. 6.15 Fruiting test on compost. Upper: parental strain Vv34. Below: fusion 
hybrid Fvw 12. 
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6.4 Discussion 
6.4.1 Strain choice 
At first, auxotrophic strain Vb8 was used for fusion with Vv50, but it was leakage 
auxotrophic strain. Therefore, a dead donor technique was used instead of 
complementation method. At first, iodoacetamide was used to inactivate the 
protoplasts: of V. bombycina, and then protoplasts from V. volvacea and inactivated 
protoplasts of V. homhycina were fiised. Selective conditions were different for 
Vv50 (auxotrophic strains) and Vv34 ( commercial strain, wild type). 
6.4.2 Low temperature strain 
Why VolvarieUa volvacea can not tolerate a low temperature chilling was not clear. 
Li et al. ( 1992) studied the effect of temperature on lipid profile of V, volvacea. 
They found that the degree of unsaturation was decreased significantly at QOC. This 
decrease in unsaturation was particularly noticeable in the polar fraction, which is an 
essential part of the structure of cell membrane. It was suggested that V. volvacea is 
not capable of adjusting its fatty acid composition adequately to cope with the 
lowering of temperature, leading to chilling injury, liquidation and，subsequently 
autolysis (Li et al., 1992). We found 0.030% of progeny could survive from low 
temperature treatment. These strains could grow in 10-15OC. But these strains easily 
lost the ability of low-temperature-growth when subcultured in fresh medium in 25-
30OC. These results indicated the potential application of protoplasting technique 
in the breeding of low temperature strains. 
6.4.3 Nuclear DNA content 
DAPI was, firstly used in the detection of nuclear ploidy. For decreasing the errors, 
diaphragm was adjusted to the minimal width and only one value was recorded from 
one view field. Ploidy determination of protoplasts proved difficult as the 
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fluorescence filled the whole of the cells, thus although histogram of integrated 
optical densities of fused protoplasts show haploid, diploid and polyploid amounts of 
DNA， it is impossible to say whether karyogamy directly follows plasmogamy in 
fused protoplasts. For this reason ploidy determination was performed using mycelia 
samples of fusion products where individual nuclei were easily seen and ploidy 
differences could be clearly determined. 
6.4.4 AP-PCR and RAPD markers 
The polymerase chain reaction (PGR) is a rapid procedure for in vitro enzymatic 
amplification of a specific segment of DNA. Like molecular cloning, PCR has 
spawned a multitude of experiments that were previously impossible. The number 
of applications of PCR seems definite and is still growing. DNA polymorphisms 
amplified by arbitrary primers are useful as genetic markers (Williams et al., 
1990; Welsh et al., 1990; Durand et al., 1992，1993). These polymorphisms, simply 
detected as DNA segments which amplify from one parent but not the other, are 
inherited in a Mendelian fashion and can be used to construct genetic maps in a 
variety of species. RAPD markers were used in the identification of fusion products 
in Penicillium. This is the first report about the application of AP-PCR technique in 
the identification of protoplast fusion products in fungi. 
6.4.5 Interspecific fusion in Volvariella 
Results of interspecific fusions differed markedly from those obtained with 
intraspecific fusions (Chapter 5). In a total of 8 different interspecific fusions, 
complementary frequencies ranged from 3.2-71 x 10-4. Most progeny showed only 
one of parental type ( VblO type or Vv34 type). Vb 10 type of progeny might be 
resulted from fusion not from the leakage of inactivated protoplasts, because no 
progeny was found in control plates. In subculture, these parental progeny showed 
the same characteristics with parental strain VblO. Fingerprinting of these strains 
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were same with VblO. These parental progeny might be cybrids. The reason for these 
progeny might be that the enzymes or molecules in V. volvacea cytoplasm 
complements the damage of Vb 10 protoplasts. Such cybrids can regenerate in 
selective medium. Because of the interaction of nuclear gene and mitochondrial 
genes, mitochondria of V. volvacea were eliminated from cytoplasm in the 
subsequent culture. V. volvacea type of progeny from the fusion of VblO and Vv34 
will not be from the survive of low temperature, because nonparental types were not 
detected in controls. 
A low number of non-parental progeny were obtained. They were unstable, and 
sectors arose upon culturing. These sectors usually grew more rapidly and showed 
the morphology of one of the parents. A high level of variation in amplified Mt-
rDNA fragments was found in two representative hybrids . These novel fragments 
might be the product of rearrangement. Rearrangement of mitochondrial DNA has 
been observed after interspecific and intergeneric protoplast fusions in plant ( Temple 
et al., 1992). Nonselective recombination was also reported in yeast ( Ferenzy, 
1985). Our results also suggested that mitochondria might play a role in the 
formation of nonparental type. 
Our results indicated no heterokaryotic hybrids were found in our experiments, since 
only one parental type was recovered in protoplasted progeny. Nuclear DNA 
content suggested these hybrids were not diploids. AP-PCR and RAPDs fingerprints 
revealed no evidence of either heterokaryosis or diploid, but showed recombination 
in most nonparental hybrids. Why no heterokaryosis appeared in fusion? 
PostfUsion incompatibility resulting from heterokaryosis is common in flmgi ( Raper, 
1966; Esser, 1967; Deacon, 1984 ), and difficulty or failure to isolate somatic 
hybrids following protoplast fusion has been reported for several fungi ( 
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Anne and Peberdy, 1985; Croft, 1985). Lack of detectable heterokaryosis in 
interspecific fusions is not due to failure of dissimilar protoplasts to fuse, but rather 
to failure of heterokaryosis to be maintained during subsequent growth ( Stasz and 
Harman, 1989). 
The immediate result of protoplast fusion is the formation of heterokaryotic and also 
heterologous with respect to cytoplasmic organelles such as mitochondria. 
Subsequent growth of viable heterofusion cells results in the development of somatic 
hybrid hyphae and colonies. Protoplast fusion circumvents many barriers to naturally 
occurring plasmogamy, including barriers to hyphal anastomosis and interspecific 
hybridization. However, protoplast fusion does not avoid barriers to hybridization 
arising from postfUsion vegetative incompatibility. A major advantage of protoplast 
fusion is the possibility of genetically manipulating asexual fungi to improve or 
combine phenotypic traits with complex or poorly understood genetic bases (Peberdy 
and Ferenczy, 1985). 
In interspecific fusion between Pichia stipitis and Candida shehatae, prototrophic 
fusants appeared to be partial hybrids as determined by DNA content. Pichia-
resembling fusants was confirmed by analysis of nuclear condition and the isolation of 
a variety of mutant recombinant segregates by meiotic segregation ( Gupther and 
Garnett, 1987). Electrophoretic karyotyping revealed that the fusants contained four 
chromosomes, similar to those found in the Pichia parental strain. It was suggested 
that the fusion led to integration of Candida genes, rather than whole chromosomes， 
with the entire genome of P. stipitis (Selebano et al., 1993). Similar results were also 
obtained in other yeast species ( Whittake and leach, 1978; Ferenczy, 1985; Skata et 
al., 1988 ). 
In filamentous fungi, especially in Aspergillus and Penicilliiim, two broad classes of 
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genetic systems control intra- and inter- incompatibility. The first is homogenically 
controlled incompatibility system, which give rise to sexual incompatibility found in 
the heterothallic species. The second system is heterogenically controlled. This 
incompatibility system acts primarily at the vegetative stage of the life cycle ( Croft, 
1985). Because of vegetative incompatibility, fusion results in these filamentous fungi 
were different from Plants and Yeasts. In intra- and interspecific hybridization, many 
stable heterokaryons were obtained. A parasexual cycle usually occurred in such 
heterokaryotic fusants. But in other species, e.g., Tricoderma, and interspecific 
fusants were not heterokaryotic. No parasexual cycles were observed ( Stasz et al., 
1989). 
Adams et al. ( 1987) reported that the heterokaryon resulting from protoplast fusion 
in Gibherella zeae is fundamentally different from the heterokaryon formed following 
hyphal anastomosis. Analysis of nutritionally complementing auxotrophic markers in 
pairing via hyphal anastomosis revealed a nuclear distribution in which heterokaryosis 
was restricted to anastomosed cell. Apical cells remained auxotrophic but both types 
of nuclei could be recovered from multinucleate macroconidia. A comparable pairing 
via protoplast fusion yielded a fusion product in which apical cells were prototrophic 
and the conidia contained only one nuclear type. In pairing vegetatively incompatible 
hyphal cells , this nuclear type was different from either of the parental types, and all 
conidia were capable of growth on minimal medium. 
Our results supported the value of protoplast fusion in bypassing natural biological 
barriers such as species differences, sexual sterility, mating factors, and vegetative 
incompatibility factors. Once these hybrids are better characterized, they should be 
useful in studying the life cycle of V, vo/vacea and its breeding. 
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6.5 Conc lus ion 
1. The dead donor technique was carried out in this research. By this method, some 
prototrophic progeny were obtained in osmotically stabilized minimal medium at the 
frequency o f l 0-4-10-3. 
2. In all fusants, some fast growing progeny showed the most of characteristics of V. 
bombycina and appeared to be survived parents or cybrids. Other slow-growing 
progeny were weakly prototrophic and often developed some sectors. These fusants 
were designated as nonparental progeny. 
3. Protoplasting technique was conducted in nonparental progeny to determine 
whether they were heterokaryons . In all protoplasted colonies, both parents could 
not be recovered similarly. Nuclear DNA contents were compared and no diploid 
fusants were found. 
4. PGR technique (including AP-PCR and RAPD ) was carried out in the 
identification of nonparental fusants. Most of them expressed both parental banding 
patterns in DNA fingerprinting. These results indicated the occurrence of genetic 
recombination in progeny of protoplast fusion. 
5. rDNA PGR amplified fragments were investigated in some hybrids and their 
parents. DNA rearrangements were observed in these hybrids. These rearrangements 
might account for the occurrences of nonparental type in hybrids. 
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SchizophyUum commune by protoplast fusion 
7.1 Introduction 
(. I 
Genetic recombination potentially is a much more powerful method for developing 
superior industrial microbial strains than selection or mutation. Strains expressing 
desirable attributes could be used as parents in crosses with other strains expressing 
other desirable traits. By so doing, progeny with combinations of desirable traits 
could be developed. Crossing between selective strains is a common technique in 
mushroom breeding . However, this method is only applicable in compatible strains. 
Protoplast fusion can bypass the somatic incompatibility and may produce some good 
strain. Compared to lower fungi, advances in protoplast fiision of high fungi was not 
inspiring ( Peberdy, 1991). Though many papers have been published in this field, 
there are many questions still insoluble. Some researchers claimed that they obtained 
some fusants, but more thoroughly evidences were neglected. Molecular 
identification technique was not widely used in the identification of fusants except for 
isoenzyme analysis. 
In this research, SchizophyUum commune ( Aphyllophorales) and Pleurotus florida 
(Tricolomataceae) were used as parental strains to study intergeneric fusion. 
Pleurotus was the second most important mushroom depending on its annual yield 
(Chang, 1993). Strain improvement in this species may give rise to a huge economic 
profits. S. commune was extensively studied and its genetic backgrounds were clear 
(Wessels, 1993). Another reason for the choice of S. commune was in the production 
of polysaccharide in this species. A water-soluble polysaccharide, which has been 
named schizophyllan, exhibited high antitumor activity and has been marketed as a 
new anticancer medicine in Japan . Prokop et al. ( 1992) used a conventional cross 
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method to increase the yield of Schizophyllan. In this research, protoplast fusion 
technique has been used to obtain some new strains. It is hoped that protoplast 
fusion may lead to some variations in structure of Schizophyllan or improvement in 
yield of Schizophyllan. Another objective of this research is to identify fusion 
progeny by molecular technique. We will focus on the question of whether flisants 
are heterokaryotic hybrids or nuclear hybrids. 
7.2 Materials and Methods 
7.2.1 Strains and Media 
The strains used in this study are listed in Table 7.1. Media used in this experiment 
was listed in Section 5.2 
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Table 7.1 Origins of strains 
Species Strain Phenotype Mating type 
Pleurotus florida Pf67 ade" A j B i 
Pleurotus florida PfI7 Heterotroph A2B2 
Schizophyllum coiwmme Scl pro" nic" A42B42 
Schizophyllum commune Sc2 Heterotroph A41B41 
Schizophyllum commune Sc3 arg" A^Bj^ * 
Schizophylhrni coiwmme Sc4 leu" AyBy * ‘ 
*. Compatible with Scl and Sc2, but their mating types were not decided 
7.2.2 Protoplast fusion 
The strains were cultured on MYG medium ( Section 5.2.3 ) on different 
temperatures for about one week according to the strain requirement (Table 
7.2). Then the mycelium were blended and transferred into PDY liquid medium and 
cultured for 1-3 days ( Table 7.2). Digestion of cell walls was allowed to 
proceed for 2 hours in lytic enzyme solution ( 5 mg/ml Lywallzyme + 5mg/ml 
Novozyme 234 in 0.6M Mannitol solution ) . Protoplasts were purified by a double 
filtration system and counted in a haemocytometer. Approximately 5.0 x lO? 
protoplasts of each parent ( P. florida and S. comimme ) were combined in a fusion 
tube and centrifliged ( 1000 x g ,10 min). The pellet of protoplasts was stepwise 
added PEG fusogen I ((Chapter 5). Protoplast fusion yield was investigated under 
the phase contrast microscope ( Zeiss ). After the counting，a serial diluted 
protoplast suspension was plated on regeneration minimum medium (RMM). Each 
plate was sealed with parafilm for preventing contamination by other fungal 
strains. We also plated diluted protoplast suspensions on regeneration MYG 
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medium (RMYG) to determine the fusion frequency. 
Table 7.2. Different conditions for the protoplast production and regeneration 
Strains Cultivation Temp. Digestion Regeneration Temp. 
time (days) (OQ time (hours) time (days) (OQ 
Pf67 3 30 2 4 30 
Scl 1 30 2 2 30 
Sc3 1.5 30 2 2 30 
7.2.3 Analyses of progeny 
After fusion，progeny developing on regeneration minimal medium (RMM) were 
transferred to minimal medium (MM) by excising a small agar plug in the margin 
of colony for obtaining a well-isolated hyphal tip or branch. This procedure was 
used to avoid the possibility of transferring a dual culture. Presumptive somatic 
hybrids that continued to grow on M M were considered as fusion progeny. These 
progeny were mated with their monokaryotic tester strains ( Compatible with 
parental strains ) for checking their mating types. Appearance of clamp connections 
and nuclei number per cell were determined under Nikon microphot-FX microscope 
by fluorescence observation. Whether these prototrophic progeny were 
heterokaryotic hybrids or other hybrids was tested by protoplasting technique. 
Nuclear DNA contents were compared between parental strains and fusion progeny 
(Appendix 1). rDNA fragments were amplified by PCR method (Appendix 4). AP-
PCR (Arbitrarily-primed Polymerase Chain Reaction ) or RAPDs ( Random 
Amplified Polymorphic DNA) fingerprinting between them and parents was 
compared ( Appendix 3). Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis was also carried out 
between parents and fusion progeny (Appendix 5). 
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7.2.4 Phylogenetic analysis 
Based on AP-PCR and RAPDs results, phylogenetic analysis was carried out 
according to Appendix 6. 
7.2.5 Fruiting test 
All representatives of nonparental hybrids were subjected to fruiting tests. The 
compost contained : 30% saw dust，2% Lime，2% cotton seed and 66% water. 
After thoroughly mixing, about 400 g substrate was filled into a plastic bag ( 15 x 25 
cm) and sterilized at 120^0 for 60 min. Half of a plate was cut and inoculated into 
each sterilized compost bag and fncubated at 320C. When mycelium colonized all the 
substrate completely, the bags were opened to stimulate fruit-body formation. The 
temperature was then maintained at 28^0 and relative humidity at 90%. Ventilation 
and light were required for healthy fruit body development. I f a strain did not form 
any primodia in all triplicate bags after 25 days, this was considered as sterile. 
7.3 Result 
7.3.1 Selection of fusion products 
The selection of fusants is based on the complementation of two auxotrophic 
mutants. Five batches of protoplast fusions were carried out between Scl and Pf67 
(Table 7.2.4 ). For observing the effect of cytoplasm on the fusion, two selective 
fusions were carried out ( No. 5 & 6, Table 7.2.4). In both conditions, protoplast 
number of one parental strain was about ten times of that of another parental strain. 
After fusion no fast growing colonies were found in the first two weeks. Some fast 
growing colonies appeared after two to four weeks. These colonies were transferred 
several times in M M medium. Only those colonies which still maintained 
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heterotrophic characteristics were considered as suspected fusion products. 
Totally 5 fusants were obtained and the fiision frequency was 3.60-7.25 x lOA In 
fusion between Sc3 and Pf67, no stable heterotrophic progeny were detected in four 
batches of fusions. In self fusion plates, no heterotrophic revertant was obtained 
(Table 7.2.4). Fusion progeny were designated with letters of Fsp and numbered 
according to the chronological order of production. 
m^m 
Fig. 7.1-1. Morphology of fiision progeny. Upper left: Pf67; Upper right: Scl. 
Below left: Fspl; Below middle: Fsp2; Below right: Fsp3. 
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•n 
Fig. 7.1-2. Morphology of fusion progeny. Upper right: Scl; Below left: Pf67; 
Others: different sectors of Fsp4 showed various morphology in same medium 
Fig. 7.1-3 Morphology of fusion progeny. Fsp5 in M M (left) and MYG (right) 
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Table 7.2.4 Fusion frequency of different batches after the treatment of PEG 
Batch No. Protoplast Yield Protoplast fusion Fusant No. Fusion 
yield ( % ) Frequency 
Pf67 Scl 
1 2.74x107 2.74x107 23.8 1 3.6 x 10-5 
2 4.16x107 4.80x107 18.8 2 7.25 x 10-5 
3 1.28x108 3.36x107 17.9 2 4.98x 10-5 
4 8.96x108 6.80x107 17.6 0 0.0x 10-6 
5 2.93x10^ 1.80x107 29.4 0 0.0x 10-6 
6* 2.93x107 3.35X106 28.8 0 0.0 xlO"^ 
7* 3.35X106 2.69X107 47.5 0 ‘ 0 . 0 x 1 0 - 6 
Pf67 Sc3 
1 2.74x107 2.74x10'7 22.0 0 0.0x 10-6 
2 2.93x108 2.93x108 22.3 0 0.0x 10-6 
3 2.93x108 2.74x107 21.5 0 0.0x 10-6 
4 2.74x107 2.74x107 18.8 0 0.0x 10-6 
Self fusion Pf67 
1 5.26x10'7 27.1 0 0.0x 10-6 
2 1.69x10^ 20.1 0 0.0x 10-6 
Self fusion Scl 
1 4.26x107 24.9 0 0.0x 10-6 
2 3.20x107 15.9 0 0.0x 10-6 
3 4.10x107 31.5 0 0.0x 10-6 
Self fusion Sc3 
1 8.00x108 25.6 0 0.0x 10-6 
_2 8.00x10^ ^ 0 0.0 X 10-6 
Regeneration rate in RMYG medium Regeneration Regeneration 
(No PEG addition ) No.(average) rate (%) 
Pf67 1.88x105 4 0.40 士 0.10 
Scl 9.60x103 2 0.48 土 0.18 
Sc3 2.12x103 2 0.50 士 0.11 
*. Protoplast numbers of one parental strain were about ten times of another parental 
strain. 
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7.3.2 Analyses of fusion progeny 
In all flisants, large variation were found. These variations covered morphology, 
auxotrophic marker, mating type, clamp connection and nuclei number per cell 
(Table 7.2-1 & 2). Most of fusants segregate some sectors in minimal and complete 
medium. Fspl grow fast in M M and did not appear clamp connection. The 
fluorescence indicated its monokaryotic nature. In mating test, Fspl can mate with 
Scl and Sc2. Therefore, its mating type was not able to be determined. A?B? was 
designated for its mating type. Monokaryotic Fsp2 revealed to be weak prototroph 
and easily lost prototroph in complete medium. Its mating type was determined as 
A42B42. No clamp connection was found. Fsp3 was multinucleate without any 
clamp connections and grow fast"in M M ( Fig. 7.3-1). However, its mating type was 
unknown because of the failure in mating with Sc2 and Pfl7. Mating type of 
monokaryotic Fsp4 was A42B42 and grow slow in MM. After several times of 
transfers in complete medium, Fsp4 gradually lost its prototroph and degenerated 
into the genotype of Scl. But in MM, its prototroph can be maintained even in three 
time of transfers. Fsp5 was dikaryon and posses clamp connection (Fig. 7.3-2). Its 
mating type could not be determined because of failure in mating reactions with Sc2 
and Pfl7. In PDA supplemented with 0.1% guaiacol, Pf67 did not grow but showed 
red colour . Scl did not show this colour but can grow in guaicol medium (Fig. 7.2). 
Guaiacol was used to identify the white-rot and rot strains ( Leonard, 1979). Because 
of the difference of both parents to the colour reaction and growth , guaiacol 
medium can be used as a preliminary selective method. Fsp5 and Fspl can grow in 
guaiacol medium and showed a brown colour. Fsp4 and Fsp2 can grow in guaiacol 
medium but no colour reaction. Fsp3 can not grow in guaiacol medium and showed a 
brown colour. 
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Table 7.2-1. The morphological characteristics of fusion progeny 
Fusant Growth in Sector Clamp Nuclei per cell 
No M M M M CM connection (mycelium) 
Fspl Very fast - + - Mononucleate 
Fsp2 Slow - - - Mononucleate 
Fsp3 Fast - - - Multinucleate 
Fsp4 Medium + + — Mononucleate 
Fsp5 Medium + + + Binucleate 
Control 
Pf67 No growth - - 一 Mononucleate 
Scl No growth - - - Mononucleate 
Table 7.2-2 The genetic characteristics of fusion progeny 
Fusant No Barrage with Mating type* PDA +Guaiacoia 
Pf67 Pigment Growth 
Fspl + - A?B? + ( 5 d ) b + 
Fsp2 + - A42B42 - + 
Fsp3 - - unknown + (3h) -
Fsp4 + - A42B42 - + 
Fsp5 + + unknown + ( 5 h ) + 
Control 
Pf67 - + A l B l +(5h) -
Scl + - A49B47 - + 
*. Mating types were determined by mating with two tester strains-Sc2 and Pfl7 
a: 0.5 ml guaiacol ( SIGMA) was added into 500 ml PDA medium. -
b: The time of pigment appearance is listed in parentheses. 
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Fig. 7.2-1 Multinucleate Fsp3 by DAPI staining. 
Fig. 7.2-2 Cytological investigation in Fsp5. Left: Clamp connection; Right: 
binucleate per cell. 
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國 
Fig. 7.3 Colour reaction in PDA + Guaiacol medium 
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7.3.3 Identification by protoplasting technique 
All fusion progeny were identified by protoplasting technique for determining 
whether they were heterokaryotic ( Zhao and Chang, 1993). After protoplast release 
and regeneration, about 50-80 progeny were chosen to check auxotrophic marker 
and mating types. No segregates were detected in protoplasted progeny of Fspl, 
Fsp2 and Fsp3. In 64 protoplasted progeny of Fsp4, three progeny maintained the 
heterotroph ofFsp4. Others showed the same mating types and auxotrophic markers 
with Scl. No Pleurotus type were recovered. In 80 protoplasted progeny of Fsp5， 
42 of them did not posses any clamp connections and were monokaryons: These 
monokaryotic protoplasted progeny segregated some sectors. However, parental 
types (Pf67 or Scl ) were not recovered. 
Table 7.3. Protoplasting results of fusion progeny 
Strain No. of Parental type Non-parental type 
progeny Scl type Pfl type 
Fspl 50 0 0 50 
Fsp2 50 50 0 0 
Fsp3 50 0 0 50 
Fsp4 64 61 0 3 
Fsp5 80 0 0 80 
(42 monokaryons) 
Control 
Pf67 100 0 100 0 
Scl 100 100 0 -0 
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Fig. 7.4 Protoplasted progeny in Fsp5. Left: protoplasted colony with a sector. 
Right: protoplasted monokaryotic progeny with a sector. 
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7.3.4 Determination of nuclear DNA contents 
Fluorescence photometry was used to detect the ploidy level of selected fusants. The 
results were listed in Table 7.4. The DNA contents of Pfl and Scl were 14.2 and 
12.3 respective. T-test results indicated that the DNA content of Fsp3, Fsp4 and 
Fsp5 were significantly larger than both parents. Nuclear DNA content of Fsp2 was 
not significantly different with both parents. Nuclear DNA content of Fspl was not 
significantly different with Pf67 but larger than Scl. 
Table 7.4. Fluorescence measurements of DNA-DAPI ( arbitrary units) in the 
mycelium of parents and fusants. _ 
Strain Number of nuclei Fluorescence Unit t-test result 
(Mean土S.D) (no paired) 
Pf67 56 14.2 ±6.3 P>0.05 (with Scl)* 
Scl 50 12.3 ±4.6 P>0.05 (with Pf67) 
Fspl 38 16.0 ±3.5 P>0.05 (with Pf67) 
P<0.01 (with Scl)** 
Fsp2 40 12.2 ±4.8 P>0.05 (with Pf67) 
P〉0.05 (with Scl) 
Fsp3 36 19.3 土 6.5 P<0.01 (with Pf67) 
P<0.01 (with Scl) 
Fsp4 72 18.9 士 4.9 P<0.01 (with Pf67) 
P<0.01 (with Scl) 
Fsp5 66 23.2 ±6.6 P<0.01 (with Scl) 
P<0.Q1 (with Pf67) 
*. No significant differences 
**. Significantly different 
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Fig. 7.5-1 Histogram of distribution of DAPI-DNA in arbitrary units in the 
mycelium of Scl. 
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Fluorescence instensity (arbitrary units) 
Fig. 7.5-2 Histogram of distribution of DAPI-DNA in arbitrary units in the 
mycelium of Pf67. 
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Fig. 7.5-3 Histogram of distribution of DAPI-DNA in arbitrary units in the 
mycelium of Fsp4. 
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Fig. 7.5-4. Histogram of distribution of DAPI-DNA in arbitrary units in the 
mycelium of Fsp5. 
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7.3.5 rDNA PCR analysis in fusion hybrids 
C o m p a r a t i v e s tudies o f the nuc leo t ide s e q u e n c e s o f r ibosomal R N A ( r R N A ) g e n e s 
provide a means for analyzing phylogenetic relationships over a wide range of 
taxonomic levels. The polymerase chain reaction offer several advantages over 
cloning. In o u r exper iments , 6 p r imers w e r e u sed t o ampli fying v a r i o u s s e g m e n t s o f 
the nuclear and mitochondrial rDNA genes of flingi ( Appendix 4). Amplified results 
were shown in Fig. 7.6-1& 2. Amplified fragments sizes were reconstructed in Table 
7..10. Amplified fragments sizes by Primers MSI + MS2 were 658 and 694 for Pf67 
and Scl respectively. Fspl and Fsp2 showed the same fragment with Scl. Fsp3 
revealed a new size of fragment ( 591 bp). Fsp4 had one fragment similar with Pf67 
(658bp), but also showed two new fragments ( 404 bp and 280 bp). One fragment of 
Fsp5 was the same in size with Pf67, but another fragment was new ( 816 bp). 
Amplified fragments sizes by Primers ITS 1+2 were 321 and 401 for Pf67 and Scl 
respectively. Fspl and Fsp2 showed the same fragment with Scl. Fsp3 revealed a 
nonparental fragment ( 346 bp). Fsp4 had one fragment similar with Pf67 (321 bp). 
One doublet bands appeared in Fsp5, and these bands showed to be from both 
parents ( 321 bp and 401 bp). One fragment of Fsp5 was the same in size with Pf67, 
but another fragment was new ( 816 bp). In amplified fragments by ITS 4+5, hybrids 
show similar fragments with parental strain Scl ( 678 bp). No nonparental bands 
appeared. 
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Fig.7.6-1 PCR amplification o f rDNA by ITS 3+4 and MS 1+2. 2-8: (ITS 1+2): 2: 
Pf67. 3: Fsp5. 4: Fsp4. 5: Fsp3. 6: Fsp2. 7: Fspl. 8: Scl. 11-17 ( MS 1+2): 11: 
Pf67. 12: Fsp5. 13: Fsp4. 14: Fsp3. 15: Fsp2. 16: Fspl. 17: Scl. 1 and 10: pBR 
322 (Biolabs )• 9 and 18: lambda markers (Biolabs) 
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Fig. 7.6-2 PCR amplification of rDNA by ITS 4 +5. 2: Pf67. 3: Fsp3. 4: Fsp5. 5: 
Fsp4. 6: Fsp2. 7: Fspl. 8: Scl. 1: lambda markers (Biolabs). 9: pBR 322 (Biolabs ). 
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Table 7.5 rDNA-PCR results 
Product Size (bp ) 
Primer pairs Pf67 Fsp5 Fsp4 Fsp3 Fsp2 Fspl Scl 
MS 1 + 2 
816 
694 694 694 
658 658 658 
591 
ITS 1 + 2 
401 401 401 -
346 
321 321 321 
ITS 4 + 5 “ 
725 
678 678 678 678 678 678 
7.3.6 Identification of hybrids by AP-PCR and RAPD markers 
Primers 1 , 2，3 & 4 were used in our experiments (Appendix 3). For these primers 
evaluated, four to ten DNA fragments were amplified . The primers generated sets of 
products ranging from 0.18 to 1.34 Kb. All the major fragments amplified by AP-
PCR and RAPD were reproducible under identical conditions. AP-PCR fingerprints 
of the fusion hybrids and their parents using primers 1，2 & 4 were shown in Fig. 7.7-
1，7.7-2 & 7.7-3. Amplified fragments of Primer 3 were less than other primers, and 
amplified results were not shown. AP-PCR results were reconstructed in Table 7.6-1， 
2 & 3. RAPD fingerprintings were shown in Fig. 7.8-1，2，3 and 4. The results were 
reconstructed in Table 7.6-1, 2 ， 3 & 4. These primers produced multiple 
polymorphx loci which readily differentiate between the fusion hybrids and parents. 
In AP-PCR fingerprinting, some fragments of fusion progeny were nonparental. 
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However, most fusion progeny shared some bands with their parental strains. A 
Fragment of 1.30 kb generated with the primer 1 was present in the parent strain 
Pf67 and hybrids Fsp2, 4 and 5, but was absent in Scl. A fragment of 0.29 kb was 
present in Scl and hybrids Fspl, 4 and 5, but was not detected in Pf67. Using the 
primer 2，a fragment of 0.70 kb was present in Pf67 and Fsp 3，4 and 5，but was 
absent in Scl. Using the primer 4, fragments of 0.66 and 0.43 kb were present in the 
parent strain Scl and Fsp 2, 4 and 5, but absent in Pf67. One fragment of 0.30 kb 
was detected in Pf67 and Fsp3, but not found in Scl. Some nonparental fragments 
were found in these hybrids. A fragment of 0.86 generated with the p r i m e r w a s 
present in the hybrids but was not detected in Scl and Pf67. A fragment of 0.76kb 
kb generated with the primer 4 was present in Fsp2 but not found in both parental 
strains. 
In RAPDs fingerprinting, a fragment of 1.10 kb generated with the primer 1 was 
present in the parent strain Scl and Fsp4 but was not found in Pf67. A fragment of 
0.46 kb was present in the parent strain Pf67 and Fsp4 but was not absent in Scl. 
Fragments of 1.50 and 1.15 kb generated with the primer 2 were present in the 
parent strain Scl and Fsp5 but was not found in Pf67. Some new fragments were 
found in hybrids. A fragment of 1.63 kb generated with the primer 1 was present in 
Fsp4 and Fsp5 but was not found in Pf67 and Scl. 
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Fig. 7.7-1 AP-PCR fingerprinting between fusion hybrids and their parents by 
primerl 1: pBR 322. 2: Pf67 + Scl; 3: Pf67; 4: Fsp5 ； 5: Fsp4 (CsCl); 6 : Fsp4; 
7: Fsp4 ( in another PCR machine) 8: Fsp3; 9: Fsp2; 10: Fspl; 11： Scl; 12: lambda 
markers. 
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Fig. 7.7-2 AP-PCR fingerprinting between fusion hybrids and their parents by primer 
2 1: lambda markers. 2: Pf67 + Scl; 3: Pf67; 4: Fsp5 ； 5: Fsp4 6: Fsp3; 7: Fspl; 
8: Fsp2; 9: Scl； 10: Scl x Pf67 ( mixture culture). 11: pBR 322. ‘ ’ 
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4 0 4 -
3 0 7 " 
Fig. 7.7-3 AP-PCR fingerprinting between fusion hybrids and their parents by primer 
4 1: pBR 322. 2: Scl; 3: Fsp2; 4: Fsp2 ； 5: Fspl. 6: Fsp3; 7: Fsp4; 8: Fsp5; 9: 
Pf67; 10: lambda markers. 
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Table 7.6-1. AP-PCR marker analysis in parents and fusants by Primer 1 
No. size Pf67 Fsp5 Fsp4 Fsp3 Fsp2 Fspl Scl Pf67+Scl* 
1 1.30 + + + + + 
2 1.14 + 
3 0.98 + 
4 0.91 + + + 
5 0.86 + + + 
6 0.82 + + 
7 0.76 + + + + + 
8 0.70 + + + 
9 0.63 + + 
10 0.52 + + + + + + 
11 0.46 + + + 
12 0.40 + + + + + + + • 
13 0.36 + + + + + + 
14 0.31 + 
15 0.29 + + - + + 
16 0.25 + + + + 
*. Amplification of Genomic DNA of Pf67 plus Scl. 
Table 7.6-2. AP-PCR marker analysis in parents and fusants by Primer 2 
‘ •，I I — I I —— — — 
No. Size 
(kb) Pf67+Scl* Pf67 Fsp5 Fsp4 Fsp3 Fspl Fsp2 Scl 
1 1.10 + 
2 1.05 + 
3 1.02 + 
4 0.79 + + 
5 0.70 + + + + + 
6 0.55 + 
7 0.53 + + + + 
8 0.47 + + + 
9 0.42 + + + + + + + 
10 0.39 + + + + 
11 0.36 + + + 
12 0.34 + 
13 0.31 + 
14 0.29 + + + + + + 
15 0.25 + + + + + 
16 0.18 + 
*. Amplification of Genomic DNA of Pf67 plus Scl. ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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Table 7.6-3. AP-PCR marker analysis in parents and fusants by Primer 3 
No. Size Scl Fsp2 Fspl Fsp3 Fsp4 Fsp5 Pf67 
1 1.34 + + 
2 1.01 + 
3 0.96 + 
4 0.92 + 
5 0.76 + 
6 0.66 + + + + 
7 0.58 
8 0.48 + + ‘ 
9 0.43 + 4- + + 
10 0.36 „ + 
11 0.32 + + 
12 0.30 + + 
13 0.21 + 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
• I 
Fig 7.8-1 RAPDs fingerprinting in hybrids and their parents by primer 1 & 2. 2-6 
(Primer 1). 8-12 (Primer 2). 1: pBR 322. 2: Pf67; 3: Fsp5; 4: Fsp4; 5: Fspl; 6 : 
Scl; 7: lambda markers. 8: Pf67; 9: Fsp5; 10: Fsp4; 11: Fspl; 12: Scl; 13: pBR 
322 
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Fig 7.8-2 RAPDs fingerprinting in hybrids and their parents by primer 3 & 4. 2-6 
(Primer 3); 7-11 (Primer 4). 1: lambda markers. 2: Pf67+Scl; 3: Scl 4: Fsp4; 5: 
Fsp5; 5: Scl; 7: Pf67+Scl. 8: Scl; 9: Fsp5; 10: Fsp4; 11: Pf67; 12: pBR 322 
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Table 7.10-1. RAPDs marker analysis in parents and fusants ( Primer 1 ) 
No. Size (kb) Scl F ^ F ^ P ^ 
1 1.90 + 
2 1.63 + + 
3 1,28 + + + + 
4 1.10 + + 
5 1.02 + + + 
6 0.94 + 
7 0.74 + 
8 0.68 + + “ 
9 0.63 + 
10 0.61 .. + 
11 0.46 + + 
12 0.36 + 
13 0.35 + 
14 0.29 + + + 4-
Table 7.10-2 RAPDs marker analysis in parents and fusants ( Primer 2 ) 
No. Size (kb) Scl F ^ F ^ P ^ 
1 1.60 + 
2 1.50 + + 
3 1.15 + + 
4 0.98 + + + 
5 0.77 + + + 
6 0.71 + 
7 0.63 + + ‘ 
8 0.55 + 
9 0.44 + + 
10 0.37 + + 
11 0.31 + 
12 0.29 + 
13 0.27 + 
1 4 + 
一 •''''' • ••• ' = ^ = = I . 丨 丨 - — — •• - , • • • ^ ― 
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Table 7.10-3 RAPD marker analysis in parents and flisants (Primer 3) 
No. Size (kb) Pf67 Fsp4 Fsp5 Scl Pf67+Scl 
1 1.28 + + 
2 1.24 + 
3 0.92 + 
4 0.87 + + + + 
5 0.74 + + 
6 0.68 + + 
7 0.53 + + + 
8 0.48 + 
9 0.44 + + 一 
10 0.38 + + + + 
11 0.34 + .. + + 
12 0.27 + + + + 
Table 7.10-4 RAPD marker analysis in parents and fusants (Primer 4) 
No. Size (kb) Pf67 Fsp4 Fsp5 Scl Pf67 +Scl 
1 0.92 + + 
2 0.74 + + + 
3 0.66 + + 
4 0.56 + + + 
5 0.52 + 
6 0.45 + + 
7 0.40 + + + + 
8 0.38 + 
9 0.32 + 
10 0.31 + + + ‘ 
11 0.29 + 
12 0.26 + + + + 
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7.3.7 Genetic distance analysis 
Amplified polymorphic DNA fragments generated with three primers by AP-PCR 
methods were chosen for the genetic distance analysis (Appendix 6). Each visualized 
band was scored as a genetic marker. A tree was obtained using the cluster analysis 
method (UPGMA) (Fig. 7.9). The result from phylogenetic analyses indicated that 
strain Fsp 2 resembled Scl more than to Pf67, which was consistent with the 
morphological observation. Though Fspl revealed most characteristics of S. 
commune in morphology, it had the greatest genetic distances from both parents. 
Results also indicated that Fsp3 resembled Pf67 more than to Scl. 
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Fig. 7.9. Tree obtained by cluster analysis (UPGMA) based on the AP-PCR 
fingerprint. 
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7.3.8 Fruiting test 
All hybrids from the fusion of Pf67 and Scl could not develop into primodia even 
after three weeks ( Fig. 7.11). Though Fsp5 was dikaryotic strain, it could not form 
fruiting body. 
Fig. 6.10 Sterile Fsp3 in compost 
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7.4 Discussion 
In intergeneric fusion between P. florida and S. commune, complementation 
frequency was very low ( 0.0036-0.0073%). A few fusion progeny were obtained 
after one to four weeks. These fusion progeny were not from contamination, because 
most genetic markers and molecular markers from both parents were present in 
fusion progeny. These fusion progeny were also not from back mutation, because we 
did not get any prototrophic progeny in self-fusion controls. Based on our isolation 
method, these fusion progeny were not from crossing feed or dual culture. It might 
be concluded that these fusion products could come from protoplast fusion. 
In these fusion progeny, most of them were monokaryotic except for Fsp3 ( 
multinuclear) and Fsp5 ( binuclear). Protoplasting technique was used to recover 
parental types. However, only one type of parental strains was recovered for some 
strains. Some strains did not reveal any parental types in protoplasted progeny. 
Nuclear DNA contents were compared in some fusion products. Non diploid ( Parent 
1 genome plus Parent 2 genome ) were found. Most fusion progeny show a 
significantly higher nuclear DNA contents than the parental strain, which indicated 
the occurrence of anuploids or heteroploids. Some fiision progeny revealed new 
fragments in mitochondrial rDNA profile, which suggested that the recombination of 
mtDNA might have happened after fusion. AP-PCR and RAPD fingerprinting 
indicated that many fusion progeny shared same fragments with both parents, and 
some heterologous fragments were present in most fusion progeny. These results 
showed that DNA recombination occurred in these fusion hybrids. In fruiting test, all 
hybrids did not form fruiting body even for dikaryotic Fsp5. 
Nonparental fusion progeny were reported in many papers of fugal protoplast fusion. 
In intergeneric hybridization between Yarrowia lipolytica and Kluyveronyces lactis 
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(Groves and Oliver, 1984), the hybrids contained an approximately diploid amount of 
DNA per cell, but, analytical CsCl density gradient centrifugation demonstrated that 
the nuclear DNA of the fusants was derived almost entirely from the Y. lipolytica 
parent. In intergeneric hybridization between S. cerevisiae and Kluyveromyces 
marxianu, CHEF analysis indicated that most of fusants showed the genome type of 
K. marxianus and no intact S, cerevisiae chromosome had been transmitted to the 
flision products (Witte et al., 1989). Similar results were also reported in other 
species (Stewart, 1981; Tamaki, 1982; Wilson, 1992; Andrade et al., 1992; Nga et 
al., 1992). 
Stasz and Harman ( 1990) reported nonparental progeny resulting from protoplast 
fusion in Trichoderma in the absence of parasexuality. In intraspecific fusion, fusion 
frequency was about 0.2-10% and fusants were balanced heterokaryons. Both 
parents could be recovered from these heterokaryotic fusants by the isolation of 
single conidium. No evidence for diploid, anuploid, or recombinant strain was 
obtained. In interspecific fusion, fusion frequency was about 0.002% -0.02%. Most 
fUsants were weakly prototrophic and often segregated very strong prototrophic 
sectors. Ncjarly all progeny were identical to one or the other parental isozyme 
phenotypes. Though many variation appeared in morphology and nutritional 
requirement, no evidences of karyogamy were detected. Adams et al. ( 1987 ) 
reported the formation of heterokaryon of Gibherella zeae following hyphal 
anastomos s or protoplast fusion. In the heterokaryons generated by hyphal 
anastomosis, apical cells were auxotrophic and both types of nuclei could be found in 
the conidi?. Protoplast fusion yielded a slow growing, prototrophic colony in which 
conidia res olved only one nuclear type. The nuclear type was different from either of 
the parental types, and all conidia were capable of growth on minimal medium. The 
complementing nuclear types were not recovered. Though some intergeneric fusion 
products in mushrooms were claimed to be heterokaryotic, fbrther identification 
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was not carried out ( Yoo , 1993). 
Above reported results were consistent with our observations. Why were 
heterokaryotic fusion products not detected in intergeneric fusion ？ Direct 
monitoring of fusion by microscopic observation of protoplasts revealed that PFYs 
were similar in intraspecific and intergeneric fusion experiments ( 20-40 %). About 
20-40% of heterokaryons were produced from intraspecific fusions, and all of them 
were balanced dikaryons. Compared to intraspecific fusion, only 0.003-0.007% of 
fusion hybrids were produced. This result indicated that only a limited number ( 
about 1 in 10,000) of viable heteroflisants produced somatic hybrid colonies 
following intergeneric fusions. Therefore, lack of detectable heterokaryosis in 
intergeneric fusion is not due to failure of plasmogamy, but rather due to failure of 
heterokarysis to be maintained during subsequent growth. 
I f heterokaryosis does not explain the great diversity of progeny obtained from 
intergeneric fusions, then other mechanisms of genetic variation must occur. One 
possibility was karyogamy. Formation of anuploids of heteroploids would require 
karyogamy as well as plasmogamy. Successful protoplast fusion might require fusion 
of the nuclear envelopes. However, to verify that ’ a large number of fusion progeny 
after nuclear fusion were necessary for a detailed genetic analysis. It could be 
excluded that the intergeneric fusion products were not diploid based on the 
nuclear DNA contents. Furthermore, five fusion progeny were not enough to infer 
the occurrence of nuclear fusion. 
Another possibility was in the nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions. rDNA-PCR results 
suggested that transfer or rearrangement in mtDNA might be happened in 
intergeneric fusion progeny. The variation in mtDNA might cause progeny to be 
nonparental in phenotype ( May et al., 1991). The initial products of protoplast fusion 
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are not only heterokaryotic，but also contain mixtures of other organelles from the 
two parents. Thus , cytoplasmic or nuclear cytoplasmic interactions may occur. A 
rearrangement occurred in these fusion hybrids. Therefore, nonparental progeny 
could result from the gradual resolution of colonies containing the nuclei of one 
parental type and mitochondria of the other parental strain, mixtures of mitochondrial 
types.，or mitochondria with recombined genomes. The effect of mycoviruses or 
plasmids could be involved in postfusion events. 
A parasexual cycle suggested by Casselton ( 1969) was strongly suggested to 
explain our results. Parasexuality could occur extremely rarely in lower fungi, but 
very frequently in high fungi ( Table 2.9). Several observations indicated that 
incompatibility for the mating-type genes might induce somatic diploids. In Coprinus 
lagopus and SchizophyUum cownnme diploids were isolated from incompatible 
heterokaryons but not from compatible dikaryons ( Casselton, 1965; Frankel and 
Ellingboe, 1976). That nuclear fusion occurred in dikaryons was indicated by the 
frequent production of recombinant haploid nuclei. In a number of cases, however, 
parasexual recombination did not appear to conform to the standard parasexual cycle. 
Most of cases occurred in basidiomycetes and were classified as meiotic-like 
recombination, specific non-reciprocal transfer of a single gene, and chromosome 
transfer. 
Meiotic-like recombination was reported in S. commune ( Ellingboe, 1964; Frankel, 
1979). Frankel ( 1979) examined monokaryons developed from plating of macerates 
of three differently marked dikaryons. No diploids or aneuploids were recovered but 
overall 28% of unselected haploid monokaryons were of non-parental genotype. 
These included both inter- and intra-chromosomal recombinants, and the intra-
chromosomal frequencies were similar to the meiotic frequencies. Ellingboe ( 1964) 
reported a di-mon mating in S. commune where mating-type factors from the nuclei 
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of the dikaryon were inserted into the genome of the monokaryon. Only the mating-
type factors were recombined and therefore the process appeared to involve 
intemuclear transfer of single genes ( specific factor transfer). A similar case, also in 
S. commune but not involving mating type, was also observed ( Leonard et a!., 
1978a, 1978b). Authors concluded that a novel process of somatic recombination 
involving the non-reciprocal intemuclear transfer was operating and it was also 
suggested that the process involved a whole chromosome segment, as a linked 
auxotrophic marker, was simultaneously transferred . 
This parasexual cycle in the absence of karyogamy may explain our research results. 
Nuclei of nonprevalent parent may be degraded, and small portions of this genome 
may be incorporated into the genome of the prevalent parent. Such incorporation of 
a genetic sequence coding for necessary nutrients would result in growth of the strain 
on minimal media. The level of prototroph acquired would depend on the number and 
sites, particular proximity to promoter regions, of integration events with respect to 
expression of the needed gene. Such insertions might be expected to result in altered 
colony morphology. 
Our results supported the value of protoplast fusion technique in breeding of 
mushroom strains. Studies on the use of these fusion hybrids is in progress. 
7.5 Conclusions 
1. The intergeneric hybridization between Pleurotus florida and Schizophyllum 
commune was studied by PEG-induced fusion. The fusion of protoplasts from 
auxotrophic mutant strains resulted in the formation of fusants in the minimal 
medium. Totally 5 heterotrophic progeny were obtained in the frequencies of 1.0-7.0 
X 1 0 - 5 . 
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2. No heterotrophic colonies were found in self fusion of each parent. In these 
fusants, monokaryotic Fspl revealed the characteristics of S. comnnnie but its mating 
type was changed; Fsp2 and Fsp4 maintained the mating type of one parent and 
showed weak prototroph in MM. Multinucleate Fsp3 did not form barrage with both 
parents; Fsp4 and dikaryotic Fsp5 segregated sectors in minimal medium and 
complete medium. 
3. After protoplasting of these flisants, only one type of parent recovered from Fsp2 
and Fsp4. No parental types were recovered from other fusants. 
4. Nuclear DNA contents of parents and flisants were compared and no diploid 
strains were found. However most of fusion progeny revealed significantly higher 
nuclear DNA contents than both parents. 
5.The analysis of random amplified Polymorphic DNA markers (including AP-PCR 
and RAPDs markers ) indicated that some of fusants were recombinants. 
Differences were also observed in amplified rDNA and mtDNA fragments between 
these hybrids and their parents. 
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8.1 Introduction 
Shiitake ( Lentinus edodes ) is the second most important edible mushroom in the 
world (Chang and Miles, 1991). It is very popular in many Asian countries because 
of its flavour. This mushroom species is generally regarded as a fungus which 
requires a low temperature ( < IS^C ) for the production of fruiting body, as 
compared to with vegetative growth, which has a temperature optimum of 24-27®C 
(Chang and Miles, 1990). This low-temperature fruiting characteristics limits the 
cultivation of shiitake in South-East Asian and other tropic countries. A related 
species of shiitake, Lentinus tigrims, can grow at 35®C and form fruiting bodies at 
relative higher temperature than shiitake. The objective of this study is to obtain 
some hybrids by protoplast fusion between shiitake and L tigrinus. It is hoped some 
hybrids can show most of characteristics of shiitake but form fruiting bodies at 
or above. 
Since the species boundaries are far from firmly established in fungi. One of merits of 
protoplast tusion studies is the possible clarification of taxonomic relationships and 
species evolution. Therefore，another objective of this research is to investigate the 
phylogenetic relationship between L edodes and L tigrinus. 
8.2 Materials and Methods 
8.2.1 Strains and Media 
Strains are listed in Table 8.1. Media are listed in section 5.1. Dikaryotic strain L t l 
can form fruiting bodies in MYG medium ( Section 5.2.9). Mating reactions were 
carried out according to Section 4.2.3. 
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8.2.2 Monokaryotization 
The strain, L t l , is a wild type dikaryotic strain. Therefore, protoplasting technique 
was used to isolate both neo-monokaryons from this dikaryon ( Zhao and Chang, 
1993). 
Table 8.1 Mushroom strains used in this experiment. 
strain Phenotype Mating type 
Lentims edodes 
Le 26 monokaryon, ade- A l B l -
Le 156 monokaryon, met- A l B l 
Le i monokaryon, CH ^ * AxBy 
Le2 monokaryon, CH r AxBy 
Le3 monokaryon, CH ^ AxBy 
Le4 monokaryon, CH r AxBy 
Lentinus tigrinus 
L t l dikaryon A1B1+A2B2 
L t l - 1 monokaryon A l B l 
L t l -2 monokaryon A2B2 
*. resistant to cycloheximide 
8.2.3 Cycloheximide effect 
Four strains of L. edodes ( Le 1，2, 3，and 4) were resistant to Cycloheximide 
(Abbreviated as CH), which is a fungicide and inhibits protein synthesis (Deacon, 
1984). Culture blocks of 0.5 mm diameter were cut down from plates of every 
cycloheximide resistant strains of I . edodes as well as L. tigrinus strains. Each block 
was transferred into PDY medium with different concentration of cycloheximide ( U p 
to 180 |Lig/ml )• Cycloheximide stock solution was prepared with autoclaved distilled 
water at the concentration of 10 mg/ml. Agar plates with different cycloheximide 
concentration were prepared by adding this chemical solution into unagarified 
medium. Growth in these medium was recorded as growth diameter (mm) / days. In 
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four strains tested, the minimal resistant concentration of Le3 revealed to be the 
highest. Therefore, this strain was used in protoplast fusion. For investigating the 
effects of Cycloheximide on protoplast regeneration, protoplasts from Le3 were 
regenerated on MYG medium with 0.6M mannitol and different concentrations of 
Cycloheximide. 
8.2.4 Protoplast fusion 
Protoplast isolation and regeneration conditions are listed in Table 8.2. The Fusion 
protocol is described in Section 5.2.5. 
Table 8.2. Conditions for protoplast production and regeneration 
Strain mycelium culture Digestion Regeneration 
time ( hr.) 
Time ( days) Temp. ( QQ Time ( days) Temp. ( OQ 
Le26 5 25 4 7 25 
Le 156 6 25 4 8 25 
Le 3 6 25 4 8 25 
L t l -1 1.5 35 2 3 35 
L t l -2 1 35 4 2 35 
8.3 Results and Discussions 
J 
8.3.1 Strain choice 
L t l strain was obtained from the Shanghai Institute of Edible Fungi. This strain can 
form fruiting bodies in MYG medium ( Fig. 8.1). Morphology of its fruiting bodies 
confirmed the nomenclature of this strain. A series of mating reactions were carried 
out between L. tigrinus strains and Shiitake strains. Mating results showed a strong 
antagonism reaction( Fig. 8.2). 
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KIm 
Fig. 8.1 Fruiting body of LerUmus tigrhms. 
^ I f l l e X l l t l ^ ^ l 
Fig. 8.2 Mating reaction between Le26 and Ltl-1. 
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8.3.2 Lentinus tigrinus monokaryotization 
After protoplasting, over 70% of progeny were monokaryons without the clamp 
connection. One of monokaryotic progeny was used as a tester strain to distinguish 
the parental types. The two types of monokaryons were recovered with a ratio of 
2.17: 1 ( Zhao and Chang, 1993). The mating type of tester strain was designated as 
A l B l and mating type of its partner was A2B2. 
8.3.3 Cycloheximide effect 
Le 1, 2, 3, and 4 could grow in the medium over a concentration of 100 |ag/ml CH. 
One of them, Le 3，showed the highest resistance ability. For L. tigrinus, no strains 
can grow in a concentration of 50|ag/ml or above. This result suggested that 
Cycloheximide could be used for the isolation of fusants. Cycloheximide is 
probably the best known antifungal antibiotic. It inhibits protein synthesis on 80S 
ribosome by binding to the 60S subunit. The mode of action seemed to be to prevent 
elongation of the peptide chains by stopping translocation of the ribosome along the 
message RNA . Table 8.3 showed the effect of cycloheximide on the protoplast 
regeneration of Le3. I f no CH was added, regeneration frequency was 0.1%; When 
100 fig /ml of Cycloheximide was added, the frequency was decreased to 0.0001%. 
The results indicated that cycloheximide could decrease the regeneration frequency 
significantly even when strain was resistant to cycloheximide. This result also 
suggested ihat cycloheximide could not be directly added into regeneration medium 
because of its toxicity on regeneration. A overlay medium was used in the isolation of 
fusants from the fusion Le3 and Ltl-1. This method firstly was used in screening the 
resistant sirain to antibiotics for bacterial and was also used in the isolation of 
auxotrophic mutants from filamentous fungi (Chang and Miles, 1990). 
Table 8.3. Cycloheximide effect on the protoplast regeneration of Le3 
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Medium + CH Plating Density Regeneration 
( per plate) frequency (%) 
MYGM 3.44x104 0.10 ±0.03 
MYGM + io iig/ml 3.44x104 0.031 ±0.010 
MYGM + 50 |ig/ml 3.44 x 10^ 0.002 ±0.001 
MYGM + lOOng/ml 3.44 x 10^ 0.0002 土 0.0001 
8.3.5 Analyses of progeny 
Fusions between L. tigrinus and L. edodes were carried out in different strains. 
Fusions between L. edodes and other species, e.g., Pf 67 x Lei56 and Cc5026 x 
Le26, were also undertaken. Though more than seven batches of fusion processes 
were undertaken, no prototrophic fusants were obtained in the fiision (Table 8.4). 
Based on our experiences, it seemed that the high antagonism reaction would lead to 
a low fusion frequency. The barrages between L. tigrinus and L. edodes were very 
strong ( Fig. 8.2) and implied that the taxonomic barrier would contribute to such 
low fusion frequency. 
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Table 8.4. Protoplast fusion in shiitake and other species by PEG. 
Batch Protoplast Yield Protoplast fusion Fusant Fusion 
No. yield ( % ) Frequency 
Le26 Lt l -1 
1 6.75x106 3 .38x107 24.5% 0 0.0 x l O ' ^ 
2 7.60x106 7.70X107 27.7% 0 0.0x10-6 
3 1.71x107 6.35x106 30.2% 0 0.0 x 10-6 
Le26 Lt l -2 
4 1.17x108 6.44x106 35.4% 0 0.0 x 10-6 
5 1.06x108 1.37x107 20.5% 0 0.0x10:6 
6 9.65x107 1.54x107 28.6% 0 0.0x10-6 
LeI56 Lt l -1 „ 
1 1.40x107 i.08x107 36.2% 0 0.0 x lO'^ 
Le3 Lt l -1 
1 8.05x106 9.6x10^ 26.6% 0 0 .0x10-6 
Lel56 Pf67 
1 4.0x107 l.OxlO^ 22.0% 0 0.0x10-6 
2 1.36x108 3.0x108 22.3% 0 0.0 x lO'^ 
3 4.0x108 6.0x107 21.5% 0 0.0 x lO'^ 
Le26 Cc5026 
1 3.5x107 3.93x107 30.5% 0 0.0x10-6 
_2 2.72x107 7.24x107 20.5% 0 0.0 x 10-6 
Regeneration rate in RMYG Regeneration 
medium (No PEG addition ) rate (%) 
Le26 0.68 土 0.15 
Lel56 0.72 士 0.12 
Le3 0.10 士 0.03 
L t l -1 0.50 士 0.11 
L t l -2 0.48 士 0.18 
Cc5026 2.43 土 0.21 
Pf67 0.40 土 0.10 
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8.3.5 Phylogenetic relationship between L. edodes and L.iigrirms 
Evolutionary relationships of Lentinus to the Tricholomataceae and Polyporaceae 
were studied using restriction analysis of nuclear-encoded ribosomal RNA genes 
(rDNA) ( Hibbett and Vilgalys, 1991). Five species of Lentinus, three species in the 
Polyporaccae and two species in the Tricholomataceae were examined. Results of all 
analytical approaches were highly consistent and strongly suggested that Lentinus 
tigrinus was more closely related to the Polyporaceae and Tricholomataceae and 
could not be clearly assigned to either family. Morphological characteristics also 
supported this hypothesis. The other species of Lentims appear to be intermediate 
between the Polyporaceae and Tricholomataceae and could not be clearly assigned to 
either family. 
Restriction polymorphisms in two regions of the ribosomal DNA repeat unit were 
also examined in 18 strains of Lentinus, Neolentims, Pleurotus, and shiitake 
mushroom ( Molina et al., 1992). All strains of Lentims edodes consistently 
exhibited identical restriction profiles that were distinct from those of the genera 
Lentinus, Neolentinus, and Pleurotus. Results from cluster analysis of the two data 
sets were highly congruent and tree topologies were consistent irrespective of the 
clustering method used. Ribosomal DNA restriction polymorphisms support the 
separation of Lentinus edodes from Lentims and related genera. The taxonomic 
history of shiitake is reviewed ( Hibbett, 1992) and competing classifications are 
evaluated in light of recent molecular systematic studies. Phylogenetic analysis of 
ribosomal RNA gene sequences suggests that shiitake and Collybia are closely 
related, which is consistent with placement of shiitake in LenUimla ( Collybieae, 
Tricholomataceaae). Patterns of isozyme and mitochondrial DNA RFLP variation 
suggest that there are three geographically separated, genetically distinct strains of 
shiitake. Molecular phylogenetic analysis placed shiitake and Lentinus tigrinus on 
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widely separated branches of the phylogenetic tree. Failure of fusion in other pairs 
may also come from the taxonomic difference or low sample numbers. We could not 
draw a reasonable conclusion from these data. 
8.4 Conclusion 
Intraspecific fusion between Lentirms edodes and Leniinus tigrums were carried out. 
Though more than seven batches of fusions were undertaken, no any heterotrophic 
fusants were obtained in the fusion. Intergeneric fusion between L. edodes + P. 
florida and L. edodes + C. cinereus were also carried out and no heterotrophic 
strains were detected. Failure of fusion in Lentirms suggested that shiitake and L. 
tigj'ums might be not in the same genus. 
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Advances in plant protoplast fiision are faster than fungal protoplast fusion. The 
difference between two processes lies in the occurrence of heterokaryotic fusants in 
the latter. In plant protoplast fusion, heterokaryotic hybrids were unstable and easily 
form one or more stable nucleus. Most of hybrids were diploids or heteroploids. In 
fungal protoplast fusion, a heterokaryotic hybrids were expected to appear because 
of the dominance of heterokaryon in fungal life cycle. Therefore, following questions 
will be a basis for identification of fiision hybrids in higher fungi. 
(a). What kinds of fusion hybrids were obtained? Heterokaryotic hybrids , nuclear 
hybrids or cybrids? 
(b). Was parasexual cycle occurred in nuclear hybrids ？ 
After reviewing previous works in mushroom protoplast fusion, an identification 
model was suggested . This model is suitable for all heterothallic species, and also 
applicable for homothallic species. 
In this identification model, nuclei number in potential hybrids were firstly checked by 
fluorescence. Then protoplasting technique was used to distinguish heterokaryotic 
hybrids and other hybrids ( including nuclear hybrids and cybrids) ( Fig. 2.4). For 
heterokaryotic hybrids, the second step is to exclude the possibility of dual cultures. 
Confirmed heterokaryotic hybrid will be available for fruiting trial and further 
identification. For nuclear hybrids and cybrids, a possibility of back mutation should 
be excluded. Protoplasts from both parents will be self fused and regenerated in 
selective medium. I f frequency of back mutation is significantly less than the fusion 
frequency, these progeny could be concluded as hybrids. I f genetic and molecular 
markers are absent in a hybrid, this hybrid may come from the contamination. 
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After examination of the above mentioned steps, all confirmed hybrids were studied 
in three levels. At the morphological level, mating type, morphological markers and 
sector formation were investigated. At the cytological level, nuclei number and 
nuclear DNA contents were determined by fluorescence microscope. At the 
molecular level, some molecular markers，e.g., AP-PCR markers, RAPD markers 
and PGR markers, were compared in hybrids and parents. CHEF analysis was used to 
observe the genome type of fusants. Based on the above protocols, a hybrid can be 
clearly described and unambiguously classified. 
Optimized conditions of the experiments for protoplast production were carried out 
in different mushroom species. Our results suggested that culture age was a critical 
factor in the determination of mushroom protoplasts. The optimal culture age should 
be determined empirically. Different strains might show various sensitivity to 
Novozym and lywallzyme. The mixtures of Novozym and lywallzyme were effective 
to release a high yield of protoplasts in a low cost. Self-made double filter could 
decrease the loss of protoplasts in the filtration and increase the yield of protoplasts. 
Monokaryotization by protoplasting technique was carried out in several 
heterothallic species of edible mushrooms. After the regeneration of protoplasts, 
two types of neo-monokaryons could be recovered from a dikaryon. In 
regenerated colonies, monokaryons grew more slowly than dikaryons. This 
phenomenon could be used as an effective and simple method to distinguish 
monokaryons from dikaryons. In all species tested, the yield of monokaryons in 
total regenerated colonies was over 45%. By the identification of mating types and 
auxotrophic markers, no differences were found between neo-monokaryons and 
parental monokaryons. In comparison with other monokaryotization methods, 
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protoplasting technique is considered as a rapid, simple and effective approach. 
This method could be used in the identification of fusion hybrids. 
In intraspecific fusion, a new PEG fusion protocol could increase the fiision 
frequency up to 50% and revealed to be advantageous to electrofusion method. 
Complementation frequency was 20-50% for PEG fusion and 5%-8% for 
electrofusion. All progeny grew rapidly and had the clamp connections. These 
heterokaryons were indistinguishable in morphology and fruiting ability from the 
heterokaryons by mating. No monokaryotic heterotrophs were found in these 
progeny. Both parental types were recovered from these progeny by protoplasting 
technique. In self fusion , no prototrophic colonies were found in regeneration 
minimal medium. 
In interspecific fusion between V. volvacea and V. bombycina，fusion frequency was 
in the range of 0.032-0.71%. Most progeny showed only one of parental type (VblO 
type or Vv34 type). Vb 10 type of progeny might be resulted from fusion not from 
the leakage of inactivated protoplasts, because no progeny was found in control 
plates. In subculture, these parental progeny showed the same characteristics with 
parental strain VblO. Fingerprinting of these strains were same with VblO. These 
parental progeny might be cybrids. The reason for these progeny might be that the 
enzymes or molecules in V. volvacea cytoplasm complemented the damage of VblO 
protoplasts. Such cybrids could regenerate in selective medium. Because of the 
interaction of nuclear gene and mitochondrion genes, mitochondria of V. volvacea 
were excluded from cytoplasm in the subsequent culture. V. volvacea type of 
progeny from the fusion of Vv l 0 and Vv34 should not be derived from the survive of 
parental strains, because nonparental type were not detected in controls. 
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A few progeny grew very slow and were unstable. Sectors were often segregated to 
subprogeny in complete medium. Most of these subprogeny expressed the 
morphology of one parental strains and had similar PCR markers with this parental 
strains. Protoplasting technique was used in these progeny. One type of parents and 
some nonparental types were found in protoplasted progeny, but both parental types 
were not recovered from one progeny. Nuclear DNA contents were compared in 
some fusion products. No diploid ( Parent 1 genome plus Parent 2 genomes ) was 
found. Fluorescence results showed that most progeny revealed more mitochondria 
than both parental strains. AP-PCR fingerprinting indicated that majority of progeny 
were similar to one of the parents, and some heterologous fragments were found in 
some strains. Some fusion progeny revealed new fragments in mt rDNA profile, 
which indicated that the rearrangement of mtDNA could be occurred after fusion. In 
fruiting test, most fusion progeny were sterile. 
In intergeneric fusion between P. florida and S. commune^ complementation 
frequency was very low ( 0.001-0.007%). A few fiision progeny were obtained after 
one to four weeks. Most fusion progeny were monokaryotic except for Fsp3 ( 
multinuclear) and Fsp5 ( binuclear). Protoplasting technique was used in these 
progeny. One type of parents and some nonparental types were found in protoplasted 
progeny, but both parental types were not recovered from one progeny. Nuclear 
DNA contents were compared in some fusion products. Non diploid ( Parent 1 
genome plus Parent 2 genomes ) were found. Most fusion progeny showed a 
significantly higher nuclear contents than the parental strain. AP-PCR fingerprinting 
indicated tiiat majority of progeny were similar to one of the parents, and some 
heterologous fragments were found in some strains. Some fusion progeny revealed 
new fragments in mt rDNA-PCR profile, which might be due to the rearrangement 
of mtDNA after fusion. In fruiting test, most of hybrid did not form fruiting body. 
\ 
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Why no heterokaryotic fusion products were produced in interspecific and 
intergeneric fusion? Direct monitoring of fijsion by microscopic observation of 
protoplasts revealed that PFYs were similar in intraspecific, interspecific and 
intergeneric fusion experiments ( 20-40 %). About 20-40% of heterokaryons were 
produced from intraspecific fusions, and all of them were balanced dikaryons. 
Compared to intraspecific fusion, only 0.001-0.007% of fusion hybrids were 
produced. This result indicated that only a limited number ( about 1 in 1000 in 
interspecific fusion and 1 in 10,000 in intergeneric fusion) of viable heterofusants 
could produce somatic hybrid colonies following interspecific fusions. Therefore, 
lack of detectable heterokaryosis in intergeneric fusion is not due to failure of 
plasmogamy, but rather to failure of heterokarysis to be maintained during 
subsequent growth. 
I f heterokaryosis does not explain the great diversity of progeny obtained from 
intergeneric fusions, then other mechanisms of genetic variation must occur. Three 
possibilities were suggested for explaining these results.. 
1. One possibility might be in the nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions. The initial 
products of protoplast fusion are not only heterokaryotic , but also contain mixtures 
of other organelles from the two parents. Thus , cytoplasmic or nuclear cytoplasmic 
interactions may occur. A rearrangement occurred in these fusion hybrids. Therefore, 
nonparental progeny could result from the gradual resolution of colonies containing 
the nuclei of one parental type and mitochondria of the other parental strain, mixtures 
of mitochondria types.，or mitochondria with recombined genomes. The effect of 
mycoviruses or plasmids could also be involved in postfusion events. Our rDNA 
results supported the occurrence of rearrangement and mt DNA mosaic in 
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intergeneric fusion progeny. Rearrangement of mitochondrial DNA has been 
observed after interspecific and intergeneric protoplast fusions in plant ( Temple et 
al., 1992). Nonselective recombination was also reported in yeast ( Ferenzy, 1985). 
Our results also suggested that mitochondria might play a role in the formation of 
nonparental type. 
2. The second possibility is the occurrence of karyogamy. The products of 
intergeneric protoplast fusion might be anuploids of heteroploids, but not diploid 
based on the nuclear DNA contents. Formation of anuploids and heteroploids would 
require karyogamy as well as plasmogamy. Successful protoplast fusion might 
require fusion of the nuclear envelopes. However, to verify that , a large number of 
fusion progeny after nuclear fusion were necessary for a detailed genetic analysis. 
Five ftision progeny were not enough to infer the occurrence of nuclear fusion. 
3. Another possibility was strongly suggested based on our experiments. Our results 
were consistent with a parasexual cycle without karyogamy suggested by Casselton ( 
1969). Parasexuality could occur extremely rarely in lower fungi, but very 
frequently in high fungi (Casselton, 1965). In a number of cases, however, 
parasexual recombination did not appear to conform to the standard parasexual 
cycle. Most of cases occurred in basidiomycetes and were classified as meiotic-like 
recombination, specific non-reciprocal transfer of a single gene, and chromosome 
transfer. This parasexual cycle in the absence of karyogamy might explain our 
research results. Nuclei of nonprevalent parent may be degraded, and small portions 
of this genome may be incorporated into the genome of the prevalent parent. Such 
incorporation of a genetic sequence coding for necessary nutrients would result in 
growth of the strain on minimal media. The level of prototrophy acquired would 
depend on the number and sites, particular proximity to promoter regions, of 
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integration events with respect to expression of the needed gene. Such insertions 
might be expected to result in altered colony morphology. 
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Appendix 1. Determination of ploidy in some mushrooms 
The fluorochrome DAPI (4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) has many attractive 
properties as a nuclear stain. It binds selectively to AT-rich double-stranded DNA ( 
at least three AT-pairs in a row necessary as binding site) ( Brensinsky et al., 1987; 
Meixner and Bresinsky, 1987). The DAPI-DNA-complex has a much enhanced 
fluorescence over that of the dye alone and fades comparatively slowly; the 
fluorescence of DAPI-stained DNA is proportional to the DNA quantity when DNA 
of the same base composition is compared (Coleman et al., 1981). . 
Cultures of different species were grown on microscope slides . The slides were heat-
dried for 30 min at 60OC and subsequently fixed in ethanol/acetic acid (3:1) for 15 
min. Before and after staining (dye solution: 0.5 ^g/ml DAPI ( SIGMA) made up 
in O.IM citrate / 0.2M Na^HPC^ buffer, pH=7.0, 5 min )，they were washed in 
buffer for ten minutes. For the DNA measurements a NIKON photomicroscope 
equipped with an epifluorescence illuminator ( filter combination: Bp 365/ 11 
excitation filter, FT 395 beam splitter, LP 397 barrier filter ) and a NIKON 
microscope photometer 01 . Optical densities of individual nuclei were recorded in a 
a data file and a histograms of DNA content of nuclei verse percentage of nuclei 
was produced. Before the measurement, some control knobs ( sensitivity and zero 
knobs ) were adjust a stable value to decrease the errors. Spores of S. conmnme were 
used as internal standard to overcome the variation of values. Measuring spot was 
0.2 mm in diameter, while the field diaphragm was slightly larger. The background 
fluorescence was directly measured and subtracted from the fluorescence of the 
nuclei by the computer. The following precautions were taken to minimize the quick 
fading fluorescence: excitation was reduced to the period during which nuclei were 
centered and focused; only nuclei exposed for less 10 seconds were measured in each 
field of view exposed to UV. 
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Appendix 2. Genomic DNA Isolation 
DNA isolation was performed by modified Taylor's method and Yoo's method 
(Taylor et al., 1990; Yoo et al., 1991 ). 
Modified Taylor's methods: 
Grind 300 mg of fresh mycelium in liquid nitrogen and fill a 1.5-ml Eppendorf 
microcentrifuge tube one-third up the conical portion. Fill the tube with 400-500 |il 
of lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH7.2; 50 mM EDTA； pH7.2; 3% sodium dodecyl 
sulfate; and 1% 2-mercaptoethanol) and mix with a pipette tip. Incubate at 650C 
for Ih and occasionally shaking the tube to ensure complete lysis. Add 0.4 ml 
chloroform : TE-saturated phenol (1:1, v:v) and gently invert the tube several times. 
Centrifuge at 11,300 x g for 10 min at room temperature. Transfer the top phase 
(0.5-0.6 ml) to a new tube leaving behind cellular debris. Add 0.4 ml chloroform : 
TE-saturated phenol and gently invert the tube several times. Centrifuge and transfer 
the top phase to a new tube. Add 0.5ml chloroform and gently invert the tube 
several times. After the centrifligation, transfer the top phase ( about 0.5 ml) to a 
new tube. Repeat the extraction until the interface is clear ( Usually extracting twice 
is enough). Add 0.1 volume of 3.0 M NaOAc and 1 volume of precooled 
isopropanol, mix, and stand for 15 min at -20OC. Centrifuge for 10 min to 
precipitate DNA. Pour off the supernatant solution and rinse the pellet with 
ice-cold 70% ethanol. Dissolve DNA in 400 TE ( 10 mM Tris-HCl and 0.1 mM 
EDTA). RNAase ( Crystallized, SIGMA) was added into the DNA solution to a 
final concentration of 100).ig/ml (For preparing DNAase-free RNAase, pancreatic 
RNAase was dissolved in lOmM Tris-Cl ( pH 7.5), 15 mM NaCl, and heated to 
lOO^C for 15 min. Allow to cool slowly to room temperature. Dispense into aliquots 
and store at -20OC), After 60 min at treated DNA solution was extracted by 
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phenol and chloform once respectively. Add 0.1 volume of 3.0 M NaOAc and 1 
volume of isopropanol, mix, and stand for 15 min at -20^C. Centrifuge for 10 min 
to precipitate DNA. Pour off the supernatant solution. Rinse the pellet with 
ice-cold 70% alcohol and dissolved in TE buffer. 
Modified CsCl method: 
Grind 300 mg of fresh mycelium in liquid nitrogen and fill a 1.5-ml Eppendorf 
microcentrifuge tube one-third up the conical portion. Fill the tube with 400-500 \i\ 
of lysis buffer and incubate at 65^0 for Ih . Add 0.4 ml chloroform : TE-saturated 
phenol and gently invert the tube several times. Centrifuge at 11,300 x g for 10 min 
at room temperature. Transfer the top phase (0.5-0.6 ml) to a new tube leaving 
behind cellular debris. Extract with 0.4 ml chloroform : TE-saturated phenol and 
transfer the top phase to a new tube. Add 0.5ml chloroform and gently invert the 
tube several times. After the centrifugation, transfer the top phase ( about 0.5 
ml) to a new tube. Repeat the extraction until the interface is clear . Add 0.1 volume 
of 3.0 M NaOAc and 1 volume of ice-cooled isopropanol, mix, and stand for 15 min 
at-20OC. Centrifuge for 10 min to precipitate DNA. Pour off the supernatant 
solution and rinse the pellet with ice-cold 70% ethanol. Dissolve DNA in 400|al 
TE buffer . Add RNAase into DNA solution and incubated at 37°C for 60 minutes. 
Removing proteins by phenol extraction again. Then add CsCl to a concentration of 
1.0 g/ml, gently shaking it to dissolve the CsCl, and centrifuge at 11,300 x g for 10 
min. Transfer the supernatant solution to a new tube. Add 3 volumes of TE and 4 
volumes of ice cooled isopropanol, mix, and stand for 10 min at -20^0. Centrifuge 
for 5 min to precipitate DNA. Pour off the supernatant solution. Rinse the 
pellet with ice-cold 70% alcohol and dissolved in TE buffer. 
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The purity of DNA was measured by spectrophotometric method in a Spectronic 
Array 3000 spectrophotometer (Hitachi). A260/A280 should be in the range of 1.8. 
1.0 of optical density at 260nm corresponds to approximately 50j.ig/ml for double-
stranded DNA. The molecular size range and degradation of the DNA was 
investigated on Agarose-gel electrophoresis. 
Our preliminary results indicated that both method were effective for all strains, 
involved S. comimnie, L edodes, P. florida，V. volvacea and V. homhycina. The 
yield of CsCl method was higher than Lee's method. But for a small scale of 
extraction, both methods were easy, fast and not expensive. Genomic DNA extracted 
from both methods was amplified by AP-PCR, and no differences were found in 
them. This result indicated that different methods of DNA preparation did not affect 
the AP-PCR and RAPDs fingerprinting. 
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Appendix 3. Arbitrary primer polymerase chain reaction 
The study of variation within mushrooms has frequently been limited by a lack of 
useful genetic markers. Where little is known of the genetic constitution of a 
particular mushroom, direct analysis of polymorphism in DNA can provide useful 
information on variation both within and between species. Such variability in the 
genomes of mushrooms has previously been studied by a number of molecular 
approaches. For example, RFLP has proved a powerful method for studying variation 
within a range of species. However, detection of polymorphism by techniques 
involving Southern hybridization analysis is time consuming and laborious. Recently, 
Welsh and McClelland ( 1990) "and Williams et al. ( 1990,1991) described simple 
methods for assessing genomic variability based on the amplification of genomic 
DNA with single primers of arbitrary nucleotide sequence. These primers were 
shown to reproducibly detect polymorphism in the absence of specific nucleotide 
sequence information in DNA from bacterial, flingal, human and plant origins. The 
terms AP-PCR ( arbitrary primed polymerase chain reaction) and RAPD ( random 
amplification of polymorphic DNA) have been applied to these polymorphism. 
Table A3-1 Primers for amplification of genomic DNA 
Primer Sequence a Source 
Primer 1: M13 forward CGCCAGGGTTTTCCCAGTCACGAC Operon 
sequencing primer 
Primer 2: M13 reverse AGCGGATAACAATTTCACACAGGA Operon 
sequencing primer 
Primer 3: EcoRI-Ext TAGGCGTATCACGAGGCCCT Operon 
primer 
Primer 4: Gal K primer TACGGTGGCGGAGCGCAGCA Operon 
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a: S e q u e n c e s w e r e wr i t t en 5'-3'. 
Amplification reactions were performed in 50mM KCl, 4.0mM MgCl2, lOmM Tris-
HCl, pH8.3; 200|i M of each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP ( Pharmacia). 200 
nM primer (Table A3.1), 5 units of Ainplitag DNA polymerase ( Staffel fragment, 
Perkin-Elmer Cetus, U. S. A. ); and 25-50 ng of genomic DNA in a final volume of 
50|.il; overlaid with 1 drop of mineral oil ( SIGMA). Amplification was performed in 
a Perkin-Elmer-Cetus DNA Thermal Cycler (480). Amplification products were 
analyzed by electrophoresis in 2.0% agarose gels and detected by staining with 
ethidium bromide. For AP-PCR, each machine was programmed as following ( 
Welsh et al., 1990; Kwan et al, 1992): 
2 cycles: 5min at 940C; 5min at 350C; Smin at l lPC 
35 cycles: 1 min at 940C; 1 min at 60OC ； 2min at l l ^ C 
Last cycle: Imin at 94^0; Imin at 60OC; lOmin at 12'^ C 
For RAPD, each machine was selected for 3min at 94°C followed by 40 cycles of 
Imin at 94^0, Imin at 45^0 and 2min at (Willaim and Kuebelik, 1991). 
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Appendix 4. rDNA PCR Amplification conditions 
Comparative studies of the nucleotide sequences of ribosomal RNA genes provide a 
means for analyzing phylogenetic relationships over a wide range of taxonomic 
levels . The nuclear small-subunit rDNA sequences evolve relatively slowly and are 
useful for studying distantly related organisms, whereas the mitochondrial rRNA 
genes evolve more rapidly and can be useful at the ordinal or family level. The 
internal transcribed spacer region and intergenic spacer of the nuclear rRNA repeat 
units evolve fastest and may vary among species within a genus or among 
populations ( White et al., 1990). 
Table A4-1 Primers for amplification of fungal ribosomal RNA Genes 
Primer Sequence^ Product 
size ( bp )b 
Nuclear, ITS (Inter transcribed spacer) 
ITS 5 GGAAGTAAAAGTCGTAACAAGG 315 
ITS 2 GCTGCGTTCTTCATCGATGC 290 
ITS 3 GCATCGATGAAGAACGCAGC 330 
ITS 4 TCCTCCGCTTATTGATATGC 
Mitochondria, small 
MSI CAGCAGTCAAGAATATTAGTCAATG 716 
MS2 GCGGATTATCGAATTAAATAAC 
a: All odd-numbered primers are 5' primers; even numbers indicate 3' primers. 
Sequences are written 5_-3丨. 
b: Product sizes are approximate based on the rRNA genes ofS. cerevisiae', the size 
of the region amplified is the product size minus the primers ( White et al., 1990) 
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For PGR, a 50|li1 reaction mixture containing 1-10 ng template DNA, 1.25 units 
Amplitag polymerase (Perkin-Elmer Cetus,U.S.A.), 1 x reaction buffer, 0.2mM of 
each dNTP ( Perkin-Elmer Cetus,U.S. A.), and 0.5|aM of each primer (Table A4.1). 
The mixture was overlaid with oil. Amplification was performed in a Perkin-Elmer 
Cetus DNA Thermal Cycle programmed for 45 cycles of 1 min at 94^0, 1 min at 
550c, and 1.5 min at 720C. 
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Appendix 5 Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis 
Recent advances in the separation of high molecular weight DNA have led to the 
development of pulsed field gel electrophoresis ( Lai et al.,1989). In basidiomycetes, 
electrophoretic karyotypes have been reported for the well-defined genetic systems 
of Agaricns hisporus, Pleurofiis, Coprinus cinereus, Schizophyllum commune and 
Ustall go maydis. 
Preparation of DNA samples for PFGE 
Protoplasts were suspended in SC buffer ( 1.0 M sorbitol, lOmM Tris-Hcl, pH 7.5) 
to give a concentration between 5 X 10^ and 2 X 10^ protoplasts/ml. This 
suspension was mixed with one volume of 1.4% low molten agarose and held at 50 
C. The mixture was pipettes into a block-forming mold and allowed to solidify. The 
blocks were then suspended in a buffer containing O.IM EDTA, lOmM TRIS-HCL, 
pH 8.0，1% sodium lauryl sarcosine, 1 mg/ml proteinase K and incubated overnight 
at 50C. Blocks were further incubated in fresh buffer at SO^C for 2 hours and then 
washed for 1 h at least three times in TE at 40C. Intact chromosomal DNA samples 
from S. cerecisiae strain and S. pomhe strain were obtained from BioRad and used as 
molecular weight size standards. All PFGE was carried out on a BioRad CHEF DRII 
system using 0.5 x TBE ( Manitols et al, 1989) at H^C, using 0.6% chromosomal 
grade agarose ( Biorad). Running conditions were set at 50 V with a pulse time of 
Ih for a running time of 166 h. Following electrophoresis the gels were stained for Ih 
in a 0.5|ig/ml solution of ethidium bromide and visualized on a UV transilluminator. 
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Appendix 6. Genetic distance analysis in hybrids and their parents 
A distance metric based on a modification of Dice coefficient (SwofFord and Olson, 
1990) was calculated from the APPCR or RAPD fingerprints as: 
D = l - 2 ( N x y ) / ( N x + Ny) 
in which N^y equals the number of amplified fragments shared between individuals, 
and Nx and Ny equal the total number of fragments in all amplified fragments in 
individuals x and y, respectively. This coefficient was chosen because if produces a 
standardized distance measure that is not biased by differences in the total number of 
fragments in each member of a pair. 
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